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This thesis documents the experiences of parents and children aged between 24 and 48 months visiting a local museum. Seven families made visits in friendship groups to one of two local museums, and I accompanied each visit as a participant observer. My two year old daughter accompanied me. The knowledge generated from this research is grounded in the shared experiences that took place within these groups of parents, children and researcher at the museums. 

This study answers the research question ‘How do families with young children make meaning in a museum?’ by arguing that parents and young children collaboratively produced embodied emplaced knowledge about the museum through a range of verbal and non-verbal communicative practices. In particular, movement through and around the space was significant to the families’ meaning making. As the families made repeated visits to the same museum over the course of one year, the meaning of the place changed, as an unfamiliar location became familiar to the families (chapter 6). Through this process, shared embodied knowledge of the museum was produced, which was tacit and situated (chapter 7). Specific locations, places and meaning making practices in the museum became established as ‘traditions’ which the group repeated on subsequent visits, creating a sense of shared identity and knowledge of the museum (chapter 8). 

In this first chapter, I will introduce the study by describing how I came to be carrying out this research, and how my research question has evolved along with my understandings about children and families in museums. I will conclude this explanation by describing the processes through which new knowledge has emerged from my research. Finally, this chapter will provide a more detailed description of the study sites, the participants and the nature of the research itself, finishing with an outline of the structure of the rest of the thesis. 

Coming to the field: moving from museums to research

I came to study families’ learning in museums from the perspective of a museum learning officer with a young child myself. In this section, I discuss my journey from museum practice into research, and the implications of my positionality for the study. 
The context for this journey was my work in the museum sector between 2002 and 2009, at a time when museums were deeply concerned with their own relevance and inclusiveness. The titles of articles in the Journal of Education in Museums, the key practitioner journal for the sector, highlight the issues that were of concern to young museum education practitioners such as myself at this time; how museums could develop new audiences and, in doing so, help to tackle social exclusion (Davies, 1999, Newman and McLean, 2004), how exhibitions could become more representative of communities (Bennett, 2003, 2005; Macdonald, 2003) and how education could become more central to the work of museums (Adler, 2003). However, these aspirations around social inclusion, representation and learning emerging from parts of the museum sector at this time, were not easily fulfilled​[1]​. A recent Taking Part Survey (DCMS, 2011) demonstrated the continuing class inequalities found in typical museum visitors: while 57.5% of people from upper socio-economic groups visited a museum in the last year, only 33.7% of people from lower socio-economic groups had visited. These figures are paralleled in other areas of participation with culture; for example, 83.8% of upper socio economic group adults participated in the arts last year, compared with 64.5% lower socio economic groups. While figures show an overall increase in the percentage of the adult population who visit museums (DCMS, 2011), a recent report critiqued the extent to which community engagement work in museums was embedded and effective, employing the damning term ‘empowerment lite’ (Lynch, 2011). 

Before beginning this research, I worked in museum learning and outreach, a career which directly referenced the above debates; the extent to which museums can or should be accessible and relevant to diverse communities, and the processes through which this might be achieved. I began my career as an outreach officer for museums, effectively ‘taking the museum’ to people who did not visit, and running community projects which related the museum collections to overarching social concerns such as young people’s participation and adult engagement in lifelong learning. Following this, I worked as a self-employed consultant, advising museums regionally on how to promote learning and become more welcoming and engaging particularly to under-represented audiences. 

These kinds of roles proliferated in the museum sector particularly under the New Labour government, and in the light of a new museum national framework called Inspiring Learning for All (MLA, 2008), which aimed to put “learning at the heart of museums”. This was a revolutionary concept when it was launched in 2001, as learning in museums had historically been seen as secondary to curatorial activities. In addition to driving forward these changes in the sector and upskilling the museum workforce to work more effectively with communities, my role as a self-employed consultant also involved collating case studies, visitor feedback and other evidence of museum activities which could be used to advocate the instrumental role of museums in improving learning attainment and promoting community cohesion to national policy makers (Hackett, 2006, 2010). 

My own museum visiting began in early childhood. As a very young child I was taken to museums and historical sites by my mother, who was passionate about the subject. Her encouragement undoubtedly led to an early love of history, a first degree in archaeology, and a subsequent career in museum learning. Growing up in a lower middle class family (I have achieved a higher educational level than anyone else in my family), my parents were conservative, strict, had high expectations for me, and drilled into me the importance of academic education. Museums were highly valued in our family, seen as a learning and leisure experience and were a familiar part of life from an early stage. Bourdieu and Wacquant’s (1992) discussion of theories of habitus, field and capital demonstrate how one accepted system of being can be reinforced and reproduced, with little potential for it to be challenged or questioned by those who are familiar with it. For example, Marsh’s (2006) study of attitudes to popular culture in trainee teachers provides a particularly clear example of the reproduction of the same practices when habitus and field are aligned. That museums form part of my habitus (both from the point of view of my social class and upbringing, and from a personal point of view through my family’s particular interest in the area), combined with the historical role museums have performed in fixing specific forms of social order (e.g. Bennett, 2005), leads to a danger that my research could serve only as an opportunity to reproduce existing habitus within the field of the museum world, specifically in terms of middle class families using museums in specific ways. More usefully, my aim is that this research will serve to open up the field, exploring the potential for museums to work in a wide range of ways, with a perspective starting from children’s experience of their own lifeworlds (James and Prout, 1997) rather than from the established and expected ways that museums tend to function. The potential here is particularly potent given the apparent lack of research into this particular age group in museums (as I discuss in chapter 2). 

My interest in young children’s experiences specifically originates from my own experiences of becoming a first time mother. I wrote the proposal for funding for this study while on maternity leave with my daughter Izzy (a pseudonym). Therefore, the decision to focus on children aged under five was grounded in a specific and personal interest I had in very young children, coupled with an intuitive belief that very young children were competent, interesting and worthy of extended study. It was during my research that I found the literature connected to these viewpoints (see chapter 2) and developed my position further. In the next section, I will discuss the framing of the study and origins of the research question, as they evolved in the context of my newly experienced motherhood. In chapters 3 and 4, I discuss in more detail how the study itself evolved, and how my status as a fellow mother to a child of the same age impacted on the research.

The evolution of the research question






Table 1.1 Research questions from initial funding application
Main research questionHow do families listen to each other and learn from each other in museums?
Sub questionsWhat are the different ways in which museum experiences encourage parents to communicate in new ways with their preschool children?What benefits does visiting a museum with preschool children bring to both parents / carers and children?How do these benefits relate to the unique qualities of a museum (as opposed to any other leisure / learning activity)?

In comparison to the thesis I am now submitting, these initial questions construct the museum as an instrument to ‘improve’ parenting practice. Museum educators’ tendency to describe museums as having an instrumental use related to learning and social justice, which I described in the section above, can clearly be seen in this original framing of the study. The sub questions are concerned with pragmatic changes or improvements in people’s behaviour, and explicitly seek to articulate benefits of museums for wider social issues. As I described above, my previous work before beginning this study was around advocating the usefulness of museums to wider social and political agendas. The original main research question in table 1.1 also places an emphasis on one-to-one verbal communication between parent and child (see also table 1.2). I believe that the reason for my original focus on verbal communication came from both my experience in mapping museums’ work to curriculum and policy documents (which, with regards to early years, tends to focus on spoken communication, Flewitt, 2005) and my own experiences of being a new mother, receiving and digesting government advice on the importance of my role in developing my child’s spoken communication from birth (Nichols et al., 2009). 

I would now critique the assumptions inherent in my original research question and sub questions. The sub questions reproduce a specific middle class and schooled way of parenting in a public place based on my own habitus (Marsh, 2006). The questions achieve this by accepting uncritically dominant understandings of children as “not-yet-ready adults” (Nichols et al., 2009, p.70). Evidence of the maturing and development of children in dominant policy discourses is grounded in their learning to communicate verbally (Flewitt, 2005). The reason for my original, uncritical adoption of these policy discourses lies in my previous museum work, which was focused on advocating the instrumental worth of museums to policy agendas, as outlined above. In the next section, I will describe the evolution of my research question during the course of the study, which reflects my emerging criticality and reflexivity towards the topic of my study.

The research question: How do families with young children make meaning in a museum?

While at the start of this study I intuitively believed that young children were competent and interesting in their own right, I also tended to think uncritically about policy agendas and the role of museums in serving those agendas. The discrepancy between these two standpoints led to a sense of ambivalence, which I have been engaging with and working through during my research. These difficulties led to me putting aside the more detailed questions from my research proposal, outlined in table 1.1. Instead I worked with a single research question in mind; ‘how do families with young children make meaning in a museum?’. 

My developing criticality in thinking about dominant policy discourses and how they construct children and childhood (James and Prout, 1997) has grown from both my reading of the literature and my fieldwork, as I will describe in more detail in chapters 2 and 3. I can give specific examples of moments of transformation in my thinking. One of these examples happened early on when, visiting one of the museum sites I would be researching at to sit and think about my research and about parent and child verbal interaction. I looked around the gallery and noticed that the children were running around wildly, while their parents chatted or texted on mobile phones. In addition, specific moments of my engagement with the literature have led to my transforming interpretation of the research question. One clear example of this was reading ‘Ways with Words’ (Heath, 1983) in the bath, getting to chapter 8 in which Heath describes what happened when children with different home communicative practices arrived into the school classroom, and leaping up in amazement at what I was reading. This was a moment of revelation, which transformed my perspectives. 

In comparison to the set of questions in table 1.1, focusing on this single question ‘how do families with young children make meaning in a museum?’ has allowed the framing of my research and the interpretation of terms within the research question to transform during the study. Table 1.2 provides a breakdown of the way in which terms used in the research question have been interpreted differently at the start and the end of the study. Firstly, the word ‘families’ was originally focused on the concept of parent and child dyads. However, in the field, interactions among and between the families were much more complex and varied than this. In particular, interactions between the children were much more significant to the meaning making in the museum than I originally assumed they would be. Secondly, the interpretation of the word ‘meaning making’ developed over the course of the study from something which was assumed to be skills-based and which valued spoken communication over all other forms of meaning making, to a practice which was much more rooted in the embodied and the non-verbal. This change in the interpretation of the word was again driven by my experiences in the field, during which I quickly realised that spoken communication was not the dominant driving force in the experiences the families were having in the museum. 

In their discussion of childhood as a social construct, James and Prout (1997) point out that “social science constitutes a phenomenon and does not simply reflect it” (p.xv). Following this argument, my research question has the unavoidable effect of constructing families, meaning making and museums in specific ways. Two examples of the possibilities for this construction are visible in table 1.2. However, by relying on a single broad research question, with terms that are open to interpretation, I at least allowed for the possibility of experiences with families in the field, as well as my own growth and learning during the study, to shape and impact on what the research was about and the research question that needed to be asked. 

Vasudevan (2011) argues that academics need to widen their ways of knowing, and suggests a stance of “non-expert” or of “unknowing” as a way forward, which I discuss in more detail in the next section. As an example of this, my single, broad research question has therefore offered me the possibility of an “unexpected trajectory” (Vasudevan, 2011), as discussed above. By this I mean that it enabled me to reinterpret the focus of my research and reconstruct the meaning of the words “family” and “meaning making” (as detailed in table 1.2) in order to focus on non-verbal and tacit aspects of meaning making, and on the relationships and dynamics between adults and children in the museum. Following Law’s (2004) proposal that we need methods which are “broader, looser, more generous” in order to investigate “the ephemeral, the indefinite and the irregular” (p.4), I argue that in the context of my own study, a “broad, loose and generous” research question afforded me the flexibility to revise my own constructions of families in museums during the study. 








Table 1.2 Breakdown of how words from the research study have been interpreted differently at different points in the research
How do families with young children make meaning in the museum?
	Interpretation at the start of the study	Current interpretation within this thesis
Families	Focus on one-to-one interaction between parents and children, with a focus on parents developing children’s communication. Implicit in this was that communication would be verbal. 	Interest in the experiences of both adults and children. The situation of the museum visits allowed the children a particular freedom to lead the way physically and also to drive forward different forms of communication. Much of this was non-verbal and took place mainly between the children themselves, rather than between adult and child. 
Make meaning	The following extract from an email I sent to Kate Pahl in 2009 provides a clear summary of how I was constructing meaning making at this point:“For example, ways in which parents communicate with their preschool children that encourage speaking and listening skills including:

 * Planning in advance about the visit to the museum
 * Recall - discussing the museum visit afterwards at home * Commentary about what they can see while going around the museum
 * Opinions about the experience e.g. what do you like? which is your favourite?
 * Imaginative and creative discussion e.g. what is the rhino’s name? is he friendly?
* Songs and storytelling that relate to the visit 
* Comparison with other experiences and knowledge e.g. he's got big boots on like yours at home
* Offering choices - do you want to look at the animals or the pictures







As discussed above, the term “meaning making” within my research question proved to have a broad and flexible interpretation. This interpretation changed during the course of the study (see table 1.2). However, throughout the study, my definition of meaning making was grounded in its use within both ethnography and multimodality. Within both these disciplines, meaning making is taken to mean both “what is meant” and “what is significant”. In this section, I will consider in more detail how ethnography and multimodality apply the differing definitions of “what is meant” and “what is significant” to the concept of meaning making. 

From an ethnographic point of view, the search for meaning and understanding processes of meaning making can be taken as the primary purpose of ethnographic study. As Willis (2000) writes, “meaning making is at the heart of human practices” (p.3). In particular though, meaning within ethnography stands distinct from function. Macdonald (2001) describes the growing importance of meaning as the discipline of ethnography developed in the 20th century, citing Evans Pritchard’s monograph ‘The Nuer’ (1987) as a key example of an early ethnographic monograph where the focus was not just on human behaviour, but the meaning behind this behaviour. For Macdonald (2001) then, the distinction between function and meaning is that meaning is concerned with “versions of experience that were not necessarily expressed directly and verbally” (p.68). In this context, meaning making is primarily concerned with what is significant to a society. “What is meant” explicitly may be different to meaning making, because meaning making may not be verbally or explicitly articulated. Indeed, Willis (2000) argues that the very purpose of ethnography is making explicit the implicit symbolism in everyday life. 

From a semiotic perspective, Kress (1997) situates “meaning” in relation to sign making. He states that signs are a combination of meaning and form. In this sense, Kress seems to be referring to meaning in terms of what is meant. However, he also describes his interest in “how children themselves seem to tackle the task of making sense of the world around them, and how they make their meanings in the world.” (p.3). This sense-making of the world seems to draw more strongly on a definition of meaning as “what is significant”. Kress later connects the “what is meant” and “what is significant” definitions of meaning making together, when he describes how the interest of the sign making (what is significant) always drives the sign making (what is meant). By drawing on both these definitions, there is a sense of meaning making as both something people transmit (making a multimodal sign for others) and something people do with the experiences they encounter (being in a place and making sense of it). 

Pahl’s use of the term meaning making spans both ethnography and multimodality, and is closely aligned to my understanding of the term. Describing children’s speech, writing, and creation of artefacts, Pahl (2002) writes,

Habitus becomes a heuristic, a way of discovering how meaning-making exists in a constantly moving, oscillating space, between a making moment, a tidying-up moment and a remaking moment, as objects are shifted and re-contextualized. Some of this ‘semiotic sediment’ fossilizes, and becomes part of home-created practice, settling into a ‘regulated improvisation’. (p.148)

Pahl’s definition of meaning making stresses the shifting and ephemeral, which sits well with my own fieldwork, particularly my interest in the children running and walking around (see chapter 6). In addition, Rowsell and Pahl’s (2007) concept of identity as sedimented in text stresses the role of time and social context in meaning making processes. In chapter 7 and 8, I discuss in depth the significance of social context and the passing of time in the families’ meaning making I observed in my study. 

In addition, my interpretation of meaning making draws on Lefebvre’s (1991) perspective of meaning as being related to lived space. I discuss Lefebvre’s (1991) work in more detail in chapter 2. Lefebvre writes “(social) space is a (social) product” (Lefebvre, 1991, p.26) and argues that lived space is a consequence of how people imagine space (conceived space) and how people use space in their everyday lives (conceived space) coming together. This lived space, according to Lefebvre (1991) then takes on a reality of its own. Drawing on Lefebvre (1991), I propose that it is this space between the perceived and the conceived, the imagined and the experienced, in which meaning is made. In relation to the question of whether meaning making is about what is meant, or what is significant (or a bit of both), Lefebvre’s (1991) perspective is useful. By stressing the production of lived reality through social action, what is meant becomes what is significant. For Lefebvre (1991), social actions produce lived space, which then take on a reality (and, therefore, a significance) of their own. 

These perspectives of meaning making, drawn from the disciplines of ethnography and multimodality, and particularly the work of Kress (1997), Pahl (2003) and Lefebvre (1991), I adopt in my own study. In the next section, I will discuss the literature influencing my epistemological stance in more detail, and consider the processes through which knowledge was produced or emerged in the course of this study. 

The emergence of knowledge in this research

This thesis is concerned with two strands of knowledge. The first of these strands is my own knowledge, that is, the understandings which have emerged for me from this study and which I am presenting to the reader as a set of findings of the research. Secondly, as a piece of educational research, I am concerned with the knowledge of the families, which emerged or developed during the study, through their visits and experiences in the museum. As I will demonstrate in this section, these two strands of knowledge are intimately linked. 

My understanding of the nature of knowledge is grounded in a postmodern, feminist stance, which seeks to trouble dominant assumptions of knowledge as fixed, discoverable and quantifiable (Law, 2004; Niedderer, 2007; Sommerville, 2007; Vasudevan, 2011). There are three aspects of the nature of knowledge, which I will discuss in this section: firstly, that knowledge is multiple and comprised of a variety of points of view; secondly, an emphasis on knowledge as a process rather than a product; and thirdly, I will discuss the intersection between tacit and explicit knowledge. 

Vasudevan (2011) suggests “unknowing” as a stance for researchers, which may open up “unexpected trajectories” and “myriad ways of knowing” in research. This rejection of the researcher as expert is paralleled in Kleinman’s (2002) discussion of her feelings of alienation from the academy in a situation where rationality and inexpressiveness were privileged as the characteristics of successful researchers. By occupying a “non-expert” stance, Vasudevan (2011) urges the reader to acknowledge the variety of points of view of which knowledge is comprised. This rejection of a single ‘truth’ within knowledge is taken up epistemologically by those interested in methodologies of multiple perspectives (e.g. Clark, 2011; Mason, 2011; Richardson, 1994), which are frequently offered as a postmodern alternative to triangulation. By acknowledging that knowledge lies in multiple perspectives of the world, the stance of unknowing also fits well with new ethnographic methodologies which focus on shared experience between researcher and participants, enabling the researcher to imaginatively empathise with the viewpoints of others (Pink, 2007, 2009) in ways that acknowledge the researcher’s own view of the world as a lens through which they come to know (Coffey, 2000).  

The knowledge offered by this thesis is grounded in the acknowledgement of “myriad ways of knowing” (Vasudevan, 2011) and embraces the relational and collaborative ways in which I, as the researcher, had experiences and came to understandings during and after fieldwork. This sense of research as a collaborative endeavour is taken up particularly in chapter 4, where I discuss my positionality and the relational aspects of the research, and in chapter 5, where I describe processes of analysis in which my relationships and conversations with the families participating in the research played a crucial part. I return to this sense of knowledge as comprising of multiple voices in chapter 10, where I draw on the voices of participants as well as my own to describe the knowledge emerging from this study. 

In her discussion of unknowing, Vasudevan (2011) stresses the processes through which multiple points of view can come to be known, and suggests that “some categories of truth will not yield up to scientific enquiry, but must be pursued through dialogue” (Yankelovich cited in Vasudevan, 2011, p.1155). A focus on dialogue suggests the ongoing nature of knowing, as a process rather than a product. This theme is taken up by Somerville (2007) through her concept of “postmodern emergence” in which she emphasises the wonder, curiosity and moments of insight involved in processes of doing research. I have aimed to reflect a sense of research as a “work in progress” (Somerville, 2007, p.225), from which new ways of thinking about families’ meaning making in museums emerge as an ongoing process throughout this thesis. For example, in chapter 3, concerning methodology, I have tried to make explicit the understandings and insights which I gained from the field at specific points in time, and which shaped my decisions about what to do next and the ideas I pursued during their fieldwork. Similarly, in my review of the literature in chapter 2, I have tried to demonstrate the temporal nature of my engagement with the literature, which ran parallel to the fieldwork, analysis and writing up. Frequently, the literature gave me insights, which led to changes in how I was carrying out fieldwork, or experiences in the field led me to search for different directions within the literature, and I have tried to map this sense of emergence honestly and openly. The “radical turning points” which Somerville (2007, p.228) describes observing in her students’ research journeys may find parallels in some of the moments of insight I described in the section above, concerning the development of my research question. 

As I pointed out at the beginning of this section, the two strands of knowledge with which this thesis is concerned are my own knowledge and that of my participants, including the young children in this study. As I will go on to stress, particularly in chapters 6 and 7, the knowledge generated during the museum visits by the children in particular was embodied, tacit and situated. In this sense, it is not easily articulated in words, not easily quantified or measured. As I have demonstrated in my discussion above, as knowledge is comprised of multiple points of view and, for the researcher, can emerge through a sharing and empathising in the points of view of others, my own knowledge, or the findings of this study, also have an embodied and tacit nature to them. Niedderer (2007) makes a distinction between propositional, procedural and experiential knowledge, pointing out that the privileging of propositional knowledge is common in academia. Her categories of propositional, procedural and experiential knowledge are summarised in figure 1.3.


Figure 1.3 Categories of propositional, procedural and experiential knowledge (Niedderer, 2007, p.6)
Although Niedderer’s context is different, as she discusses these categories of knowledge in the context of design work, rather than research with young children, her conclusions have relevance for my own study. Niedderer argues for a need to pay more attention to non-propositional knowledge (including procedural and experiential knowledge) because they have a relationship with propositional knowledge, but have traditionally received less attention. She points out that tacit knowledge is relevant to procedural knowledge as “it allows it to become meaningful” and there is also an explicit component to non-propositional knowledge, which “allows for its partial communication”. Within the context of my study Niedderer’s (2007) work has two implications. Firstly, it adds to the arguments I will make later in the thesis (particularly chapters 9 and 10) for the need to pay more attention to young children’s embodied, experiential and non-verbal learning and experiences. This is something I seek to do throughout this study. Secondly, in reference to my own knowledge, it highlights that while this thesis presents my propositional findings about children’s experiential knowledge (necessarily, as the findings of an academic thesis must be articulated and written down), there is a relationship between these propositional findings and tacit, experiential ways of knowing that I have personally encountered in the process of this research.

In conclusion, I have articulated in this section my understanding of the nature of knowledge. This thesis is concerned with the knowledge of the children and families who took part in the study, as well as in my own emerging knowledge, or findings of the study. My understanding of knowledge is grounded in an acknowledgement of multiple ways of knowing, and in knowledge as a process of emergence rather than a fixed and final product. Finally, I am concerned with both propositional and tacit knowledge (Niedderer, 2007), and acknowledge the intersection between these two ways of knowing, both in terms of the families’ learning in the museum and in terms of my own learning. 

Now that I have laid the foundations for this study, by describing how the research question evolved and how it sits within an understanding of what knowledge is, I will move on to a description of the research itself. The following sections provide more descriptive detail, firstly about the two museums at which the study was carried out, and secondly the families who took part in the study. 

Research sites and research participants

This ethnographic study focuses on the meaning making of seven families with young children visiting museums. It involves two museums in the north of England, Park museum and House museum (museum names are pseudonyms). In this section I provide descriptions of the two museums and seven families who were involved in this study.  
Description of the research sites

Park museum and House museum are both free entry museums holding collections relevant to their local communities in the north of England. Both museums are situated in parks on the outskirts of the city / town centre. They also both underwent extensive renovation with Heritage Lottery funding within the ten-year period before the research began. 

Park museum is situated in an affluent area of a city. Its galleries span a single floor, with five permanent and one temporary gallery all accessed from a central corridor. The galleries are themed around different aspects of the Park museum collections; local history, archaeology, art and natural history. There is also an Arctic gallery, specifically aimed at children aged under five. During the time of the research, the temporary gallery displayed first an exhibition about food, and then changed to an exhibition about sport. 

House museum is situated close to a town centre, bordered by residential communities some of which have high levels of poverty. The museum galleries are arranged over two floors, and consist of more, smaller galleries than at Park museum. On the ground floor, there are a series of three grand formal rooms displayed to emphasise the building’s past as residential home, in addition to a Victorian-styled kitchen. There is a long archaeology gallery, which deals with local prehistory and history in chronological order, and a ‘Lion’s den’ room aimed specifically at under fives. Upstairs, a series of small interconnected rooms ‘tell the story’ of more recent local history, and display large quantities of ceramics, for which the local area is famed. In addition, there is one temporary gallery upstairs; during the research period a new exhibition about toys opened there. 

Figures 1.1 and 1.2 provide images of Park museum and House museum, which aim to communicate some of the most significant features of the research sites for the families involved​[2]​. The purpose of these images is firstly to provide the reader with some background context for the museums, to make sense of the data presented in chapter 6, 7 and 8. Secondly, these visuals are offered in preference to official floor plans of the museum, as a form of interpretation of the families’ experiences in the museum, with an emphasis on the rooms, places and objects which were most significant to them. Table 1.5 provides a summary of which rooms the families visited, in which order, during each of the field visits.
The participant families

Five families in my study made monthly visits to Park Museum. These families were friends of mine before my research began, and all lived in the same city as Park museum, within a short driving distance. Two families in my study made monthly visits to House Museum. I met these families through the Children’s Centre local to House Museum, and they all lived within walking distance of the museum. 

Table 1.3 below summarises the participant families in the research. In constructing descriptions of who these families were, and how I should represent them in the research, I have tried to be guided by categories meaningful to the families. This approach follows Benwell and Stokoe (2006) and Schegloff (1997) who argue that while everyone has multiple identities, what is relevant is dependent on context. Therefore, there is a need for researchers to pay attention to participants’ “identity work” (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006, p.5), that is, the identity categories which resonate for participants and which they perform through their discourse. In this way, while ‘class’ and ‘ethnicity’ were not categories participants engaged with in their discourse, professions, relationships, and geographical places of origin were significant. Participants also frequently talked about changes in their lives since having children, and previous pre-children identities. Therefore, these versions of identity are foregrounded in table 1.3. I drew this information from my ethnographic interactions with participants, but also sent this table to participants after I had written it, for their approval. 

Of these seven families, as many as were available came on each of the museum trips, and table 1.4 describes which families were involved in each field visit. I describe in more detail in chapter 3 how I recruited these families to the study and how they were involved in the visits to the museum. I also provide in chapter 3 a more detailed breakdown of the date of each of the museum visits (table 3.1).

As I discuss in chapter 4, my positionality as a fellow parent of a young child (my daughter Izzy, 36 months at the end of the research) was integral to the research. Firstly, it was instrumental in meeting and recruiting families into the research (see chapter 3), and secondly my own experiences of motherhood were a vital route into making sense of what was happening in the field (chapter 4). Thirdly, Izzy was physically present in the research, as she accompanied me on all the field visits, and was a friend of the other children participating in the study. I argue that while Izzy’s presence in the field made some aspects of the research more difficult (particularly observing the overall activity in the field while also being primarily responsible for Izzy’s safety and whereabouts), it also contributed some important benefits to my work. These include the rapport and trust I was able to develop with my participants, the shared frame of reference which facilitated my discussion with the other parents, and as a way of bringing me closer to an empathetic sharing (Pink, 2009) of an emplaced experience of parenting in the museum environment. I discuss and unpack these issues in more detail specifically in chapter 4, and also refer to and reflect on my hybrid identity of mother, friend and researcher in the field throughout this thesis.  

During the fieldwork, as the families moved through the galleries, they made choices about where to go, began to establish favoured routes and particularly favourite exhibits, which they remembered and referred to over subsequent visits. These practices are discussed in depth in chapter 6, 7 and 8. 

Structure of the thesis

Following this introductory chapter, the thesis is divided into three parts. The first part of the thesis, comprising chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, describes the process of carrying out the research. Chapter 2 deals with the literature that informed the study. Chapter 3 describes the methodology, with a focus on the fieldwork, and chapter 5 gives a detailed account of the processes of analysis. However, as I argue in these three chapters, review of the literature, fieldwork and analysis did not comprise a linear and logical process. Rather, there was a moving between the literature, the fieldwork and the expanding collection of data records throughout the course of the study and beyond. Chapter 4, as described above, deals with the relational nature of carrying out the study, and particularly with my positionality as a mother of a young child. This is the lens through which I engaged with the literature, fieldwork and analysis, and therefore the discussion in chapter 4 expands on and informs the emerging knowledge in chapters 2, 3 and 5, as well as sections 2 and 3 of the thesis. 

Section 2 of the thesis, comprising chapters 6, 7 and 8, presents data from the study. I described in chapter 5 how I selected this data from a rich and extensive ethnographic dataset. Chapter 6 focuses on movement as a means of knowing and engaging with the museum place, and charts the changes in how and why the families moved around the museums during the course of the study. Chapter 7 sets out an understanding of knowledge generated by the families during visits to the museum, which was embodied, tacit and situated. In particular, I emphasise the importance of collective embodied experiences in the museum, which I argue created a sense of shared identity and shared knowing. Chapter 8 is concerned with the temporal aspects of the fieldwork, and the way in which repeated visits to the same museum led to development of meaning making over time. In particular, I provide examples of the ways in which families repeated the same sorts of embodied meaning making in the same museum locations over subsequent visits, and discuss the implications of this. 

Section 3 of the thesis, comprising chapters 9 and 10, concludes the thesis and discusses the implications of the study and the knowledge emerging from this research. Chapter 9 provides a summary and meta analysis of the previous three chapters, by considering how time, space and sociality (Lefebvre’s, 1991, trialetic) are constructed within this piece of research. Chapter 10 summarises the knowledge emerging from the study, and identifies three key questions that this research both seeks to ask and answer. In doing so, chapter 10 identifies the original contribution to knowledge this study makes. 







Figure 1.1 Visual representation of Park Museum

Figure 1.2 Visual representation of House museum


Table 1.3 Research participants
Ages of the children are given for December 2011, when the fieldwork ended
	Parents	Child	Recruited to project	Previous museum use
Park museum	Susie and Russell. Susie works in sales and Russell in IT. Both grew up locally, and spent time living in New Zealand before settling in an affluent part of the city. Susie took part in the museum visits and the parent interview, however both parents carried out the home interview with Liam. 	Liam was 37 months at the end of the research.Liam’s little sister Olivia was born shortly after the research began, and was 11 months by the end of the research. 	The first three families at Park museum were good friends of mine – we all met when our children were babies. I asked these families to help me out with a pilot for the main study. The families enjoyed the pilot so much and the visits seemed to work so well, that I decided to continue working with them for the main research. 	Susie and Russell were aware of the museum, but had rarely been. They had not taken Liam before the research, because they had not considered him old enough to benefit yet.
	Clare and Ivan. Clare works in health and Ivan in accountancy. The family lived in a suburb 30 minutes drive from the city centre. They moved there to lessen their commute to work, but were debating whether to move house, either to the affluent parts of the city where the other participating families lived, or to be with Clare’s family in Scotland, who she is very close to.  Clare took part in the museum visits, and also did the at home interviews herself. 	Bryan was 36 months at the end of the research. Clare was also expecting a second baby, due a month after the end of the research.		The family had never been to the museum before.
	Tina and Joe. The family moved from London to the north of England when Millie was a baby, in search of a better quality of life. Joe now works in regional government, and Tina, a former teacher, is at home full time with her daughters. Therefore the family live on a budget. Tina hopes to get back into teaching when the girls are older, but worries whether this will be possible. Tina took part in the museum visits, both parents took part in the home interview. 	Millie was 38 months at the end of the research.Millie’s little sister Sienna was 16 months at the end of the research.		The family lived very close to the museum, and had already taken Millie to it many times before the research. They also continued to take her on additional visits frequently during the research.
	Juliette and Bernard live near to the city centre. Juliette works in HR and Bernard is a science teacher, who looks after James during the school holidays. Both parents took part in the museum visits, and the home interview. 	James, aged 36 months at the end of the research.	The second two families at Park museum were also mutual friends of mine and of the other three Park museum participants. They did not take part in the pilot and were not available during the week when I made the visits with the first three families. However, they were very keen to be involved in the research. Therefore, I included a number of weekend visits in the study, which involved both mums and dads. 	The family had been a couple of times to the museum before, including with James as a baby.
	Mike and Samantha met at the PR company where they worked, and had not been a couple long when Samantha became unexpectedly pregnant. The couple now both work from home; Samantha left her job and founded her own company after it became clear that her previous employers were unsympathetic to her new mothering responsibilities. Both parents took part in the museum visits, and the home interview.	Emily, aged 37 months at the end of the research.		The family described themselves as regular museum visitors, and had been to the museum several times before with Emily. 
House Museum	Teresa is a young mum, who had her daughter straight after finishing school. She is bringing Anna up with the help of her mum. The family live in a house very near to the Children’s Centre (also Anna’s former school), and visit nearly every day to use the playgroup and take part in the activities. Teresa hopes to go back to college when Anna is at school, possibly to work with children, and started volunteering at the Children’s Centre during the research. 	Anna was 48 months when the research ended, and had just started going to preschool five mornings a week. The school she attended was in the same building as the Children’s Centre. 	I met the families at House museum by visiting a Children’s Centre near to the museum and taking part in a weekly ‘buggy walk’ run by the Children’s Centre in the local park. The Children’s centre then incorporated a monthly museum visit into the buggy walks, which I also attended. The two families who participated in the research were the families who most regularly attended the buggy walk, who I got to know best, and who were interested and willing to be involved in the research. 	Teresa had been to the museum as a child with school, but never taken Anna. However, by the end of the research, the family had started visiting the museum independently.






Table 1.4 Who came on each visit?
Park museum















Table 1.5 Where did we go on each visit?
Galleries are listed in the chronological order (left to right) that families went to them on each visit. Where cells in the table are split, this indicates that participants split up and went to two different galleries at the same time.  
Park museum
16th June	Arctic gallery	Natural history gallery 	Art gallery		
20th June	Sports gallery	Arctic gallery	Art gallery	Local history gallery	
21st July	Arctic gallery	Natural history gallery	Art gallery		
			Temporary gallery		
11th August	Natural history gallery	Art gallery	Natural history gallery	Arctic gallery	
3rd September	Natural history gallery	Art gallery	Temporary gallery	Local history gallery	
22nd September	Natural history gallery	Art gallery	Natural history gallery	Arctic gallery	
8th October	Temporary gallery	Local history gallery	Natural history gallery	Arctic gallery	
13th October	Temporary gallery	Natural history gallery	Arctic gallery	Natural history gallery	Art gallery
17th November	Temporary gallery	Arctic gallery	Local history gallery		







23rd June	Lion’s den	Formal rooms 	Temporary gallery	Other upstairs rooms​[3]​	Formal rooms 	Archaeology gallery	Victorian kitchen
14th July	Lion’s den	Formal rooms 	Other upstairs rooms				
25th August	Lion’s den	Formal rooms	Other upstairs rooms	Temporary gallery	Archaeology gallery	Victorian kitchen	
24th September	Lion’s den	Formal rooms	Temporary gallery	Formal rooms 			
29th September	Lion’s den	Formal rooms	Temporary gallery	Archaeology gallery			
28th October	Lion’s den	Formal rooms	Temporary gallery	Other upstairs rooms	Formal rooms	Archaeology gallery	Victorian kitchen





Chapter 2: Literature Review

In this section I will outline the main areas of literature that have informed my thinking, fieldwork and analysis. My engagement with the literature can be seen as a journey which mainly ran alongside my engagement with the field; my reading for this thesis began in October 2010, whilst my pilot research in the museum began shortly afterwards in December 2010, and my main ethnographic study ran between June and December 2011. During all of this time, I continued to read and interpret the existing literature, in tandem with my emerging understandings in the field with the families. Heath and Street (2008) described this process of moving between literature and the field, or “constant comparative perspective” (p.33) as a common feature of ethnographic research, and argue that this recursive process is part of what makes ethnography different from other qualitative research. 

My early review of previous research with both families in museums and social models of learning brought me quickly to Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986) foundational work, and much of my early reading about theories of communication reflected what I see as various interpretations of Vygotsky’s work. By this, I do not mean to say that all of the literature on communication I will discuss necessarily references Vygotsky’s work, and much of this literature is grounded in a different sense of epistemology. However, an interest in communication as a social practice, and a relationship between communicating and knowing, are uniting features across this literature, and therefore Vygotsky’s theories sit as a rationale behind them. 

My initial close reading of Vygotsky was driven by my dissatisfaction with the way in which developmental psychology in general and Vygotsky’s work in particular had been used to understand family learning in museums in almost all the previous research in this area (Ash, 2003, 2006; Callanan and Braswell, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001; Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Leinhardt et al., 2002). However, I was also aware that his contributions of an understanding of learning as socio-cultural in nature, and his emphasis on the impact of external relations with others on our internal mind, were essential for the development of ethnographic models of understanding communication and literacy (Heath, 1983; Scribner and Cole, 1981; Street, 1983). The existing literature on families in museums constrained experience to mainly spoken interactions and didactic learning outcomes, grounded in Vygotskian concepts of the zone of proximal development (e.g. Crowley et al., 2001) and a literal interpretation of Vygotsky’s argument that speech alone drives thought (e.g. Ash, 2003; Crowley and Knutson, 2002). In contrast, ethnographies of communication interpreted Vygotsky’s ideas by applying them to real life contexts (e.g. Flewitt, 2005; Heath, 1983), including non western cultures (e.g. Rogoff, 2003; Ochs, 1982; Scribner and Cole, 1981; Street, 1983), which widened Vygotsky’s argument for social speech to consider all communicative practices and the environments in which they take place. Ethnographic models of communication (Brooker, 2002; Christ and Wang, 2008; Compton-Lilly, 2006; Kendrick, 2005; Pahl, 2002; Ring, 2008) allowed me to consider the situated and context specific nature of communication, both within family and peer groups, and within the museum setting. This approach to studying communication and learning also provided me with a response to the core family learning in museums literature, which I felt tended to analyse spoken proclamations too simplistically, as a direct evidence of learning achieved, without this consideration of the situated and interactional nature of speech and communication, as I will discuss later in this chapter. 

In this early part of my review of the literature, I also became aware of multimodality as a way of understanding communicative practices (Kress, 1997; Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 2010), including specifically those of children (Flewitt, 2005, 2006; Lancaster, 2003; Pahl, 2002; Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b). My ‘discovery’ of multimodality came from a special issue of Qualitative Research (Dicks et al., 2011) which linked multimodality to ethnography, and also an article by Dicks et al. (2006) which was among the first papers to write about multimodal ethnography as a combined methodology, and which presented a science museum as an empirical example of this approach. I was drawn to multimodal approaches to communication because I felt they allowed me to capture and understand the embodied, dynamic and non-verbal ways in which the young children were engaging with the space. At the same time, I was aware of the debate concerning the epistemological and methodological incompatibility of ethnography and multimodality (Dicks et al., 2011; Flewitt, 2011; Pink, 2011), and as my research progressed, my reading, fieldwork and analysis continually navigated and explored this disjuncture. I discuss these issues in more detail later in this chapter. 

Throughout my research, I was drawing on ethnographies of communication, with their emphasis on the situated nature of human interaction and on multimodality, which stressed the way in which communication was rarely reliant on spoken or written language alone. This perspective of human experience as being primarily sensory and embodied, rather than cognitive (Finnegan, 2002; Ingold, 2007; Mason and Davies, 2009; Pink, 2009), has implications for conceptualisations of human communication and learning. In addition, it relates to my interest in the social competence and lived experiences of young children, which draws on the new sociology childhood (Browne et al., 2001; Christensen and James, 2000; James et al., 1998; James and Prout, 1997). Therefore, my reading encompassed complimentary perspectives across other disciplines, particularly the new sociology of childhood (Browne et al., 2001; Christensen and James, 2000; James et al., 1998; James and Prout, 1997) and social anthropology (Finnegan, 2002; Ingold, 2007; Mason and Davies, 2009; Pink, 2009), both of which contributed to my developing thinking about the nature of childhood communicative practices from a non-developmental perspective, and a critical perspective of the linear and westernised way within which language and learning are frequently framed (Billington and Williams, forthcoming; Finnegan, 2002; Walkerdine, 1993). My research became grounded in the new sociology of childhood, and my understanding of communicative practices embraced the perspectives of, for example, Finnegan (2002) and Ingold (2007, 2009) in its attempt to decolonise language.

My interest both in anthropology, and embodied non-verbal communication also led me to draw on a wide range of literature related to the spatial turn (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Leander and Sheehy, 2004). Within childhood studies, scholars stressed the importance of children’s perspectives of place as distinct from adults’ (Holloway and Valentine, 2000; Hutchby and Moran-Ellis, 1998; Fog Olwin and Gullov, 2003; Hallden, 2003; James and Prout, 1997; Rasmussen, 2004; Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003) and the embodied, rather than verbal, nature of their engagement with place (Christensen, 2003). However, it was more foundational thinking about the socially produced nature of space, which influenced my thinking and analysis most. Lefebvre’s (1991) concept that “(social) space is a (social) product” was exciting because if space could be produced by social interaction, this included the interactions of young children. In addition, Ingold’s (2007, 2008) ideas about the production of place by moving through, or “wayfaring”, fitted particularly well with my fieldwork observations of the way in which the children ran through the museum space. In addition, work which stressed the sensory and emplaced nature of human experiences of place added to my developing concepts of human communicative practices being situated and non-verbal, as outlined above. Through the literature on the spatial turn, I developed an understanding of the meaning making of young children in the museum place, which was tacit and sensorially experienced and remembered, and secondly agential, in that their communicative practices through movement, gesture and gaze were productive of social space (Ingold, 2007, 2008; Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 2005). 

In this first part of the literature review, I have provided an overview of the literature, which has informed my thinking throughout the study. In line with Somerville’s (2007) perspective of knowledge as emerging and research as consisting of moments of insight, I have tried to reflect the temporal nature of my engagement with the literature. During the four years of this study, my understandings changed and grew, as I moved between field and literature, adopting a “constant comparative perspective” (Heath and Street, 2008, p.33). 

Theories of communication as a social practice

In the next part of this chapter, I will discuss my interpretation of the ideas of Vygotsky that are most relevant to my own study, before tracing some of these ideas through literature on communication with which I have engaged.
Interpreting Vygotsky

Vygotsky’s (1978, 1981) ideas about the connections between social interactions, speech and learning began to have an impact in Western academia following the translation of his work into English from the 1960s onwards (Kozulin, 1986). Shortly after this, researchers began to apply Vygotsky’s ideas, developed mainly in psychology laboratories, to real life situations, including through ethnographic research (Ochs, 1982; Rogoff, 2003; Scribner and Cole, 1981). From my reading of Vygotsky (1978, 1986) one of the most significant theoretical points for my own study was the link he made between internal brain development and external social relations by arguing that through interaction within a social setting, and in particular through language, humans developed higher mental functions. The key to higher mental functions was the ability to use tools and signs, to think in the abstract, and to separate form from meaning. Therefore, speech and writing, as complex sign systems, were key to the development of more complex thought processes and problem solving. For example, when speech was incorporated into children’s problem solving, it allowed for a greater range of possibilities to be considered, and for a child to first plan how to solve the problem, before putting the plan into action (Vygotsky, 1978, p.26). As discussed above, my initial close reading of Vygotsky’s work was driven by my dissatisfaction with the way in which developmental psychology in general and Vygotsky’s work in particular had been used to understand family learning in museums in almost all the previous research in this area (Ash, 2003, 2006; Callanan and Braswell, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001; Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Leinhardt et al., 2002). However, I was also aware that his contribution of an understanding of learning as socio-cultural in nature, and his emphasis on the impact of external relations with others on our internal mind, was essential for the development of ethnographic models of understanding communication and literacy (Heath, 1983; Scribner and Cole, 1981; Street, 1983), a literature on which I was drawing extensively. 

As I read ‘Mind in Society’ (Vygotsky, 1978), particularly chapters seven and eight, I also became aware of the impact of Vygotsky’s arguments on the development of multimodal theories of communication (Kress, 1997, 2010), and in particular, the clear links that could be traced between ‘Mind in Society’ and ‘Before Writing’ (Kress, 1997), a book which I considered seminal in terms of understanding the communication of young children as multimodal and not reliant mainly on spoken language. Multimodal theories of early communication was the third area of reading in which I had become absorbed during this early part of my research (pre-fieldwork and following my pilot fieldwork), because it offered me a way of recognising the competence, engagement and intentionality of very young children in the museum, who were not using many words. This was something which I strongly felt was missing from the existing literature on families in museums. 

Therefore, in this next section of my literature review, I will outline three distinct areas of reading in which I engaged early on in my research, before fieldwork and following my pilot fieldwork; families in museums, ethnographic studies of literacy practices, and multimodal theories of communication. Each of these three areas of literature were essential for the development of my understanding of the nature of learning and communication of young children, which I then applied and interpreted during my fieldwork, through a “constant comparative perspective” (Heath and Street, 2008, p.33) as outlined above. Following these three sections, I will discuss how these alternate interpretations of Vygotsky’s ideas did and did not work in my own research context, and the key understandings about young children’s learning and communication, which I took forward from my reading.
 
Families’ learning in museums: the museums studies literature

Macdonald (2007) describes museum studies as an interdisciplinary field focussed on the role of museums in society. Within museum studies the current paradigm is that of “the new museology” (Macdonald, 2007; Vergo, 1997) in which there is a particular emphasis on the purpose of museums, as interpreters of culture, rather than on conserving and collecting. There is a well developed literature, for example, on the interpretation and situated meaning of museum objects, on identity politics, and on how museums are perceived by those who visit them. In terms of learning in museums, the field is heavily influenced by Hein’s (1998) work on the constructivist museum. Following Hein, much of the research on museum learning draws on the theories of both Piaget and Vygotsky to consider how and what people learn in museums, with an emphasis on the construction of personal meanings through experiences in the museum and personal schemas. 

In live with the move towards “the new museology” and “the constructivist museum”, 0there has been a strong shift in recent years towards a more qualitative approach to researching families in museums (Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Hooper-Greenhill, 2006). Ellenbogen et al. (2004) note the impact of Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory on family learning in museums in the last decade, which they describe as a major shift in theoretical perspective. This has, in particular, led to an increase in research on families’ conversations in museums (Ash, 2003; Ash and Wells, 2006; Callanan and Braswell, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001; Crowley and Knutson, 2009; Crowley and Jacobs, 2002; Palmquist and Crowley, 2007; Rosenthal and Blankman-Herrick, 2002). A large body of influential work on families in museums has taken place through the Museum Learning Collaborative project, at the Learning Research and Development centre in Pittsburgh (Ellenbogen, 2002; Leinhardt et al., 2002; Leinhardt and Knutson, 2004), focusing mainly on recordings of what visitors said to each other as they toured exhibitions. 

For example, Leinhardt and Knutson’s (2004) book reports the findings from a two-year study recording the conversations of visitors at five different museums as they walked around the exhibitions. Talk between parents and children in museums was categorised in terms of its depth (list, personal synthesis, analysis, synthesis, explanation), and links were drawn between the conversation content and the themes of the exhibition (as defined by the curators) in an attempt to measure the extent to which cognitive learning, as demonstrated through conversation, was aligned to the learning outcomes set by the museum. The book specifically argues that talk between parents and children illustrates the way in which parents maximise the learning of their children in museums, by helping them, for example, understand a concept or idea more clearly. This work employs a series of conceptual structures against which visitors’ actions in the museum are then measured and categorised. These structures include the categorisation of talk in ways that mean certain types of talk are valued and considered more ‘in depth’ than other types of talk. In addition, the learning outcomes set by the museum, are treated as the benchmark against which the learning of the visitors is assessed. These conceptual structures are grounded in fairly narrow assumptions about what learning in a museum could look like, drawing particularly on specific interpretations of Vygotsky’s (1978) work, particularly as talk is understood as the driver of cognition, and scaffolding as the primary mechanism for learning. These specific interpretations of Vygotsky’s work in turn sit within sociological concepts of developmentalism and socialisation, which, as James and Prout (1997) point out, have the tendency to construct children as particularly passive and incomplete.

While some of the research on families in museums employed video as well as audio recordings (e.g. Callanan and Braswell, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001), the emphasis remains on the cognitive learning of the visitors as evidenced through their talk. Therefore, the emphasis of much work on families in museums remains on spoken language as a primary indicator for learning, and there has been little work focusing on the experiences of very young children (exceptions include Kelly et al., 2006; Kirk, 2013; Piscitelli, 2001). Within a strictly development perspective on learning, Vygotsky’s concept of a zone of proximal development (1978) has been extensively employed in order to chart information and ideas passed on from the museum to its visitors (Leinhardt and Knutson, 2004), or from adult visitors to their children (Ash, 2003, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001). The areas of Vygotsky’s work influenced most heavily by developmental psychology, such as the zone of proximal development, and also the argument that spoken language alone drives thought (and that therefore children under the age of 12 are not capable of original conceptual thought, because their spoken language is not sophisticated enough, Vygotsky, 1986), are the aspects of Vygotsky’s work which have been adopted uncritically and extensively by the existing museum studies literature. 

As mentioned earlier, the positionality from which I approached this study (chapter 1) and my engagement with alternative perspectives on young children (James and Prout, 1997) and young children’s communicative practices (Kress, 1997) led to a troubling of the widely accepted ways in which museum researchers have adopted specific aspects of Vygotsky’s ideas on the socio-cultural nature of learning, as I described above. In particular I felt too great an emphasis was placed on Vygotsky’s (1978) interest in spoken language as being a superior form of communication, and the only one related to higher mental functions. 

In addition, I found the concept of zone of proximal development an unhelpful model in my research context, because it focused so strongly on a linear model of learning in which ‘superior’, adult-led understandings of the world were passed on to benefit and change the ‘inferior’, child-led understandings​[4]​. 

While from Vygotsky’s perspective, a lack of questioning of the foundations of developmental psychology were very much of his time, more recent work has critiqued both the assumption that children should be viewed developmentally, as ‘not-yet-ready’ adults (James and Prout, 1997; Walkerdine, 1993), and the assumption that spoken and written language is the only or superior form of human communication (Finnegan, 2002; Kress, 2010; Pink, 2009). (I discuss the literature on both of these perspectives later in this chapter.)  My critique of the current literature on families’ learning in museums is that it has failed to take account of these theoretical developments. Therefore, I became more interested in how other bodies of work, specifically ethnographic studies of communication and multimodal theories of communication, have interpreted aspects of Vygotsky’s ideas differently, and I turn now to these bodies of work. 

Ethnographic studies of communication, literacy as a social practice
 
Ethnographic studies were among the first Western studies to begin to apply Vygotsky’s theoretical ideas to real world situations (Ochs, 1982; Rogoff, 2003; Scribner and Cole, 1981). This interest in communication as a socially situated practice, which is best studied by ethnographic means, therefore has a theoretical relationship with Vygotsky’s theories, although it is epistemologically distinct. The deeply qualitative stance of ethnographies of communication in many ways critiques developmental psychology’s focus on standardisation and quantification of human experience (Billington and Williams, forthcoming; Hammersley, 2006).

Within the literature on ethnographies of communication, Shirley Brice Heath’s (1983) seminal ethnographic study of two Carolina communities, Roadville and Trackton, can arguably be seen as having the greatest impact on the development of an academic tradition within educational studies, which viewed literacy as a political, ideological and social practice, of which multiple versions, applications and perspectives can simultaneously exist. Street et al. (2009) trace the emergence of the concept of literacy as a social practice “situated within a myriad of social practices” (p.191) from the work of Heath (1983) alongside Street’s (1984) own ethnographic work in Iran. 

Gillen and Hall (2003) relate the increasing influence of ‘Mind in Society’ alongside ethnographies of literacy in home and community settings (Heath, 1983, Scribner and Cole, 1981, Street, 1984) to “the emergence of emergence”. By this, Gillen and Hall mean that prior to 1970s, studies of childhood literacy were dominated by developmental psychological beliefs that children could not learn to read and write until they were developmentally ready and began to learn in schools. A field of study of ‘early childhood literacy’ is dependent on a definition of literacy as a broader set of social practices which begins before school. This approach enabled research to move away from binary thinking about children as being either literate or not literate, an approach which was closely tied to psychological perspectives of children’s ability to learn being a linear process closely tied to their developmental stage. Rather, ethnographic studies of literacy consider young children’s literacy as being emergent; a broader set of social and community practices in which children participated from birth. In this way, early literacy can be seen as “unfolding in babies’ everyday experiences” (Flewitt, 2013, p.4). For Gillen and Hall, early childhood literacy is

a concept that allow early childhood to be seen as a state in which people use literacy as it is appropriate, meaningful and useful to them, rather than a stage on a path to some future literate state.
(Gillen and Hall, 2003, p.10)

From this perspective, although the two year old children in my study could not read or write, their literacy practices were emergent in their participation in their communities and families, and through their multimodal meaning making 

Researchers in the field of education related the concept of literacy as a social and ideological practice to concepts of power within societies (Gee, 2004; Rogers, 2002, 2004; Street, 1984) and to implications for the use and teaching of literacy within formal learning (Street and Street, 1991). Within the field of early childhood literacy, a perspective of literacy as a social and ideological practice has impacted in several ways. Key defining features of the field of early childhood literacy where literacy is understood as a social practice are firstly the emphasis placed on the acquiring of emerging literacy skills in young children, which is related to identity development (Compton-Lilly, 2006; Kendrick, 2005; Levy, 2008; Pahl, 2002) and social context (Christ and Wang, 2008; Kissel et al., 2011; Ring, 2006; Rowe, 2008). Secondly, emerging new perspectives on the nature of early childhood literacy and its acquisition have tended to critique formal schooled learning, by presenting alternatives to ‘schooled literacy’ (Street and Street, 1991). Researchers have particularly focused on children’s experiences starting nursery or school, moving between formal learning settings and home settings, and the potential discrepancies or devaluing of home literacy practices during this transition (Auerbach, 1989; Brooker, 2002; Christ and Wang, 2008; Compton-Lilly. 2006; Hannon, 2000; Levy, 2008; Pahl and Kelly, 2005; Wang et al., 2005). 

In the studies outlined above, interactions between children and their peers, children and adults, personal and group sense of identity, and the movement and transformation between literacy practices in school, home and other environments are the key to understanding the process of emerging literacy practices. These are the perspectives of early childhood literacy within which I ground my work, with a particular focus on the relationship between social identity, social interactions, and literacy practices. In addition, the research outlined in this section powerfully highlights the ideological nature of literacy learning, and has led to the emphasis I have placed on the perspectives of both children and parents involved in my research, over and above developmental perspectives, or other external measures of successful learning or family engagement which could have been applied.

As I have pointed out above, this body of work on ethnographies of communication differs significantly to the research on families in museums discussed in the previous section. Rather than focusing on words spoken by research participants as direct evidence of their learning, concepts such as language existing within discourses (Gee, 2004; Rogers, 2002, 2004) and social interactions being related to social identity (Compton-Lilly, 2006; Goffman, 1967; Kendrick, 2005; Levy, 2008; Pahl, 2002) give much more emphasis to the meaning attributed to social interactions, and the role of literacy within these meanings. I argue that this is in contrast to the research on families in museums (Ash, 2003, 2006; Callanan and Braswell, 2006; Crowley et al., 2001; Crowley and Knutson, 2009; Crowley and Jacobs, 2002; Palmquist and Crowley, 2007; Rosenthal and Blankman-Herrick, 2002), which places a greater emphasis on the cognitive knowledge potentially contained within the words spoken. In addition, the mainly ethnographic or participatory methodologies used by researchers viewing literacy as a social practice lead to very different sorts of understandings being generated, when compared with the audio recordings, interviews or non-participant observations generally favoured in museum studies (exceptions to this are Ellenbogen’s 2002-2003 ethnographic study of families in museums). I would argue that the ethnographic and participatory methodologies generate much more holistic and situated understandings of people’s experiences in social contexts, in which the aspects and meanings most significant to participants come to the fore. As I have argued above, within this body of work on ethnographies of communication, the legacy and ideas of Vygotsky (1978, 1986) can still be traced. Vygotsky was the first to describe speech as a social practice, and to make the link between communication and thought. It is on these assumptions that ethnographies of communication are grounded.  

In this section, I have described my engagement with the literature on ethnographies of communication, and considered their relationship to the work of Vygotsky. In the next section I will discuss a third body of work, multimodal theories of communication. In ‘Travel Notes from the New Literacy Studies’, Pahl and Rowsell (2006) examine the intersection between New Literacy Studies and multimodality (see also Street et al., 2009). While New Literacy Studies deals with the socially situated nature of literacy practice, as detailed above, multimodal theories of communication are concerned with the web of connected modes through which communication is constructed as a semiotic sign (see below). Both of these research traditions are concerned with communication within the context of social interactions, and I now turn my discussion to theories of multimodal communication and their impact on my own research. 

Multimodal theories of communication

My understanding of communication as a complex combination of verbal and non-verbal constituents, created and received through a range of sensory channels and interpreted and understood in a cultural context, is influenced to a large extent by the work of Gunther Kress (Kress, 1997; Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 2010). Kress’ proposal that all communication is multimodal directs attention away from written or spoken language, to thinking about the form and layout of text, images and symbols, and the role of gesture, gaze and proxemics in face-to-face communication, among others. All these modes combine to create the complete sign or message, with each mode doing a different semiotic job (Kress, 2010). 

In ‘Before Writing’ (1997), Kress developed his ideas on the multimodal nature of young children’s communication, emphasising drawing, model making, gesture and actions that may have been previously assigned to the category of play. Within all these actions, Kress stressed intentionality and motivation as key guiding principles. Kress’ work draws on Halliday’s (1978) thesis that the meaning of language is grounded in its place within social processes. Halliday (1978) situates his own work within what he identifies as an interdisciplinary paradigm of ‘social man’, that is, man in his social environment (for example, see Halliday, 1978, p.11, figure 1). Therefore, while Halliday’s (1978) focus is on language itself, and Vygotsky’s (1978) focus is on the role of speech in brain development, the thinking of these two can be situated within the same paradigm of social perspectives of human processes.

While Kress (1997, 2010) references Halliday (1978), my reading of Vygotsky’s (1978) Mind in Society identified significant threads of thought between the work of Vygotsky and Kress. Parallels can be seen between Kress’ (1997) interest in children’s gestures and play, and Vygotsky’s (1978) discussion of these aspects of childhood, in which he emphasised the close links children make between form and meaning, or a word and their concrete memories of that word, before they are fully literate (Vygotsky, 1978, p.96). Both Vygotsky (1978) and Kress (1997) identified that sign making in young children, whether gesture, drawing or play, indicated the interest of the child. However, Vygotsky took a developmental perspective in which he saw these actions as the precursor to writing, which he considered a superior and more fully developed sign system. Kress’ interest in the choice of semiotic resources of the child placed a greater emphasis on the interpretation of signs in any mode and across multiple modes, in order to understand the perspectives of the child. Therefore, Kress’ (1997) contribution to our understanding of young children’s communication was to encourage their various different modes of interaction to be viewed as an interconnected web (“all communication is multimodal” Kress, 2010), rather than the linear journey from play and gesture to speech and writing, which Vygotsky (1978) proposed. 

Building on Kress’ work, researchers have further emphasised the dominance of non-verbal modes of communication in young children (Flewitt, 2005, 2006; Lancaster, 2003; Pahl, 2002; Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b). Studies focusing on gesture (Flewitt, 2005, 2006), gaze (Lancaster, 2003), drawing (Kendrick and Mackay, 2002, 2004; Mavers, 2013) model making (Pahl, 2002, 2003, 2009), and use of toys and commercially produced objects (Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b, 2011) have all highlighted the resourcefulness of young children to use different, non language based mediums in their meaning making and communication. 

The literature outlined above also frequently highlights the socially orientated purposes of the complex and creative dance that young children practice across multiple modes, in “any medium that is to hand” (Kress, 1997, p.8). Firstly, multimodal communication of young children seems to be closely related to the expressing of their social identity (Pahl 2002, 2003; Kendrick, 2005; Roswell and Pahl, 2007; Wohlwend, 2009b). Secondly, multimodal communication is largely co-constructed between peers and acts as an important way for young children to negotiate social relationships (Flewitt, 2005; Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b). 

As with ethnographic studies of literacy as a social practice, a multimodal perspective on early childhood literacy frequently adopts a critical stance in relation to the approaches to literacy learning that tend to dominate within formal learning settings of school and nursery. In particular, the emphasis on children’s spoken communication and mark making, above all other forms of multimodal communication in nursery settings, is problematised by multimodality (Flewitt, 2005; Wohlwend, 2011).

These findings extend neo-Vygotskian approaches to learning through talk and highlight the need to develop early years curricula that clearly articulate and value the many ways that young children make and express meaning.
(Flewitt, 2005, p.220)

By using the term ‘neo-Vygotskian’, Flewitt draws attention to the way in which multimodality builds on the ideas of Vygotsky, by extending his focus on social interaction through speech, to a focus on all social interaction, through multiple modes. This development of Vygotskian ideas to apply to social interaction more generally is shared by the work on multimodal communication and the previous work I discussed on ethnographies of communication. This perspective is much less well represented in the work on families’ learning in museums, which I described earlier. Therefore, the interpretation and development of Vygotsky’s theories can be seen to lie at the very heart of the debate around early childhood literacy, and provides a strong critique of early childhood education’s current focus on spoken and written communication as a superior form of children’s engagement (e.g. Early Education, 2012). These themes become significant later in this thesis, as I describe the non-verbal communication of the children in my study (chapters 6, 7, and 8) and consider the contribution this study makes to the wider critique I have described in this section (chapters 9 and 10). 

The work outlined above on the multimodal nature of early childhood communication helped me to think more broadly about the way in which young children communicate in complex, multimodal signs. It has also helped me to conceptualise communication as meaning making, which is intentional and indicates the interests and perspectives of the sign maker (Kress, 1997). By adopting a multimodal perspective of young children’s communication, I view my research as being concerned with early childhood literacy, even though the children in my research study did not read or write. During the study, some of the children’s actions, such a making marks on paper and using spoken words, could have been described as emerging literate behaviours. However, Kress (1997) makes a distinction between children’s multimodal communicative sign making, and their learning to read and write, which he sees as qualitatively different, particularly in the extent to which form is separated from meaning in writing. In agreement with Kress (1997), I argue that rather than study children’s reading and writing in isolation, researchers need to pay attention to the complex web of young children’s multimodal communication as a social practice, within which early reading and writing will eventually locate themselves, and this is what my own research is concerned with. 


Using and adapting Vygotsky’s concepts

Table 2.1 summarises the key aspects of Vygotsky’s work which, I argue, can be traced in the three bodies of research I have discussed; research on families in museums, ethnographic studies of literacy practices, and multimodal theories of communication. My engagement with this literature, and my understanding of the way in which they have interpreted the work of Vygotsky, informs my own position. 

My own work aims to move on from the existing research on families in museums, by grounding my interpretation of Vygotsky’s ideas in the perspectives generated by ethnographic studies of literacy as a social practice. In addition, I adopt a multimodal definition of literacy and communicative practices in order to connect the non-verbal meaning making of the children I am researching at the museum, which I see as part of a wider web of communication and literacy practices. The choices I have made in my navigation of the literature have been guided by the desire to recognise the agency and competence of the young children involved in my research. As I outlined at the start of this chapter, my engagement with the literature took place alongside my fieldwork, and my reactions to and interpretations of the literature are necessarily informed not only by my positionality but by my specific experiences of children, learning and communication during this fieldwork. 





Table 2.1 Tracing Vygotsky’s ideas in subsequent bodies of literature
Area of literature	Key aspects of Vygotsky’s theories this literature is related to	Ways in which this literature has built on or reinterpreted Vygotsky’s ideas
Families in museumsAsh, 2003Crowley et al., 2001Leinhardt, Crowley and Knutson, 2002 Leinhardt and Knutson, 2004	Learning occurs in social situations and is closely linked to speech.Zone of proximal development.	Retains a developmental approach to learning and in some cases, an ‘experimental’ design for methodologies.Equates words spoken in social contexts in the museum directly with internalised learning.
Ethnographic studies of literacy practicesCompton-Lilly, 2006Heath, 1983Pahl, 2002Street, 1984	Spoken and written communication is inseparable from its social context.Social interactions are connected to internal thoughtEarly speech of children is already social – all speech is social.	Applied Vygotsky’s ideas about speech as social to real world situations through ethnographic methodologies.Embraced the complexity of communication, which goes beyond spoken and written language





Multimodal ethnography: working across two fields

As discussed above, Pahl and Rowsell (2006) were among the first to outline the intersections between multimodality and ethnographic approaches to the study of literacy in their book ‘Travel Notes from the New Literacy Studies’. In the same year, Dicks et al. (2006) articulated the phrase ‘Multimodal Ethnography’ in their paper examining the way in which two different environments, a science centre and a classroom, produced different kinds of science, and different types of human interaction. 

In a newly emerging field of multimodal ethnography, in which I locate my own work, the 2011 special edition of Qualitative Research on multimodal ethnography (Dicks et al., 2011) is a key reference. The papers in the special edition seek to explore “the methodological and theoretical implications of bringing multimodality and ethnography into dialogue with each other” (Dicks et al., 2011, p.227). The papers argue for what can be gained by bringing together multimodality and ethnography, with their complementary research interests and differing affordances. The authors argue that “attention to non-linguistic features” (Dicks et al., 2011, p.230) is something that multimodality and ethnography share. While there may be some dilemma about whether the emphasis should be on the social (ethnography) or the semiotic (multimodality), the authors argue that for many research questions it is necessary to study both meaning (multimodality) and social context (ethnography), and multimodal ethnography as an emerging field is well placed to do this. The journal also discusses the concept of the ‘reach’ and ‘affordances’ of different approaches and, in this way, views both multimodality and ethnography as being key approaches within a range of complementary tools from which the researcher should select in order to suit specific research questions (Dicks et al., 2011; Kress, 2011). 

My own analysis of the current discussion around multimodal ethnography reveals that there are several different interpretations of the term, and different versions of the way in which scholars have brought multimodality and ethnography together in order to carry out research (see also Hackett, forthcoming). This is partly due to the differing interpretations of ethnography (see my discussion in chapter 3) and multimodality (Kress, 2011). Table 2.2 summarises some of the key papers on multimodal ethnography and provides a synthesis of the different ways in which the authors have brought multimodality and ethnography together in their studies. The papers have been selected, from a limited literature on a new methodology, as they provide the clearest descriptions of a methodology, in order for me to compare and contrast.

As the analysis in table 2.2 shows, researchers have made different interpretations of both multimodality and ethnography and combined them in different ways. For example, in terms of understandings of multimodality, Dicks et al. (2006) relate the term to multimedia, Rowsell (2011) is interested in the sensory aspects of multimodal objects, and Kress (2011) and Flewitt (2011), following Kress’ (2010) previous work, consider multimodal communication in terms of traditional modes (writing, font, image layout and colour, and gaze, action, language/sounds respectively). In addition, there seems to be a range of influences informing the ethnographic aspects of research, including classic ethnography (Dicks et al., 2006), Geertz’s thick description (Flewitt, 2011), Sarah Pink’s sensory ethnography (Rowsell, 2011), and Green and Bloome’s concept of time-compressed ethnography (Rowsell, 2011). All four studies outlined in the table above involved collecting visual data alongside descriptive data in order to try to explore social context and meaning making. The process of combining multimodality and ethnography is considered both in terms of knowledge generated, that is, how multimodality and ethnography can be employed to better understand the meaning making of people in a social context, and in terms of method, that is, the implications of capturing experience and making data records across visual and written modes.

Dicks et al.’s (2011) discussion also highlights the epistemological tensions inherent in multimodal ethnographic studies. Chief among this critique is Pink’s (2011) perspective that multimodality is grounded in a westernised construct of the five senses through which the body perceives external phenomena. For Pink’s own ethnographic approach, drawing on anthropology and phenomenology, the senses are understood as a socially and culturally specific construct through which experiences that originate within the body are conceptualised and communicated to others. Pink (2011) quotes several examples of non-western cultures in which the concept of five senses are not recognised. These epistemological differences relate to the linguistic grounding of multimodality outlined above. Kress (2011) however argues that it is important to bring different methods and approaches together not as permanent unions, but as temporary connections to answer specific research questions. I find this a helpful justification for my own approach; while I am primarily interested in young children’s situated experience of place (ethnography), multimodality helps to give the children a (non-verbal) voice in the field. Without this, creating an empathetic shared understanding of place (drawing on Pink, 2009) would be challenging because the concept of myself and two year old children having a shared experience of place (Pink, 2011, p.232) is problematic and the children’s communication about the place is non-verbal. 

In the discussion captured in the papers above, it seems that scholars have dealt with the epistemological differences between multimodality and ethnography by either allowing one of these perspectives to take precedence, or by considering the relationship and positioning of the two perspectives to each other. This builds on Street et al.’s evocative description that “An ethnographic lens gives multimodal analysis a social map.” (2009, p.197). For example, in the Qualitative Research special issue, Kress (2011) describes himself as a social semiotician who sees ethnography as a “complementary enterprise”, and similarly Rowsell describes her time-compressed ethnography as “a lens for multimodal meaning making” (2011, p.332). Flewitt’s study appears to be primarily ethnography, in which “micro moments of multimodal meaning making” (2011, p.297) unfold within an ethnographic context. Similarly to Flewitt, I see my own study as primarily an ethnography in which I employ multimodality as a specific lens with which to reveal the detail of “micro moments” (Flewitt, 2011, p.297) of the field visits. As Kress argues, multimodality can “make visible” non-verbal communication in interactions, and this is what my engagement with multimodality achieves, as I discuss in more detail in chapter 3. 





Table 2.2 The emerging field of multimodal ethnography
Author and study	Multimodality	Ethnography	The way in which multimodality and ethnography are used together
Dicks et al., 2006Study of the kinds of scientific knowledge that are produced in a science centre	Interest in the different media in a science centre, and how they work together to convey certain semiotic messages	Ethnographic study carried out at a site which encompasses a great deal of multiple media	Use of digital media to create data records from ethnographic fieldwork. A consideration of how digital records allow us to understand semiotic communication – the focus is on the semiotic messages of the site itself, rather than the visitors
Flewitt, 2011Study of the digital practices of children in a nursery	Video data which is then transcribed and analysed multimodally	One year ethnographic study in a nursery setting	Bringing together of different data records (descriptive accounts, video). The multimodal video transcription reveals the detail and complexity of the interactions
Kress, 2011Analysis of road signs which indicate the way into supermarkets	The car park signs communicate through a number of modes 	Our understanding of the meaning of the signs would be made more secure by an ethnographic study of customers	Emphasis on the importance of drawing on different methodologies in different ways, depending on the research question




Communication, cognition and children’s competencies

Within a Vygotskian conception of learning, language holds a special role as being closely related to thought, as “thought is embodied in speech... speech is connected with thought and illuminated by it.” (Vygotsky, 1986, p.212). Therefore, Vygotsky placed a primary emphasis on spoken language, which he considered a unique human ability, closely related to cognition, and the main form of communication. Vygotsky considered the close relationship between thought and language to be what separates humans from other primates, and wrote that all other forms of communication were much more primitive because they are not linked to an objective system of signs. 

However, as outlined above I draw on both ethnographic and multimodal perspectives of communication for an understanding of communication, which is primarily social but does not rely solely or mainly on spoken and written language. Ethnographic approaches to studying communication, such as those adopted by New Literacy Studies, have further developed Vygotsky’s proposition that communication and learning derive their meaning from social context. These perspectives are important for making sense of my fieldwork, because my experiences with very young children in the museum were characterised by children’s use of non verbal modes for communication, and did not seem to fit well with Vygotsky’s proposition that young children were incapable of original conceptual thought (1986). Therefore, I further explored anthropological perspectives within the literature that problematised the links between cognition, communication and learning, and emphasised instead the experiential nature of human learning. 

Sensory and affective aspects of communication

Ruth Finnegan, a social anthropologist who has carried out extensive fieldwork in Africa, has argued against assumptions that language is always the primary means of communication (Finnegan, 2002). Drawing on examples from diverse human cultures, and from the animal kingdom, Finnegan proposes a consideration of the senses, movement, space, art and artefacts in “a view of communication that is not confined to linguistic or cognitive messages but also includes experience, emotion and the unspoken.” (Finnegan, 2002, p.5). In doing so, Finnegan breaks the link between communication and cognition, proposing a view of communication as experiential, and a dynamic and interactive process through which meaning emerges. Similarly, Ingold’s (2000, 2007, 2008, 2010) anthropological work emphasises the way in which knowledge is embodied and related to engagement with our environment, as much as it is verbalised and related to our socialisation within a culture. 

Sarah Pink’s work (2009, 2011) draws together sensory approaches from anthropology, geography and sociology to argue for an ethnography that takes greater account of the sensory nature of people’s lived experience in the world. This emphasis on learning and knowing as being an essentially sensory and embodied experience calls for a move away from language and the cognitive to encompass a broader perspective of how experience and learning should be measured and understood​[5]​. Pink (2009) draws attention to the embodied (that is, a process of being in and knowing the world experienced through the whole body and all sensory channels, as well as through the mind) and emplaced nature of human experience. Pink identifies emplaced experience as a process of the body and mind being in a place. 

Mason and Davies’ (2009) study of participants’ perspectives on family resemblances employed interviewing techniques and family photos to encourage participants to articulate their beliefs about family resemblances. The study highlighted the intangible nature of sensory lived experience, the way it is both relational and transitory. Often for the participants of this study, what could be tangibly observed in the family photos was inadequate for evidencing the family resemblances they wanted to talk about. In this sense, experiences “can be imagined and intangible as well as situated and tangible” (p.590). For Mason and Davies (2009), sensory experience is entangled in other dimensions of experience, such as extra-sensory or ethereal. 

From the work of Finnegan (2002), Ingold (2007), Pink, (2009) and Mason and Davies (2009), I take forward an understanding of communication as sensory, affective and intangible. These aspects of communication are not generally foregrounded within developmental psychology (e.g. Vygotsky, 1978) or semiotic perspectives of communication (e.g. Halliday, 1978), but are something I aim to embrace within my own study. These perspectives of communication as encompassing the tacit and intangible disrupt the dominant assumptions about social science research as being objective and measurable, which I discussed in chapter 1. Finnegan (2002) critiques inherent assumptions around the linear nature of human development (as a species, we get better over time, for example, see Landau, 1984, for a discussion of human evolution as hero narrative) and the human / animal dichotomy in which humans are seen as “special” and destined for evolutionary immortality. Finnegan (2002) relates dominant understandings of communication as being primarily about logic and fact to these wider meta-narratives, and argues, therefore, for the need to broaden thinking about human communicative practices, to encompass sound, sight, artefacts, odour and touch. 

Within the dominant meta-narratives I described above (human development as linear, humans as special, Finnegan, 2002), children are frequently positioned as partial and incomplete (James and Prout, 1997). Therefore, an interest in non-cognitive aspects of communication has implications for how children’s competency is constructed. I will discuss the literature on this in the next section. 

Children’s competencies within communication and learning

This perspective of human experience as being primarily sensory and embodied, rather than cognitive (Finnegan, 2002; Ingold, 2007; Mason and Davies, 2009; Pink, 2009) relates to my interest in the social competence and lived experiences of young children, which draws on the new sociology of childhood (Browne et al., 2001; Christensen and James, 2008; James, 2013; James et al., 1998; James and Prout, 1997; Prout, 2002; Woodhead et al., 1998). A paradigm shift, in which children within social science research came to be viewed as social actors in their own right, and “central informants in their lifeworlds” (Christensen and James, 2000, p.1), can be traced to the work of James and Prout (1997), who argued that “childhood should be regarded as a part of society and culture, rather than a precursor to it” (p.ix). 

Work within childhood studies has emphasised the methodological implications of doing research that seeks to challenge the dominant concepts that children are passive and incomplete (James and Prout, 1997). This has led to the development of innovative methods for working with children (for example, Fargas-Malet et al., 2010; Levy, 2009) and in particular, an emphasis on ethnography as the method best suited for understanding childhood experiences from the perspectives of children (Christensen, 2004; James and Prout, 1997) and addressing to some extent the power imbalance between child participants and adult researchers (for example, Davis et al., 1998). 

Within this work, my own research has been particularly influenced by the understanding that child development is a construct understood within a cultural context (James and Prout, 1997; Ochs, 1982). As James (2013) points out, a perspective of children as incomplete places a focus on the role of adults in remedying the ‘problem’ of children’s incompleteness. Within western society, certain forms of both childhood and parenting are idealised, while others are pathologised (Billington, 2000; Clarke, 2006; Kukla, 2008; Nichols et al., 2009; Ochs, 1982). Researchers have sought to highlight children’s own social competence, which operates within a wider adult social context (Hutchby and Moran-Ellis, 1998) and identify ways in which children subvert or resist adult constructions of how children should behave (Cosaro and Eter, 1990; Danby, 2002; Markstrom, 2010; Markstrom and Halleden, 2010; Mayall, 2002; Thomson et al., 2012).

The work I have outlined above from childhood studies seeks to present alternative perspectives on children’s lived experiences, grounded in the cultural and social specificity of individual experience. In addition, it seeks to challenge linear concepts of child development, just as the anthropological work discussed above seeks to challenge the linear concept of human development (Finnegan, 2002; Ingold, 2007). Both these perspectives respond to Westernised colonial assumptions about ideal practices, in terms of communication (Finnegan, 2002; Ingold, 2007; Pink 2009) and childhood (Kellett et al., 2004; Ochs, 1982). As I will outline in chapter 3, my methodology and fieldwork sought to explicitly respond to these issues by developing alternative, child-centred perspectives of the museum, which did not take written and spoken language, or westernised concepts of learning and childhood as a starting point. 

Towards the end of my fieldwork therefore, I was drawing on literature which emphasised the situated nature of literacy and communicative practices, the multimodal nature of children’s communicative practices, the social competence of children, and the colonial influence of much current thinking about childhood, language and learning. At this time, my engagement with the literature led me to the ‘spatial turn’ (Soja, 2004), which has had a profound influence on my interpretation of my experiences in the field, and later on my analysis and findings. In the next section, I discuss the literature on space and place within lived experience. 
The spatial turn: space and movement in lived experience

My interest in the work of Pink (2007, 2009, 2011) and Ingold (2007, 2008, 2010) first led me to consider the role of place in the creation of experience. The work of Pink and Ingold in particular emphasises the role of walking both in human experience in general and within research methodology in particular, and these resonated with my experiences in the field, as I will discuss below. In addition, Pink (2009) emphasises the emplaced nature of human experience, and connects her proposal for a sensory methodology with the wider field of spatiality (Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 2005; Soja, 1996). This wider field, and particularly Lefebvre’s (1991) seminal work on the social production of space also came to influence my study. In this section, I will discuss this literature in the order in which I engaged with it, starting with the anthropological and ethnographic work focused on movement, and then considering the wider philosophical and geographical thinking about the social nature of space itself. 
Walking as place making

Tim Ingold’s (2007, 2008, 2010) conceptualisation of place not as a bounded area but as paths or lines coming together was particularly significant to me, because it resonated with my experience in the field, which was characterised by the children’s movement, walking and running through the museum (see chapters 3 and 6). Ingold’s (2008) work emphasises both the impermanency of boundaries and environments, and the symbiotic relationship between the environment and the people moving through it; people and animals move across the world’s surface in a “zone of entanglement” (Ingold, 2008, p.1807), meaning that both the environment and the people are continually changed by the act of moving through. Therefore, Ingold connects walking paths with ways of knowing. This theory of place connected with my interest in children’s agency and alternative ways of understanding experience (as discussed in the previous section). Ingold writes, “wayfaring, in short, is neither placeless nor place-bound but place making.” (2009, p.101), and in this sense, it seemed possible to emphasise the children’s walking through the museum as an activity which constituted their experience and was ‘place making’. 

Following Ingold, subsequent studies (Hall, 2009; Pink et al., 2010; Vergunst, 2010) have developed the perspective that experience of a place can be forged by moving through, and that paths taken through locations have a profound impact on how they come to be known. For example, Hall’s (2009) account of the pedestrian movement of outreach workers on the streets of Cardiff, describes how they take particular routes to specific locations, and movement is part of their work, rather than a means of getting from one place to another. In taking specific paths around the city, the outreach workers construct a particular version of the city, which is in line with the way it is experienced by the clients they want to reach. Vergunst (2010) emphasises the role of time and memory in the way Union Street is used now and the feeling and meaning of that place. This is place making through everyday activity, over many years and in different circumstances. The way an individual traverses the street today both echoes the historical uses of the street and recreates the street anew each time. Therefore, “the ‘natural and simple’ line of the straight street is a reality only in the architect’s plan.” (Vergunst, 2010, p.386).

Walking can be viewed as both a mode of discovery and a way of creating a version of the locality, which parallels the experience of others and yet is original in and of itself. In the same way, as the children in my pilot study walked though the museum, they recreated a unique version of the museum for themselves; this is a sensory, place making experience. I developed walking maps from my fieldwork, which focused on paths of movement rather than bounded areas, drawing on Ingold’s ideas (see chapter 5). I take up the theme of the children’s walking in the museum in more detail in chapter 6.

Social production of space

As I progressed my engagement with concepts of space and place within the literature, I began to trace commonalities between the work of Ingold (2007, 2008, 2010) and the foundational work on the nature of space from a number of different disciplines. Lefebvre’s (1991) philosophical explanation of how space is produced as a social product is key as it influences a great deal of the following work on geographies of space and spatial justice. By arguing that “(social) space is a (social) product” (Lefebvre, 1991, p.26), Lefebvre emphasised ways in which space takes on a reality of its own. He argued that because space is produced though social practice, it is specific to a society. Lefebvre’s interest was in the process through which space is produced, and his solution was a conceptual triad of perceived space (daily routines and embodied spatial practices), conceived space (space as conceptualised verbally and mentally, for example by planners and urbanists) and lived space (the coming together of perceived and conceived space). 

Lefebvre (1991) was also amongst the first to highlight the relationship between space and distribution of power. He also emphasised the sensory, physical nature of space, which he links with the non-verbal, and sets up in opposition to language and mental thought. 

To under estimate, ignore and diminish space amounts to the over estimation of texts, written matter and writing systems, along with the readable and the visible to the point of assigning to these a monopoly of intelligibility.
(Lefebvre, 1991, p.62)

It is possible to trace the legacy of Lefebvre’s ideas through other disciplines’ engagement with spatial theory, including human geography (Thrift, 2003), children’s geographies (Holloway and Valentine, 2000) and architecture (Awan et al., 2011). Key principles uniting this work include space as a social product rather than a blank slate on which action takes place, multiple versions of space may be produced by multiple social agents, space as related to embodiment and sensory engagement, space as related to power distribution. 

Massey’s (2005) influential work on spatial theory enabled me to connect the work of Lefebvre with the work of Ingold. Massey argues that firstly space is a product of inter relations (which I connect to Lefebvre’s work), secondly that space is associated with multiplicity and thirdly that space is always under construction. For example, when taking a journey, Massey argues, time moves on and space continually changes. This way, by moving through space, one becomes “a participant in its continual construction” (Massey, 2005, p.118). Massey’s concept, which she calls ‘throwntogetherness’, the way in which by crossing trajectories people create new versions of spatio-temporal events, I connect to Ingold’s (2007, 2008) ideas about the creation of places through wayfaring and entanglement.

Therefore, drawing together the work of Lefebvre (1991), Ingold (2007) and Massey (2005) gave me a framework for thinking about the museum as a socially produced space. The process whereby this social production of space might occur is related to movement through space (Ingold, 2007) which in turn has a temporal aspect to it (Massey, 2005). This trialectic relationship between space, time and sociality is one that Lefebvre (1991) himself originally proposed. In chapter 5, I discuss how the ideas of the spatial turn informed my analysis. In particular, the theme of how space is socially produced within my study is taken up in detail in chapter 8, and the trialectic of space, time and sociality, as the context for this study is the focus of chapter 9. The application of spatial theory to childhood studies is an emerging field, as I will discuss next. 

Space and place within childhood studies

Within childhood studies, there has been an interest in children’s experience of space and place, which picks up some of the themes outlined by the seminal work above. In terms of the multiplicity of place, there has been scholarly interest in how children understand and experience place as different to adults (Burke, 2007; Clark et al., 2005; Factor, 2004; Hallden, 2003; Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003; Rasmussen, 2004). In particular, Rasmussen and Smidt (2003) propose a useful distinction between children’s places (as imagined by children) and (adult assigned) places for children. Christensen and O’Brien’s (2003) book ‘Children in the City’ highlights the way in which children’s experience of place is predominantly local and embodied. Christensen (2003) writes about “the understanding that emerges from embodied movement through place” (p.16) and argues that there is a tension between emplaced knowledge of place and abstract or formal knowledge of space (such as in maps). Finally, in exploring the multiplicity of understandings of place, and the tensions between different ways of understanding place and space, the childhood studies research engages extensively with the ideas of space as related to politics and power distribution (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Fog Olwin and Gullov, 2003; Reay and Lucey, 2000), which was originally proposed by Lefebvre (1991) and has been taken up particularly within human geography (Thrift, 2003) and architecture (Awan et al., 2011). 

The literature I have outlined above connects the spatial turn with childhood studies. My work adds to this emerging field, in particular because some of the spatial literature on which I draw has not been widely applied to studies of young children (see also Hackett et al., forthcoming). While the work of Massey (2005) is well used within childhood studies, the application of Pink’s (2009) sensory ethnography and Ingold’s (2007) work on lines is rare (exceptions are Curtis, 2008 and Leder-Mackley and Pink, forthcoming, respectively).

Space, place and literacy practices

In addition to the literature on children and space, I engaged with the literature that connected the spatial turn with studies of literacy. The situated nature of literacy practices has been well documented, particularly from an ethnographic perspective (Heath, 1983; Street, 1983), and researchers have examined the affordances of different locations for literacy practices (Moje, 2004; Nichols et al,. 2011) and the ways in which literacy practices are shaped by their material and social environments (e.g. Pahl, 2002, 2009, 2011; Rowsell and Pahl, 2007). Margaret Mackay (2011) has examined the relationship between sensory experience of place and children’s sense making of written narratives during early book reading. Third space theory has been applied to understand the movement of literacy practices between home, school and other institutions (Levy, 2008; Pahl and Kelly, 2005; Wilson, 2004). Therefore, the majority of work so far around the situated nature of childhood literacy has examined the impact of place and environment on literacy practices. 

In addition, because ethnographic studies of communication have highlighted the ideological nature of literacy, and the power distributions which are implicated in the employment of certain forms of literacy (e.g. Heath, 1983; Street, 1983; Street and Street, 1991), there is a literature that connects literacy in place to issues of spatial justice (Brooker, 2002; Dolezal-Sams et al., 2009; Nixon and Comber, 2008; Pahl, 2011, 2012). For example, Nixon (2011) highlights the unequal access certain families and communities have to library resources, and Dolezal-Sams et al. (2009) describe the differing access to resources families with disabled children have to support their learning. 

Leander and Sheehy’s (2004) book ‘Spatializing Literacy’ draws on the work of Lefebvre (1991) and Soja (1996) to pick up on the theoretical spatial themes I outlined above, including the multiplicity of space, and the relationship between social interaction and space construction. Leander and Sheehy connect spoken communication and space by stating that “when we use words, we are always situating ourselves.” (Leander and Sheehy, 2004, p.3). For me, what distinguishes the work of Leander and Sheehy from the other work concerned with literacy practices and space described above is that, while other work argues that literacy practices are shaped and influenced by the spaces that they take place in, some of the chapters in Leander and Sheehy’s (2004) book draw directly on the work of Lefebvre (1991) to argue that places are also constructed by literacy (as a social act). In particular, Sheehy (2004) describes the way in which new kinds of teaching practices in the literacy classroom create new kinds of classroom places (“thin places”), in which different identity positions were threatened or made possible. In Leander’s (2004) chapter, he describes how interactions of students in the classroom, coupled with institutional positioning and past incidents, create a certain kind of classroom place. 





In this chapter, I have discussed the literature that has most influenced this research. I have given a sense of the temporal nature of my engagement with this literature, and particularly how my thinking moved between the literature and my experiences in the field, from a “constant comparative perspective” (Heath and Street, 2008, p.33). Starting with the foundational ideas of Vygotsky, I discussed how the connection between speech, learning and sociality, which was first established by Vygotsky, has been taken up and interpreted by three distinct fields of literature; museum studies, ethnographies of communication and multimodality. I have pointed out the implications for the differing interpretations of Vygotsky’s ideas and shown how my own study is grounded in understandings of literacy and communication as social practices, comprising of multiple modes. In particular, I ground my work in the emerging field of multimodal ethnography, which operates at the intersection between these two positions. In the second part of this literature review, I discussed a diverse body of work from anthropology, ethnography and sociology, which offered alternate views on children’s cognition, learning and competencies. In the third part of the literature review, I described my engagement with literature concerned with space and place, and described how a range of interdisciplinary perspectives from ‘the spatial turn’ informed aspects of my theoretical framing, methodology and analysis. 










In this chapter I will outline my methodology, which was an ethnographic study grounded in perspectives of the new sociology of childhood and employing a multimodal lens. I will explain how the literature and my experiences in the field influenced my developing methodology. I will then tell the story of doing fieldwork with the families at Park museum and House museum, and explain the sorts of data records I collected during my fieldwork. In chapter 1, I introduced the participants of the study, and described who came on each field visit. Tables 1.3 and 1.4 summarised this information. I also described what the two museum sites in which the research took place were like, and which parts of the museums the families visited on each occasion. This information is summarised in table 1.5 and in figures 1.1 and 1.2. 

Table 3.2 details the data collection activities of my research. My ethnographic study involved 27 field visits with 8 families across 2 museum sites; Park museum and House museum. Fieldnotes and video data were collected during the field visits. In addition, audio interviews with the parents and video interviews with the children were collected following museum visits. Table 3.3 summarises the data set created during this study. The ethnographic study began with a pilot in December 2010. The main study took place between June and December 2011. Follow up visits and studies took place after this date, and I continue to be in contact with the families and involve them in research projects. Table 3.1 presents the timeline for the research.

As outlined in chapter 2, my engagement with the literature took place before, during and after my fieldwork. My developing methodology was influenced by what was happening in the field, particularly during the pilot fieldwork phase, and was also grounded in key messages from the literature. Chief among these was the work of the new sociology of childhood (Christensen and James, 2008; James and Prout, 1997, see chapter 2 for a more in depth discussion), and from the start I was committed to developing a methodology in which children were recognised as social actors in their own right. Christensen and James (2008) argue that special methodologies for children are not strictly necessary, but that “researchers need.... to adopt practices that resonate with children’s concerns and routines” (p.8). Therefore, many of the developments within my methodological approach were guided by the drive to ensure that the methods were relevant to children and that I could ‘hear’ their non-verbal as well as their voices. This position has influenced my choice of an ethnographic methodology and my interpretation of both ethnography and multimodality as I will discuss below. 


Table 3.1 Timescale for fieldwork for this research project
Time	Activities at Park Museum	Activities at House Museum
December 2010	Pilot study – involving three families making three visits to Park Museum	
April 2011May 2011		Initial contact made with Children’s Centre
June 2011July 2011August 2011Sept 2011Oct 2011Nov 2011	Main study – involving monthly visits to Park MuseumFinal visit of the main study	Main study – involving monthly visits to House MuseumFinal visit of the main study
February 2012	Follow up fieldwork with two families with younger siblings to Park museum	Follow up fieldwork with one family with younger sibling to House Museum


As I outlined in chapter 2, my engagement with Vygotsky and analysis of the differing ways in which his work has been interpreted was driven by an interest in recognising the social competence of children. Ethnographic studies of literacy practices (Flewitt, 2005; Heath, 1983; Pahl, 2002) clearly seemed to offer an advantageous way of understanding literacy as culturally specific and situated in the lifeworlds of the participants, including child participants. In addition, the new sociology of childhood promoted ethnography as a method that fitted best (Davis et al., 2008; James and Prout, 1997) with a research approach in which children could be “the central informants in their own lifeworlds” (Christensen and James, 2008, p.1). Finally, an ethnographic methodology fitted best with my own positionality and relationship with participants; at Park museum, participants were existing friends and our wider lives and lifeworlds were already intertwined before research began. At House museum, I found participants at the Children’s Centre through “friendship as method” (Tillman-Healy, 2003), in that, although I met participants for the first time because of my research, our early interactions took place through bringing our children together to play, sharing cups of tea and walking through the park with buggies (as I explain further below). Therefore, our wider lives and shared experiences of parenting small children became the foundation through which families agreed to participate in the research. In these circumstances, it would not have been possible for me to understand responses to interview questions, for example, in isolation from the wider social context and relationships from which they emerged. Therefore, ethnographic research enabled me to begin with the lifeworlds and social competencies of the participants of my research as a starting point, and in addition, facilitated a reflexive exploration of the wider relationships and perspectives on life within which the action during the field visits unfolded. 

My interest in movement as a way of knowing (Ingold, 2007; Pink et al., 2010; Vergunst, 2010) emerged later, during the final part of the fieldwork period. If I had known how influential these perspectives would come to be for my analysis and findings, I would have recorded movement during the field visits in more careful detail early on, and this became a frequent frustration for me during analysis. However, I see this as a consequence of the “constant comparative perspective” (Heath and Street, 2008, p.33) I adopted between literature and the field, which also brought many advantages to my research as outlined in this chapter and in the previous chapter.

An ethnographic approach to knowing: defining ethnography

Ethnography is a diverse methodology, one branch of which can be traced through British Social Anthropology to the experiences of Malinowski who, stranded on the Trobriand Islands, became immersed in the local culture, leading to his realisation of the impact of longitudinal, immersive fieldwork on the understandings that can be gained about societies. Therefore, ethnography has traditionally placed an emphasis on being in the field over a long period of time, living alongside those one is researching, and production of an ethnographic monograph (Macdonald, 2001). However, ethnography has been appropriated by different disciplines and for different research purposes over the last twenty years, leading to questions about what ‘counts’ as ethnography (Green and Bloome, 1997) and how ethnography can be adapted for different kinds of research project (Jeffrey and Troman, 2004). While “it is no longer possible to view ethnography and ethnographic research as monolithic” (Green and Bloome, 1997, p.199), founding tenants of an ethnographic approach continue to be the use of participant observation and interviews as main methods, a commitment to being in the field and spending time with participants, and an effort to understand the perspectives of the participants particularly based on what they do as well as what they say (Agar, 1996; Green and Bloome, 1997; Lareau and Shultz, 1996; Macdonald, 2001). In her paper, Macdonald (2001) refers to Miller’s description of ethnography as a perspective with the following commitments:

1. To be in the presence of the people one is studying, not just the texts or objects they produce
2. To evaluate people in terms of what they actually do, i.e. as material agents working with a material world, and not merely of what they say they do
3. A long term commitment to an investigation that allows people to return to a daily life that one hopes goes beyond what is performed for the ethnographer
4. To holistic analysis, which insists that... behaviours be considered within the larger framework of people’s lives and cosmologies.
(Miller cited in Macdonald, 2001, p.72)

In the last twenty years, a ‘crisis’ in anthropology has created a sense of uncertainty (Agar, 1996) and anxiety (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1992) about the role of ethnography in an increasingly globalised world. The them/ us dichotomy that early studies tended to create, and the tendency of traditional ethnographic monograph to suspend culture and identity as a static entity in time and space (Agar, 1996; Comaroff and Comaroff, 1992; Spradley, 1979), are seen as particularly problematic. Ethnographic researchers have become much more reflective about their current and previous work, their positionality, and their production of knowledge about others (Agar, 1996; Coffey, 2000; Flinn et al., 1998; Lareau and Shultz, 1996; Sanjek, 1990; Wolf, 1992). Margery Wolf’s (1992) account illustrates the changed nature of perspectives on anthropology and ethnography between the 1950s and 1990s. When she and her husband completed fieldwork in China in the late 1950s, the emphasis was on “getting right” the facts about the community they were studying; both data and community were regarded as “theirs”. Reviewing her fieldnotes from this time in the postmodern paradigm of the 1990s, Wolf acknowledges multiple meanings and truths, and explores the power relations inherent in the field.

I approached the fieldnotes and my journals not only as a very different person (a feminist anthropologist), but also in a very different anthropological climate, one in which the discipline is being buffeted by criticism from without and from within about the value, indeed, the very integrity of its product, the ethnography. Where I once felt satisfied to describe what I thought I saw and heard as accurately as possible, to the point of trying to resolve differences of opinion among my informants, I have come to realize the importance of retaining these “contested meanings”.
(Wolf, 1992, p.4) 

Reflexivity and collaboration are central to my approach to doing ethnography. In chapter 4 I discuss in more detail ways in which I have endeavoured to make my identity and field relationships explicit within my fieldwork and analysis, following Coffey’s call for

…recognition that fieldwork is personal, emotional and identity work. The construction and production of self and identity occurs both during and after fieldwork.
(Coffey, 2000, p.1)

Coffey (2000) emphasises the embodied nature of identity in fieldwork, pointing out that our bodies communicate and must be managed in the field. In addition, the field is experienced by the body as well as the mind (see also Pagis, 2010). During my research, I became particularly interested in how the museum was experienced bodily by the parents and children, and, following Pink (2009), how I also experienced the field through my bodily senses. Therefore, my ethnographic study understands my experiences in the field as shared embodied and emplaced experience between myself and my participants, through which shared knowledge and realities are co-created (Pink, 2007). 

As outlined below in my ‘story’ description of doing fieldwork with the families, friendship (Tillman-Healy, 2003) was an important driver for how participants were involved in the research, and my daughter was also important in creating field relationships (Flinn et al., 1998). In addition, I explored ways through which parents could act as collaborators in the research (Lassiter, 2005; Pahl and Pool, 2011), and in chapter 5 I give examples of the ways parents’ voices shaped the fieldwork and analysis.

The story of my research

In this section, I tell a story about what happened during my fieldwork with seven families at two museum sites; Park museum and House museum. I feel that an explanation of my fieldwork is best described as a story, or a narrative, because it unfolded over time, and was understood by myself and the participants as a series of connected events with a beginning, a middle and an end. I recently visited Park museum with Tina, Millie and Sienna, after not going there with them for some time. We reminisced about the period of time in which the fieldwork took place, marvelled at how life was different now (“how did we cope with them all running in different directions?!”), and told amusing anecdotes about the things that happened during the field visits. In this way, the experience of doing fieldwork has been appropriated into the lifestories of the children and adults who took part in it, including myself and my family, and in this way, has the characteristics of a narrative. 

Starting my fieldwork story: the pilot

The involvement of the families who went on to become the Park museum participants began in November 2010, when I asked three friends with children of a similar age to my own (23 months) to help me out by taking part in a pilot museum visit for my PhD research. Three families (Bryan, Millie and Liam, with their mothers, Clare, Tina and Susie) took part in two visits to Park museum in December 2010, as a favour to help me test out how I could structure such visits and for me to practice writing fieldnotes. In addition, one more family took part in the pilot, N, who I met at a work event, and her daughter T. N, T and I made one visit to Park Museum for a similar purpose, for me to develop my approach to doing an ethnographic study. N and T had never been to a museum before, and four year old T found many of the exhibits, such as the stuffed animals, so scary that N decided they should not continue their involvement after the first visit. 

The pilot visits were useful for the development of my methodology for a number of reasons. Firstly, the pilot did, as I had hoped, help me to develop my skills in writing fieldnotes, as well as demonstrating to me the subjectivity of fieldnotes (discussed further below). I also experimented with using both an audio recorder and a FLIP video recorder in the field, and decided that video rather than audio was essential, because so much of the action occurred through non-verbal modes. 

Secondly, following the pilot, the same families became the participants for the main research study at Park museum. For the three friends involved in the pilot, Clare, Tina and Susie, the visits generated a great deal of interest and enthusiasm, from both these three families, and two others who were in the same friendship group. I circulated a short report about the visits and my initial observations as a courtesy to the families, and they enjoyed reading this so much that they all then wanted to be involved in the main study. I decided to accept this offer, as the pilot visits had been so useful and worked so well, and also because I realised that I would be asking a great deal of commitment in terms of time and energy from my research participants and it made sense to jump at the opportunity of a group of families who were already prepared to give this time and commitment. 

Another effect of the way in which the pilot evolved into the main study was that the field visits comprised groups of parents and children, whereas I had originally envisaged visiting with just one family at a time. Visiting with a group actually worked much better (in retrospect), and had a dramatic effect on my research, as my findings became much more about the interactions between the children, rather than between each individual child and their parent. 

Visiting with Bryan, Millie and Liam who were all aged around 24 months at the time of the pilot, and with T who was four and a half years, cemented my interest in working with very young children. The challenge of developing a methodology for children who had less verbal language appealed to me, along with recognition that children of this age are much less represented within the literature. After the pilot visits, the families were very keen to begin the main research study at Park museum, and kept asking when we could go again. Therefore, I began field visits at Park museum earlier than I had planned, in June 2011. This was both to capture the enthusiasm of the families, and also because my pilot research visits had convinced me of the importance of doing this research with very young children, and as every month passed the research participants were getting older. 

The story of the families at Park museum and the main research

As described above, the participant families at Park museum were all friends of mine before being involved in the research, and also friends with each other. We had met at sites of privilege (private antenatal classes, baby swimming classes), and bonded over the shared life changing experience of becoming first-time parents. Both the privileged demographic of the families involved, and the fact that we were close friends before the research began, had interesting implications for my researcher positionality and findings, particularly considering that neither of these facts were the case for the families involved in the research at House museum. I discuss these issues in more detail in chapter 4. 

Recruiting participants who already knew me and my daughter Izzy played a role in how central Izzy was in the field visits. This was firstly because the visits continued to take place mainly on Thursdays, a day I generally spent with Izzy and had no childcare. Secondly, the families participating in my research saw me primarily as Izzy’s mother, and their children as Izzy’s friends. On the odd occasion we made a plan to make a field visit on a day other than a Thursday, I offered the families options for days when I did and did not have Izzy with me, and they always tended to prefer to choose a day when they would see my little girl as well. Similarly, at the weekends, when I could have left Izzy with my husband at home, I tended to bring her on the field visits because it was a social meeting with her friends. On some of these occasions, my husband came to the museum as well, to enable me to concentrate more fully on making my field observations rather than doing this in tandem with running round after Izzy. I discuss the implications of my dual role of researcher and mother during these visits in more detail in chapter 4. 

The visits at Park museum took place on either Thursdays (when several of the families were available), or on Saturdays (to suit the two families who were busy at swimming lessons on a Thursday but wanted to be included in the research). Table 3.2 provides a full breakdown of all the field visits at Park museum, when they took place and who attended each one. Fathers as well as mothers took part in the field visits, and the final visit took place in November 2011. A final stage of this research was an additional field visit I made with Susie and Tina and their younger children (Olivia and Sienna, respectively) in February 2012. I describe the purpose of this visit and how it worked below. 

Each field visit involved meeting in the morning at the museum; we agreed a time and updated each other on any delays to meeting up using our mobile phones. I walked to the museum, but most of the other parents drove, and often struggled to find parking, driving round the museum several times to find a free spot on one of the side roads. The longest driving distance for participants was 30 minutes, and the shortest a couple of minutes (for Millie and her family, who often walked instead). Once we had gathered in the entrance to the museum, we headed into the galleries. Generally the children led the way on each visit, running with increasing confidence down the corridors and into the rooms. As the children became more familiar with the museum, their pre-conceived ideas about things they would like to do and find in the museum became stronger (as I discuss in my findings chapters). 

The parents generally preferred to visit the rooms together so that they could talk, however, often the children ran in different directions and the group would split up for some time, to be reunited later. This of course meant that I had to choose which group to follow, and often missed other aspects of the action. Sometimes the parents who I was not with had one of the FLIP video cameras, and made video recordings of what happened when I was not there. The length of the field visits was flexible, and we tended to stop when the children became too tired, fractious or hungry: between 45 minutes and two hours. Most of the visits ended in the museum café, where we bought lunch before heading our separate ways. 

The story of how the families at House museum came to be involved in the research

Although the families involved in the field visits at House museum present a contrast in terms of how they came to be involved in the research, what their experiences were like and their demographics, much of this was serendipitous. The reason for approaching participants to be involved at House museum was that I wanted to include more than one museum site in my study. I had previously worked at House museum, but did not know any families living nearby. Therefore, I contacted the education manager at House museum (previously my line manager), and she invited me to a visit she was organising for a group of families from a nearby Children’s Centre. The education manager wanted to develop a museum activity trail for pre-school families, and had made contact with the Children’s Centre looking for participants to pilot the trail. I attended this visit, and following it contacted the Children’s Centre staff, asking them about participants for my research. They were open to the idea and invited me to come to a ‘stay and play’ session at the Children’s Centre to meet some of the families. Both because of the timing of the ‘stay and play’ session, and because I thought Izzy would enjoy it, I brought Izzy with me on this first visit to the Children’s Centre, and so was again perceived by participants from the start as both a mother and museum/university researcher.

Following this first visit, I agreed to help the Children’s Centre staff set up a new activity; a ‘buggy fit’ walk in the park surrounding the museum. They suggested I attend these sessions, get to know the families, then when the group was up and running, we could build some trips inside the museum into our buggy walks. The buggy walks would take place on a Thursday afternoon, the day I spent with Izzy, meaning that I would again bring her to all the visits (and also meaning that Izzy and I had some very busy Thursdays, with a morning at Park museum and at afternoon with the Children’s Centre group!). Table 3.2 shows a full breakdown of all the visits I made to the Children’s Centre, beginning with the buggy walks, leading to buggy walks which included a visit inside the museum, and finally a couple of museum visits I made independently of the Children’s Centre with some of my key research participants. 

As I continued to visit the Children’s Centre and got to know the families, I realised the extent to which the families’ circumstances contrasted with the privileged middle class participants at Park museum. The Children’s Centre was in a statistically deprived part of the borough, and most of the families using it were living on low incomes in the council housing estate surrounding the Children’s Centre. Of the families who participated in my research at House museum, none had cars, all lived in council accommodation and relied on benefits. Two families were seeking asylum at the time, and one was a single mother. Despite our differing circumstances (which I discuss in more detail in chapter 4), I felt immediately accepted by the families and Izzy acted as an immediate point of commonality between us. 

When the weekly buggy walks were up and running, the Children’s Centre staff incorporated a trip into the museum once a month. Therefore, the museum field visits to House museum began at the Children’s Centre, which was located in a primary school at the far side of the park from the museum. Families with their pushchairs would congregate outside the school ready for the walk, and Children’s Centre staff would ask everyone to sign a register. The walk was due to begin at 1:30, although we often started a little later waiting for families who were expected to join us. The Children’s Centre staff sometime rang families on their mobiles to ask them if they were still coming. All the families walked to the Children’s Centre to begin the walk, except Izzy and I who drove across town and parked in the school car park. The first time I came, I parked on the road outside the school and when I returned the car windscreen was smashed, so I was always anxious about making sure I got a spot in the car park after that. The other families would eat lunch at home before coming on the walk, however, Izzy and I usually ate some sandwiches in the car while driving over. Therefore, there were elements of getting to the start of the buggy walk which felt like hard work and hassle for me, however, once I had parked up and met everyone else, I always had a good afternoon. 

The buggy walk involved crossing a main road to enter the park, then walking through the attractive park, past the playground to House museum. We would wait for everyone to catch up when we arrived at the door to House museum, before entering as a group. On early visits, the group (including Children’s Centre staff) would hang back and encourage me to enter first. I would lead the group through the entrance hall to the room where we were allowed to leave our buggies, then I would generally lead the group from one room to another. The group tended to stay together as a whole on these early visits. However, on later visits, the families became much more confident, entering the museum ahead of me and leading the way around the rooms. The children in particular became more vocal about where we went and what they wanted to see in the museum as they became more familiar with it, just like the children at Park museum. 

The visits ended according to the clock, as the Children’s Centre staff had to bring the group back to the Children’s Centre before the end of the school day at 3:15pm. If we had time, we would stop at the playground on the way back, before arriving back at the Children’s Centre. We never went to the museum café, although I did secure some funding to buy every child an ice cream from the museum shop after each visit, which was very popular. At the Children’s Centre, some families would walk home and others would go to collect older children from the school. Izzy and I would say goodbye to everyone before getting in our car and driving away. 

In this section, I have given a narrative account of what it was like to carry out the fieldwork as part of this study. The result of this fieldwork was a series of records of the field. Each of these records was a limited method to record the complexity of the field (Dicks et al., 2006). The next section in this chapter describes the data records I collected during this study. 

Making records of the field





Developing an approach to the writing of fieldnotes was one of the most challenging aspects of my methodological approach. What to write, when, how and in how much detail? How could I capture everything that was happening, and come to terms with the subjective nature of the final document? Sanjek (1990) touches on the sensitive and complex nature of fieldnotes, pointing out that many anthropologists worry about the quality of what they are writing and how closely fieldnotes are linked to professional identity and status (see also Clifford, 1990; Jackson, 1990; Ottenburg, 1990). Issues in the field include the lack of a shared definition of 'fieldnotes' (do they include transcription of interviews and audio? Do they include documents and artefacts? Do they include notes on desktop research and reading?), a lack of training and guidance on what to write, and the unwillingness of many to share or make public their own fieldnotes (Jackson, 1990). During my fieldwork pilot, I experimented with writing fieldnotes and developed an approach that felt useful and comfortable to me. I define fieldnotes quite tightly as the written narrative records I created of what happened each time I met the families. My data records also included photographs, video footage, audio recordings, and documents (as outlined in table 3.2). However, by fieldnotes I mean the written notes created by me, without involvement of the families, after the visits have taken place. 
My fieldnotes are notes about the field, rather than made in the field, as making notes while I was with families in the museums proved unfeasible. I found I was frantically busy during each field visit, talking to the adults, watching the children (including my own), following the families as they moved around and watching what the children were doing. Any time I spent during the visit writing involved missing so much of the action! Therefore, my approach was to write very brief notes on a piece of paper as the families moved around (mainly notes on who went to what rooms in what order), then to reconstruct the visit using these notes, the video footage and my memory as soon as possible (within 24 hours) of each visit. Clifford (1990) writes about the dichotomy of fieldnotes: the act of turning away from the field to notebook or typewriter and trying to record objectively what is happening changes the researcher from participant to reflective observer. He argues that you can never be fully engaged in the field in a participatory way (or 'go native') when you write fieldnotes. Heath and Street (2008) agree, arguing that ethnographers can never fully participate as the “other” they are studying, and that “reflexivity rather than innocence characterize contemporary ethnography.” (p.34). The creation of fieldnotes seems to represent the movement between emic and etic that ethnographers experience in their research, and from a personal point of view, while writing fieldnotes, I have become very aware of the conscious act of creating a piece of data about others in which I am engaged in. Although all research data is subjective and of the moment, the act of turning away from the field and creating fieldnotes alone only serves to underline this subjectivity. 





Alongside my fieldnotes, the other main record of what happened during the museum visits was the footage I, and the parents, collected using the FLIP video camera. Appendix 2 details the FLIP video footage captured as part of the study. For each museum visit, I brought one FLIP camera. Some of the parents at Park museum also had a small video camera or could take footage using their mobile phone, so sometimes extra devices were used in Park museum. I used the FLIP camera, and offered it to the other parents as seemed appropriate, and the brief was to film anything the children were doing which seemed interesting or important to them. The most FLIP video footage was collected at Park museum during the week. During the weekend visits to Park museum, the potential to collect video footage was limited as the museum was busy, and I had agreed with the museum staff that I would not film other visitors. At House museum, because families seemed nervous during early visits, I did not use the FLIP camera as much. On later visits families were more relaxed and knew me better, and so I collected more video footage and also asked the parents to use the FLIP camera. 

Therefore, the FLIP video camera footage collected was influenced by many external factors, such as how busy the museum was, who happened to be holding the camera at that time, and what they decided to record. The video clips range from a few seconds long to twenty minutes, they include recordings of key incidents from the visits, which I discuss in later chapters. They also include plenty of footage in pockets, of floors, shaky paths following small children as they run through the museum and footage collected when parents left the video running by accident. These complex multimodal pieces of data are important to me because they capture intense detail, which would not be possible in my fieldnotes, and because they allow me to focus on and analyse the range of modes young children use in their communication, including gaze, gesture, body movement, and facial expression (Flewitt, 2006). The video clips also evoke the field, and watching them back while writing fieldnotes and carrying out analysis enabled me to recapture the sensations and emotions of being there in the field (Pink, 2007). 





During the fieldwork period, I carried out an interview with the mother, or the mother and father together, from each of the participant families. Table 3.2 sets out the interviews collected during the study. My purpose in including child-free parental interviews in my research was to understand more about parents’ sense-making about their children’s behaviour (Hackett, 2012). The interviews took quite different forms depending on the preferences of the parents. I suggested that an easy and informal approach would be for me to visit them at home in the evening, bringing video we had made of the museum visit to watch, and to record our subsequent discussions and reflections with an audio recorder. However, I found a marked difference in the extent to which the parent participants felt that this research method would be “easy” or “informal”. For the five affluent families who had visited Park Museum, this seemed to be a suggestion they welcomed, and I recorded long discussions with either one or both parents from each of these families, some more than an hour long. For the families who had visited House Museum, this proposal seemed much more problematic. Janice, the only degree-educated participant from this group, was happy to do an audio interview if we met at the Children’s Centre. Teresa was very nervous of being recorded, and of not knowing how to answer questions I might ask, therefore she asked me to write the questions I wanted to know down on paper, and she would write the answers down at home and bring them back. I discuss my conversations with Teresa about being interviewed and the implications of this for my field relationships in chapter 4. 


Video interviews with the children

During the fieldwork period, I also asked some of the families from Park museum to interview their children at home following the visit, using a FLIP camera. I have three of these interviews from the pilot (including my own daughter) and three from the main study. In addition, two interviews were carried out with the children at the museum at the end of the visit; one by me at House museum and one by Susie at Park museum. I have tended to treat these videos quite separately from the fieldnotes and FLIP video footage in the museums, which I consider my main sources of data. I see the children’s interviews as an interesting interaction between a child, an adult and a video camera, however, the interviews themselves are quite stilted, based mainly around adults asking a series of direct questions to children who are often unwilling to talk at length. In this sense, the video interviews with the children did not seem to have turned out to be a method that “resonated” (Christensen and James, 2008, p.8) for the children involved in the study. The children’s feelings about and experiences in the museum largely occurred without words, and seemed best expressed without words, as the children ran to the parts of the museum that held meaning for them, and interacted with each other and the objects when they got there. These observations are the focus of my discussions in chapters 6, 7 and 8, as I consider them the most significant aspects of my research. 

The ethics of my research

Alderson (2014) makes a distinction between three complementary ways of thinking about ethics, or about “what makes ‘good’ research” (p.87); principles, outcomes and rights. My own approach to ethics is most closely aligned to what Alderson describes as a ‘principles’ approach to good research, in that I am most concerned with doing research which foregrounds personal autonomy, justice and fairness as overarching principles. I agree with Parker’s (2005) argument that research is always a moral and political activity, and that this should be the starting point for thinking about ethics.

This does not mean, however, that we can ensure that we really are engaging in good moral-political research activity simply by being nice to people... Radical qualitative research is psychological research that knows from the start why and how it participates in the world and then remains true to what happens there. This difficult contradictory world of 'political' relationships and their effects on others - political because the world is always being reproduced or transformed by our engagement with it - calls for a political assessment of the research from the beginning through to the end, something that feminist research has always recognized (e.g. Henwood et al., 1998). So the key question is how we stay true to what happened. This means that fidelity to commitments made during a research event is the space for ethics.
(Parker, 2005, p.14, emphasis in original)

Parker (2005) goes on to draw on the work of philosophical work of Badiou to suggest five ‘resources’ for ethics. From this stance, Parker makes statements including “others are not the same as us, and there is no reason why they should be” and to argue for the importance of “respect of particularity” and “points of impossibility” (p.15). Therefore, I understand Parker’s stance on ethics as having epistemological implications. Embracing the particular, the alternative, and emphasising the role of the researcher in the research, as Parker does, closely align his ideas with the postmodern and feminist epistemologies I discussed in chapter 1. As such, I see my own epistemological approach, grounded in a sense of knowledge as emergent (Somerville, 2007) and the researcher as wondering, not necessarily knowing (Vasudevan, 2011) (see chapter 1), as a more ethical epistemology than a positivist approach to knowing. However, the long term, collaborative nature of my research meant that the experiences, involvement and representation of the families involved in the study were of paramount ethical importance. The families all invested a lot in this study and therefore, “fidelity to commitments made during a research event” (Parker, 2005, p.14) become, I would argue, even more important. 

In developing an ethical approach to my particular research, key concerns included the need to listen to and represent fairly both the children and parents involved in my study. In addition, consent was an area of concern, particularly due to the long-term nature of the study, and the involvement of very young children in the research. In terms of data collection, video cameras were used, so the use of moving and still images of participants added another consideration. Finally, families invested a great deal of time and their own expertise in the study and, as I will go on to discuss further in chapter 10, the study raises questions about ownership and collaboration in research. All of these concerns were grounded in ethical principles of fairness and justice, and a belief in people’s competence and need for autonomy.  In this section, I will draw on both the literature and my experiences carrying out the fieldwork to discuss each of these issues in turn. 
Voices and representation

The vulnerability of children in research, and the unequal power balance between researchers and children participating in research has been well documented (Alderson, 2014; Christensen, 2004; Dockett et al., 2009). Christensen (2004) argues for the importance of developing an approach to research with children that takes account of children’s “cultures of communication” (p.166).

“Understanding the ways that children engage with and respond to research include considering two key questions: are the practices employed in the research process in line with and reflective of children’s experiences, interests, values and everyday routines; and what are the ways in which children routinely express and represent these in their everyday life?”
(Christensen, 2004, p.166)

This concern with children’s “cultures of communication” was important during the development of this study and, as I discussed in chapter 2, much of my engagement with the literature and interest in the fields of ethnographies of communication and multimodality was driven by a desire to recognise children’s competences and ‘hear’ children’s non-verbal voices.  

Christensen’s (2004) quote above resonates for me as an extension of the ethos of ethnographic research in general, particularly Pink’s (2009) approach to ethnography as a process of sharing experiences and learning to empathise with the viewpoints of others. Parents as well as children have distinct cultures of communication; I describe in chapter 4 an incident where I misinterpreted Teresa’s preferred mode for engaging with my research. In addition, parents as well as children are vulnerable to misrepresentation within research. In particular, I believe there is a danger that research with parents can add to the intensification of parenting (Lomax, 2012), in which parents are held accountable for the appropriate socialisation of their children (James, 2013; Nichols et al., 2009) and certain kinds of parenting are pathologised as a result (Clarke, 2006; Kukla, 2008). 

Therefore, I extend Christensen’s (2004) recommendation for researchers to reflect on how they are representing and positioning themselves from the viewpoint of the children involved in the research, to argue for a need to consider how I represent and position myself to both the parents and the children in the research. In line with researchers who have emphasised the relational nature of fieldwork (Coffey, 2000; Finlay, 2002; Tilman-Healy, 2003), I see my position and identity as inseparable from my study. This reflects the notion of research as a social practice which involves a “working through of the wider notions of who we are to each other” (Christensen, 2006, p.166). As I described above and elaborate on in chapter 4, I presented myself in the field as a fellow parent and friend, as well as a researcher. The benefit of this approach was that it grounded my research in an “ethic of friendship” (Tilman-Healy, see chapter 4). The relationships I developed with my research participants were bound up in my own sense of self, in an approach quite opposite to that of evaluating and making statements about the behaviour of others from an objective and detached stance. However, this intimate relationship with my participants was not unproblematic, and I discuss further in chapter 4 the limitations of the approach, particularly around the ambiguity my multiple identities created, from the point of view of the participants. 





In line with the University of Sheffield’s ethical procedures, I produced written information sheets (appendix 6) and obtained signed consent forms from all of the parents participating in the study. As described above, I built up friendships with the families before inviting them to participate in the study. I was also careful to make clear that, even if choosing not to participate in the research, families would not be excluded from coming along on the museum visits. In addition, I checked frequently with families whether they were still happy to be involved in the visits. I was aware that as time went on, circumstances may have changed or families may no longer have had the time or inclination to continue. I was also concerned to ensure parents still wanted to be involved in the research as the findings or sense of what the research might say about the visits began to emerge. I ensured that these ideas and emerging findings were shared with the families as we went along. As well as sharing my ideas during general conversations with parents, both in the museum and elsewhere, I shared extracts of video and fieldnotes with the families during the evening interviews. I produced a written report for families following the pilot research, and forwarded the parents copies of my journal articles during the main fieldwork period. In addition, as the research concluded, I developed ways to collaborate more fully with the families, as I detail below. 

Dockett et al. (2009) address the difficulties in seeking consent from young children to participate in research, and of defining what constitutes informed consent in this context. Several researchers have made a distinction between consent and assent (Cocks, 2006; Dockett et al., 2009; Flewitt, 2006). In relation to her research with children with learning difficulties, Cocks (2006) describes assent as “the sensitizing concept in gaining children’s agreement” (p.257). 

Assent is represented within the relationship between the researched and the researcher, by the trust within that relationship and acceptance of the researcher’s presence. It removes the reliance on the child demonstrating adult-centric attributes such as maturity, competence and completeness; rather, it accepts the child’s state of being.
(Cocks, 2006, p.257)

Cocks grounds her understanding of children’s assent to be involved in research in the researcher’s reflexivity, and stresses the ongoing work and attention required to achieve this. The distinction between consent and assent has been useful for my study; working with such young children, I did not feel they were able to understand the nature or purpose of the overall study. In this sense, the children themselves were not able to give their informed consent in the same way as their parents. However, the children were well able to understand what making a visit to the museum, with me, on that particular day, involved, and to therefore give their assent to be involved on a moment-by-moment basis. 





The use of video in my research was important for hearing the non-verbal  as well as the verbal voices of the children, and therefore recognising their perspectives within the study. In this sense, the decision to use video rather than audio to supplement my fie”ldnotes as a record of the field visits was an ethical one, grounded in a perspective of children as competent and an interest in children’s “cultures of communication” (Christensen, 2004, p.166). On the other hand, the use of visual images of children also makes ethics, and notions of consent and representation in particular, more sensitive (Flewitt, 2006). Nutbrown (2011) situates this ‘worry’, around images of children in particular, in a wider context of “a trend toward greater caution” (p.5) in terms of doing ethical research with children. 

Traditionally, research participants have been anonymised in research, and this has extended to their images being obscured or blurred (e.g. Alderson, 2014; British Educational Research Association, 2011; Flewitt, 2006). Nutbrown (2011) problematises these largely taken-for-granted assumptions that images of children should be omitted or blurred when research is reported. Instead, she urges researchers to “think about the way we see children” (p.7), suggesting that assumptions about the dangers inherent in showing images of children are related to wider societal positioning of children as “potential victims” (Cunningham cited in Nutbrown, 2011, p.7). Nutbrown (2011), therefore, suggests that the unconsidered blurring of images of children may result in child participants, who may have personally contributed a great deal to the research, being othered by this process, resulting in a “distortion of childhood” (p.7).

Take, for example, a picture of a 4-year-old, her painting apron thickly covered in paint, paint up to her elbows, deep smile on her face, staring with shining blue eyes straight into the camera lens. Through my adult eyes what I see in this image is her joy, her discovery, and her “immersion” in this experience. If pixelated, this rich image would be turned into an unrecognizable blear of brown and blue—or worse—just her face would be distorted in this way—the picture would leave me with nothing to interpret and this 4-year-old girl would be masked to me and, to my mind (if a picture is a thousand words), “voiceless.”
(Nutbrown, 2011, p.8)




As I have made clear in this chapter, participants’ involvement in this study involved a large commitment in terms of time, in terms of giving me as the researcher access to intimate aspects of family life, and in terms of collaborating with the researcher to the extent that I have argued there is a shared ownership (between the researcher and participants) of the understandings and knowledge emerging from the study (see chapter 10). Within such as study, it is important for participants’ voices to be heard, and I made a commitment to represent rather than discard voices of dissent or problematising from the families involved. One example of this was the perspective of Janice, one of the mothers visiting House museum, that, while she was happy to make a visit to the museum with me, ultimately she felt Miriam was too young to learn much on such a trip.

In addition, I have become interested in developing methods to collaborate more fully with parents in research. This interest draws on my epistemological stance of ‘unknowing’ (Vasudevan, 2011, see chapter 1), and my ethical perspective that participants have personal autonomy and contribute their expertise to the study. In the next section, I will describe further how I developed opportunities for future research and deeper collaboration with families beyond the end of this study. 

Leaving the field, and future avenues for research

Tina: “Ah, it’s a shame the research is finished, we’ve enjoyed visiting the museum.”
Me: “We can still visit the museum, it just won’t be part of the research.”
Tina: “Oh yeah!”
Remembered conversation with Tina around Christmas 2011

The end of my research involved no longer writing fieldnotes or bringing a video camera with me when I met with the families, whilst many other aspects of my relationship with the participants continued. I continued to meet the families from Park museum socially. We continued to visit Park museum, although less often, and later in 2012 found a playgroup we started taking the children to on a Thursday morning instead. I continued to travel to the Children’s Centre to meet the families and take part in the buggy walk on a Thursday. My participation in the buggy walk stopped late in 2012 as, heavily pregnant, I found myself unable to walk the required distance. 

Friendships that began and were cemented during a long research period continue still (see Tilman-Healy, 2003). In addition, I was keen to continue a research relationship with the families. In February 2012, three families (two from Park museum and one from House museum) took part in a ‘siblings’ visit, in which we visited the museum again with just the younger siblings (between 12 and 18 months) to focus on their engagement with the museum. During these visits, I also asked all three mothers to write their own fieldnotes, and we met as a group (bringing together the mothers from the two different sites for the first time) to discuss and analyse the fieldnotes as a team. Following this, I progressed my interest in collaboration in research through further research projects, particularly with Teresa and Janice. Table 3.4 summarises the continuing research I have carried out with families since my doctoral fieldwork. 

Coffey (2000) discusses the difficulties of withdrawing from the field and whether field friendships can ever truly transcend the research situation. However, in my case friendship and research have seemed to continue to mutual benefit. I feel that withdrawal from the field will be a natural process; for various reasons the two House museum families no longer use the Children’s Centre, but we keep in touch and meet socially. I continue to see the families from Park museum socially, although the terms of this have changed as the children from the original study are now at school full time. Having my second baby a year after finishing my fieldwork has also changed my relationship with the participant families; a difficult end of pregnancy and the chaos of a new baby meant I disappeared physically for a while, but received a great deal of support and good wishes from the families through mobile phone contact and the internet. Now I have begun to meet up with the families again, but in different ways and different locations. I feel that my withdrawal or changing relationship with the field has been largely unproblematic because of the way in which my data collection was intertwined with a specific moment in my own life as well as the lives of my participants. I was the mother of a two year old, collecting data about parents and their two year olds. The rich data, collaborative research and shared understandings of the world that this generated were of a moment, and will not be something I can replicate in future research. I plan to continue to research early childhood communicative practices, but in the future my identity will become one of a previous mother of young children. 






Table 3.2 Log of field visits and data collection June 2011 – Dec 2011
Park museum	House museum
Date 	Museum visits	Other	Date 	Museum visits	Other
7th June		Interview with Susie and Russell at their house 	28th April 		Visits to Children’s Centre
16th June	Visit to Park museum		5th, 12th, 19th May, 2nd, 16th June		Buggy walks from the Children’s Centre
20th June 	Visit to Park museum		23rd June 	Visit to House museum with buggy walk	
21st July	Visit to Park museum		7th July		Buggy walk from the Children’s Centre
26th July		Interview with Tina and Joe at their house	14th July	Visit to House museum with buggy walk	
9th August	Visit to Park museum		21st July		Buggy walk from the Children’s Centre
11th August	Visit to Park museum				
24th August		Interview with Clare at her house	25th August	Visit to House museum with buggy walk	
3rd Sept	Visit to Park museum		8th Sept, 16th Sept		Buggy walk from the Children’s Centre
22nd Sept	Visit to Park museum		24th Sept	Visit to House museum	
5th October		Interview with Mike and Samantha at their house	29th Sept		Buggy walk from the Children’s centre
8th Oct	Visit to Park museum		17th Oct		Interview with Denise at the Children’s Centre
13th Oct	Visit to Park museum		24th Oct		Interview with Janice at the Children’s Centre
			28th Oct	Visit to House museum with buggy walk	
3rd Nov		Interview Juliette and Bernard at their house	31st Oct		Interview with staff at the Children’s Centre
17th Nov	Visit to Park museum		3rd November		Buggy walk from the Children’s Centre




Table 3.3 Data set

Main study: June 2011 – Dec 2011
Participant observation	27 visits to museum and park with the families
Sets of fieldnotes	27 sets of fieldnotes
Video recording in the museum	117 video recordings
Adult participant interviews	8 interviews, audio recorded then transcribed1 interview done in writing
Child participant interviews	3 video recordings
Pilot study: Dec 2010
Participant observation	3 visits to the museum with families
Sets of fieldnotes	3 sets of fieldnotes
Video recording in the museum	20 video recordings
Child participant interviews	3 video recordings




Table 3.4 Summary of the collaborative research projects I have carried out with families following the doctoral fieldwork
Project and date	Description	Participants	Collaboration within the research
Museum visits with the siblingsFeb 2012	Following the main fieldwork for this study, I returned to the museum with three of the families, those who had younger siblings. On each visit, the mums made fieldnotes as well as me. We also collected video data. We met after the visits as a group to share our fieldnotes and discuss our findings. 	Susie and OliviaTina and SiennaJanice and MiriamMe and Izzy	I was focusing here on the experience of all of us making fieldnotes, and trying to create and expand a dialogue about the shared experience of the museum visits through a discussion of the fieldnotes. 
Parents as ResearchersSummer 2012	Funded by the University of Sheffield Enterprise Innovation Fund, this project involved working with some of the mums on a new research question ‘how do our children learn in different places?’ We addressed this research question by visiting different locations (a park, a farm, the seaside) and taking photographs which we recorded and annotated in scrapbooks.	Janice and Miriam and NatashaTeresa and AnnaOne new family, Leila and LucyMe and Izzy	The project had the explicit aim of being more collaborative than what I had done before. As well as sharing data collection, the group also collectively decided on the research question and design, and we also carried out data analysis as a group. 




Chapter 4: Presenting myself in the field, and collaborating with families

In this chapter I focus in more detail on my positionality, particularly as a friend of the research participants and fellow parent to a child of the same age. I argue that this positionality is significant enough to the way in which knowledge emerged from the study to warrant a dedicated chapter for two reasons. Firstly, following Coffey (2000), I believe that the role of the self should be more widely recognised and discussed in research (see also Agar, 1996; Finlay, 2002; Lareau and Shultz, 1996; Wolf, 1992). As Coffey (2000) points out, a researcher’s identity is “suffused through the process and the text” (p.4). My past and present experiences as a mother are the lens through which I experienced the field. Secondly, my daughter Izzy was an important part of how I built relationships in the field, and was physically present with me during fieldwork. Therefore, if identity is performed through interaction and discourse (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006), my behaviour in the field, attending to Izzy as well as making my observations and video recordings, created an outward statement about my identity in this research context; I was a mother as well as a researcher. My research participants saw me very much as a mother as well as a friend and researcher during the study, and I will discuss the implications of these multiple identities in this chapter. 

Finlay (2002) compared the process of engaging in reflexivity to negotiating a swamp of “muddy ambiguity and multiple trails” (p 212). She writes,

Researchers have to negotiate the ‘swamp’ of interminable self analysis and self disclosure. On their journey, they can all too easily fall into the mire of the infinite regress of excessive self analysis and deconstructions at the expense of focusing on the research participants and developing understanding. Reflexive analysis is always problematic. Assuming it is even possible to pin down something of our intersubjective understandings, these are invariably difficult to unfold, while confessing to methodological inadequacies can be uncomfortable.
(Finlay, 2002, p.212)

Finlay’s (2002) typology of five different approaches to reflexivity; introspection, inter subjective reflection, mutual collaboration, social critique and discursive deconstruction, are offered as a map to help researchers think about the nature of reflexivity. Below, I draw on Finlay’s typology, in order to navigate my own path through reflexivity and explore some of the relevant issues around presentation of self, interpersonal field relationships and the balance of power and voice in my research. Throughout this discussion, I draw on a series of ‘critical incidents’ drawn from my fieldnotes and other data records of the field, to reflect reflexively on the processes whereby my positionality and identity acted as a lens for my own sense making in the study, and impacted on how I was seen and understood as a person by my research participants. 

Introspective reflection: self and motherhood

Finlay’s (2002) first category of reflexivity is introspection, where she highlights the role of self discovery in research. Moustakas (cited in Finlay, 2002) has suggested that introspection can begin with the development of a research question, which could well be grounded in the researcher’s own experiences or related to their own biography. “The task of the initial engagement is to discover an intense interest, a passionate concern that calls out to the researcher.” (Moustakas cited in Finlay, 2002, p.27). This sense of a passion or interest in the intended research alludes to a sense of emotional engagement with the topic. The entanglement between professional research and personal identity, and the emotions that this evokes, is the focus of Kleinman’s (2002) discussion of her research at an alternative organisation while feeling alienated in her own academy. Arguing that “what researchers feel is much less important than how we use those feelings to understand the people we study” (p.380, emphasis present in original), Kleinman argues for the importance of researchers drawing on sense of self to inform their relationship with the research. Similarly, Punch (2012) stresses the importance of “the immediacy and emotional impact” (p.86) of fieldwork on making sense of the research process. These arguments resonate for me. As I outlined in chapter 1, my previous work in museum education and my recent experience of becoming a parent informed my interest in the research question. As I suggested in chapter 1, I brought certain values and intuitive knowledge with me to this research study. In particular, a belief about young children’s competence and the value of studying children in their own right, and also a respect for and sense of being able to relate to other parents of young children. Willis (2000) suggests that entry into a field must start with a “theoretical confession” (p.113), a view of the world within which your research question makes sense. These beliefs I held about children’s competence and parents’ expertise could be viewed as important tenants for my sense making about the purpose of my research. However, I became much more reflexive and self aware about the subjective nature of these perspectives during the course of the fieldwork (as I discuss in chapter 1). 

I was attracted to my research area of young children and their parents through my own experiences of mothering a child of this age, watching her grow and experience the world, and particularly taking her as a baby to my local museum, and observing other parents doing the same. (As I explain in chapter 1, this is something I remember my mother doing with me). However, this personal insight into motherhood and very young children also brought my own experiences of past and present struggles with motherhood into a dialogue with the research. Being a mother is one of the most important experiences of my life so far, but it is not always an easy one. My wonder and excitement at discovering what being a parent was like was also accompanied by, I believe, quite common feelings of being judged by others for the mothering choices I make (Blackford, 2004; Clarke, 2006; Kukla, 2008; Lomax, 2012), and constant worrying about doing the right thing by my daughter. My intimate experiences and sense of wonder from being with my own young daughter are likely to have influenced my belief in the competence of young children. My struggles with motherhood and feelings of being judged no doubt influenced my interest in working with other parents in a respectful way that values their expertise in their own children. 

Coffey (2000) has argued for a greater appreciation of the interplay between fieldwork and identity and of how “construction and production of self and identity occurs both during and after fieldwork” (p.1). Therefore, from Coffey’s perspective, the relationship between identity and the field is not a fixed one, but is shifting and re-created during the study. An example of this, which I discussed in chapter 1, is how my own experiences and biography influenced the development of the initial research question, which I later critiqued and changed during the course of the study. In chapter 1, I discussed Willis’ (2000) concept of a researcher’s theoretical confession, that is “a view of the work in which this puzzle is meaningful” (p.113). In my case, my theoretical confession (Willis, 2000) became clearer to me during the course of the study, and with this clarity and critical awareness, my sense making about the world also began to transform. For example, as described in chapter 1, I noticed the contradiction between my belief in the competence of children in their own right (e.g. James and Prout, 1997) and my uncritical acceptance of policy and curriculum. In turn, this learning had implications for my identity both in the field and more widely. 





In her discussion of intersubjective reflection, Finlay (2002) highlights “the situated and negotiated nature of the research encounter” (p.215). The two groups of families who I have been working with in the field were recruited in different ways (as outlined in chapter 3), and therefore the way in which I presented myself to them, and was perceived by them, is likely to be different. However, in both cases, my status as a fellow mother, and the frequent presence of my own daughter during the research, was an important factor both in building field friendships, and in how participants made sense of my identity. At Park museum, I was already friends with the families who participated in the research before the study began (see chapter 3). The families’ involvement in the project was grounded in a high level of mutual trust, based on our shared history and experiences of being new parents at the same time. During a parental interview towards the end of the fieldwork period, I asked one of the fathers, Bernard, why he had wanted to get involved. He answered, 

“Yeah, well you were doing it and just, I dunno, thought we’d just get involved. I dunno, I didn’t consciously think ‘oh I really want to be involved’, I just thought we would just would, I never wouldn’t have been involved if you were doing it, do you know what I mean?”
Interview with Bernard and Juliette, 3rd November 2011
Izzy also became an integral part of my field identity at House museum. Initially, the Children’s Centre staff suggested I get to know the families in order to involve them in my study by coming to the Stay and Play playgroup sessions, so it made sense to attend these with Izzy. When meeting the families at the Children’s Centre (see chapter 3 for more details of this process) I talked about my research at an early stage, mainly because one of their first questions was where I lived, and when said I lived on the other side of the county, I had an opportunity then to talk about my research, as explanation for why I had travelled so far to attend this Children’s Centre. However, while my words might have been about university research, my actions, appearance and persona were one of a fellow mother, as Izzy and I interacted with the other families at the Stay and Play. I am sure Izzy played an important role in building friendships and fitting in, she was very much “my little wedge” as Wylie (1987) terms it in his description of doing anthropology in France with his children. Jefferson (cited in Finlay, 2002) describes the importance of building rapport through “points of identification” (p.216) and in my study, shared experiences of parenthood, and the presence of Izzy, certainly enabled me to build rapport. However, this rapport felt like a genuine emotional connection with families, rather than a detached or cynical interaction with research participants. From my early contact with the Children’s Centre, warm friendships formed between me and some of the other mothers, (in particular, Teresa and Janice, who went on to be involved in the study), mirroring the friendships I already had with the Park museum families. 

Young children do not make a distinction between the field and the rest of life; to them the field is real life (Young Leslie, 1998). For Izzy, her experiences of coming with me on field visits to the museums and the Children’s Centre were part of her life world as a two year old child. However, perhaps because of this, the field visits became an important part of my lifeworld too. The sense of a story of the fieldwork I described in chapter 3 is a part of my life as Izzy’s mother, which I have a strong emotional connection with. Izzy’s friendships also played on important part in the way in which I made friends at the Children’s Centre and therefore how families became involved in the research. The mothers who became most fully involved in my fieldwork at House museum were the mothers of the little girls that Izzy most liked to play with. This was because, during playgroup or museum visits, these were the families I was most likely to be in close proximity to and have shared experiences with (because parents tended to stand near their children), and so adult friendships were mediated through the interactions of the children. 
Linnekin (1998) describes how children in the field act an as uncontrollable part of your field identity; you cannot influence them to act in a certain desirable way, and at times it is difficult to control your responses to them, which can expose your vulnerable side to communities. However, for me, my own sense of self as a mother, and the performance of myself as a mother in the field are difficult to separate out. I was very much aware of how I was perceived as a mother when I visited the Children’s Centre. However, this sense of awareness is not different to the sense of performing as a certain kind of parent, which I had constantly at that time (and still do have), particularly when in any public place with my daughter. I chose to act as a certain kind of mother when I visited the Children’s Centre, just as I chose to act as a certain kind of mother when I met with local mums (including the Park museum participants), just as I chose to act as a certain kind of mother in the rest of my life. I made choices about how I dressed her, what I fed her, how I spoke to her, how I played with her and how I asked her to behave, based on a complex knot of the sort of mother I believed myself to be, the sort of mother I wanted to be, and the sort of mother I was aware different elements of society believed I should be. In their longitudinal study of mothering, Thomson et al. (2012) describe these everyday interactions between mothers and their young children as ‘acting up’ and ‘acting out’; certain kinds of roles were performed by the mothers and children as public acts through which they took up a variety of identities. 

Contained spaces, such as shops, cafes and buses, produced a particular set of complicated interactions, where children’s behaviour or presence were exposed to public scrutiny and comment and children themselves drew on the public nature of the environment in their ‘performances’.
(Thomson et al., 2012, p.189)











Stay and Play sessions took place in a bright and cheerful room in the Children’s Centre. The families participated in free play for an hour and a half, with a snack time half way through the session and group singing at the end. 

During singing time, the families are asked to sit in a circle on the floor, and take part. Many of the parents listen rather than sing during the session, something which the staff had previously complained about to me before. (In fact, later in the year staff made a laminated ‘rules’ sign, for ‘Stay and Play’ sessions, which included a requirement that all parents sing during singing time). Therefore, I always sung the songs, as I was aware the staff did not like singing them alone. Some of the children took part as the staff intended, by sitting in the circle and singing the songs, while others were reluctant and ran off to play. Parents then had to decide whether to let their children be, or to intervene and try to encourage their children to participate.

During this singing session, the younger children sit listening or singing, but Anna and Izzy are in a silly mood, leaping on each other and hugging, then rolling round on the floor. They are having fun and making each other giggle, but not participating as required in the singing. I kept pulling Izzy away from the group and talking to her, trying to convince her to sit nicely and join in the singing. Teresa (Anna’s mum) observes the girls’ behaviour but does not intervene. 

It is a tricky situation for me. I realise that, actually, I don't mind whether Izzy plays with Anna or sings the songs. However, on one hand, I feel guilty that Izzy is being disruptive and making the singing session more difficult. On the other hand, I do not want to contrast my parenting style too much with Teresa, and therefore possibly offend her. In the end, I try to strike a balance between these two stances. Of course, the outcome of this episode is not only dependent on my actions, but on Izzy’s mood and the extent to which she decides to listen to my instructions to join in singing. 

In the critical incident I describe above, my performance of self was linked not only to my relationship with Izzy, but also to my developing friendship with Anna’s mother, Teresa and with a sense of obligation to the Children’s Centre staff. In this sense, the observations of Thomson et al. (2012) resonate for me, except that in my study, it was me as the researcher who was also ‘acting up’ and ‘acting out’ with my daughter. The choices I made during this Stay and Play singing session were a complex negotiation aiming to ensure I am accepted by others and not judged a bad mother, that I do the right thing by Izzy and that I keep the peace generally in a public arena. This critical incident presents an insight for the reader about the way I acted and made decisions as I constructed field relationships during the study. 





Tillman-Healy (2003) argues for a methodological link between friendship and fieldwork, describing the way in which friendship was an integral part of her research, in terms of method, pace, context and an “ethics of friendship” (p.735). Her research was carried out through everyday involvement with friends, involving compassion and vulnerability on both sides. Finlay (2002) describes how reflexivity in research can lead to mutual collaboration, where research participants’ reflections on the research come to impact on the researcher’s own interpretations. In my own study, I have pointed out that I began the study with a sense of respecting parents’ own expertise. This belief was reflected in my research methodology, which included sharing fieldnotes and video footage with the parents during evening interviews, in which I asked them for their own interpretations and understandings of what the museum visits were like for both themselves and their children. In this way, a blurring of the line between participant and researcher has already begun, particularly since, as described in chapter 3, I brought my own daughter into the field with me. Therefore, in this case, a sense of rapport and friendship between me and my research participants was key, I believe, to the process of mutual collaboration in research. 

Finlay (2002) describes reflexivity through mutual collaboration as a cyclical process, in which participants’ multiple voices are heard through the data analysis and evaluation. In my own research, I became increasingly committed to a collaborative approach to ethnography (Lassiter, 2005) which took as a starting point the proposition that parents are the experts in their own children, and that I should work with them as co-researchers on this project to as great an extent as they were willing. Critical incident 2 provides an example of how my interest in parents’ perspectives of the fieldwork began to result in parents becoming more opinionated and taking more and more initiative in terms of the data they collected during the museum visits and how they interpreted it. 


Critical incident 2: participants take control of the research
13th October 2011, Park Museum

We were running a bit late for meeting the others at the museum today, because Izzy wanted to walk part of the way. Susie sent me a text message to say they were in the Sports Gallery, and I replied ‘Cool, see you in 5 mins’. As we walked quickly towards the museum, she sent another text ‘We need your camera! x’. I felt really pleased about how engaged with the research the mums were getting, as well as anxious about what I was missing out on! When we got to the museum, everyone was there and the children were playing by the bikes. I said “what did I miss?” Susie and Tina told me how Liam and Millie had been sat on the sofa next to each other, each wearing headphones and ‘making notes’ with pieces of paper and pencils. She said they had looked so focused and serious, and showed me a photo she had taken on her phone. 


Figure 4.1 Photo of Liam and Millie at the museum, taken by Susie, 13th October 2011.

Over the course of the main fieldwork, and in the time since this fieldwork finished, I have progressed this interest in collaboration in research with parents, something which I outline in chapter 3, particularly table 3.3. 

Field friendships have made the carrying out of my fieldwork a great pleasure and privilege; I liked spending time with the other families and Izzy enjoys the trips as well. However, I was also aware of the responsibility that comes with these friendships. At Park museum, I was anxious, especially at the start, that the parents were not agreeing to be involved in my research purely as a favour, or because they did not feel they could say no. At House museum, I was very clear in my mind that the friendships I was offering the mothers when we first met were genuine friendships that would continue beyond my fieldwork. I was particularly careful to be clear in my mind about this because I felt that some of the mothers I met at the Children’s Centre were vulnerable or isolated for different reasons. While my behaviour at the Children’s Centre seemed spontaneous and genuine to me, and in that sense, unaffected by being part of the research, my presence at this particular Children’s Centre was a direct result of the research. By seeking out families living near to House museum, I, inadvertently (as described in chapter 3), began to participate with and develop relationships in an area where many families experience poverty and hardship. The Children’s Centre was situated in an area ranking in the top 10% of most deprived wards in the country (according to the indices of multiple deprivation). Particular issues in the area around the Children’s Centre include large numbers of benefits claimants, lone parent households, unemployment and lack of qualifications, for which the ward ranked first out of the borough, according to the 2010 census. I would not have travelled to this Children’s Centre, and would therefore have been unlikely to meet these families, if it were not for the research study. This sense of rapport I felt with the families contrasted with the statistical differences in our education, income and life chances, and was an aspect of the research I felt deeply ambivalent about, and, in many ways, unable to confront until I had completed the main part of the fieldwork. However, I take on board Finlay’s point that,

Preoccupation with collaborations and egalitarianism can result in claims which disguise the inequalities actually present.
(Finlay, 2002, p.226)

Therefore, in this next section, I confront this ambivalence, and try to reflect on the hidden differences in privilege and advantage that existed amongst the families participating in my research. 

Reflexivity and Social critique

When Finlay (2002) writes about reflexivity in terms of social critique, she draws attention to the power imbalance between the researcher and the researched. It is important to understand the ways in which research is political, and can either support a dominant discourse or draw attention to other, under represented ways of being in the world. Prior to beginning this research, I was deeply interested in social justice through the museum community outreach work I had done, as described in chapter 1. I also held a deep respect for the stance my supervisor, Kate Pahl, took in her interest in who gets represented in research, and her critique of the dominance of white middle class children in early years research (pers. comm.). My research participants in this study included families who were very affluent, and families who were financially poor (see table 1.3). 

At the start of my fieldwork, I wanted to focus on the aspects of identities the parents presented to me (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006), and these identities did not foreground class or wealth. Focusing on parents’ own sense of identity felt more respectful to my participants. In my day-to-day interactions with families, I placed an emphasis on shared experiences of parenthood as a powerful and uniting way of thinking about all the families I was working with. This approach was related to my own sense of vulnerability in making and building on friendships, and asking people to give their time to be involved in my study. I also realise that my own sense of self was invested in this belief I held that parents should be given respect and credit for what they do (e.g. Stadlen, 2005). However, at the same time, I acknowledge that the parents at the Children’s centre (including to a certain extent, Janice and Teresa) were living with challenges in their lives, which were on a different scale to those of the parents at Park museum.

Coffey (2000) problematises the dichotomy between insider / outsider researcher arguing that,

such over-simplified images of ethnographer as ignorant outsider or stranger may be misleading and in fact may render mute the ethnographic presence. They may serve to deny the experiential in fieldwork.
(Coffey, 2000, p.22)

Following Coffey, it would be over simple to state that I was an insider in terms of the Park museum families, who I knew before the research began, and an outsider in terms of the House museum families, who I approached with the specific intention of recruiting for my research. Rather, my experience of being with, interacting with and being perceived by both groups of mothers has elements of both familiarity and strangeness. For the families at House museum, I was older, with a higher level of education and more income than average. For the families at Park museum, I was younger than average, a student still while others pursued successful careers which resulted in high degrees of affluence. In this sense, I would have been unlikely to form friendships with either groups of people outside of our shared experiences of being parents. 

I found myself wondering at times about how I am perceived or ‘placed’ (Crozier, 2003) by the mothers and fathers I was researching with, in a context where identities and perceptions were constantly shifting. Coffey (2000) argues that fieldwork creates new or recasts existing identities for the fieldworker, and I would add that this was not a one way experience, but that new or recast identities continuously emerged for both myself and the other parents involved throughout the fieldwork process. In Crozier’s (2003) description of her research with black parents, she explained that she “placed” herself as a middle class academic first, and only later, tentatively “placed” herself as a fellow mother. My own focus on friendship as methodology, and my presentation of self as fellow mother first had many advantages, and definitely benefitted my fieldwork in terms of recruiting participants, developing rapport and setting the foundations for open and collaborative dialogue. However, this approach did, I believe, mean that I tended to foreground my identity as a mother, and this became a problem when I began trying to enact an identity that became more academic researcher than mother. This switching between identities became particularly noticeable as my study progressed, and I became increasingly interested in collaboration with the parents through my research. Therefore, this switching is the focus of critical incident 3.


Critical incident 3: Teresa does not want to do an interview
16th October 2011

By October, I was becoming increasingly aware of the extent to which the audio discussions I was having with the parents from Park museum were influencing my thinking and the way the project was unfolding. I was pleased about this, because I wanted to work with the families as co-researchers, but was also anxious to engage the mums from House museum in the same way. I had wanted to wait until museum visits and the idea of the research was well established before I asked about interviews, but I had done a weekend museum visit with two mums, Janice and Teresa a couple of weeks before, and felt comfortable to ask them about the idea of an interview. I began by texting Teresa, and the conversation went like this:

Me: Hi hope ur having a gud wkend. Do you remember i talked about coming over sumtime 2 talk more about my museum research, nd do a very informal interview wiv u bout wot u think of the museum – wud that stil b ok? If so, how bout tues or weds this week while a at school? x
T: Yh is im nt doin anyfin. Wer at? X
Me: Wud it b ok 2 come 2 ur house? Wich day is best 4 u? Weds best 4 me, bt i can do either x
T: We cud do it at playgroup while kids r playin if u want any day. Wt is it do i fill a form in r sumet. X.
Me: Cool, i wud show u sum video frm the museum visits then we can just talk about it nd i wud record with audio player. So mite be a bit noisy 2 do at playgroup. We cud do it in cafe at museum though if that better? x
T: Ok, is anybody else doin it? X
Me: Yeah, we going 2 ask J as well, she already did one 4 me about the park. Nd K and K. U don’t hav 2 though! Do u wanna hav a think and let me no? I mite come 2 playgroup 2moz unless its rainy x
T: Ok, do you just record ur voice? I wil c u at playgroup tomoro then if it dunt rain x
Me: yeah just voice, its easier than me trying 2 write it all down! Hopefully c u 2moz x

After this exchange, I felt like things had gone very badly – I was shocked that Teresa did not want me to come to her house, and thrown by the worries she had about the interview, which I had not expected. I was also worried she would not want to be involved in the research now, or that I had offended or stressed her by asking her to do it! I went to the playgroup session at the Children’s Centre the next day, mainly to see her and clear up any misunderstanding. 

When I saw Teresa at the playgroup the next day, she had some more questions for me about the research. Do you just record the voice? What sort of questions will it be? What if I don’t know the answer? How long will it take? (“30 minutes of questions?!”). This was obviously a big deal for Teresa. However, she also clearly wanted to help if she could, and was comfortable enough with me to ask lots of questions and think about how it would work for her. During the playgroup session, I asked one of the parent helpers to help me interview another mother, Denise. She had been involved in all the museum visits, but spoke little English. Through my translator helper, I asked her what she thought of the museum, sat in the middle of the chaos of the playgroup and jotting down notes on a piece of paper. As I was doing this, Teresa sat very nearby, listening to everything I was saying. 





I reflected on critical incident 3 for a long time afterwards, and came to understand it in terms of the multiple identities I presented and chose to emphasise during my work with the families. The contrast between critical incidents 2 and 3 shows the different ways in which some of the parents reacted to my supposedly ‘empowering’ approach of involving them in the research as mutual collaborators. I believe that the difference in response was partly down to levels of familiarity with ideas about research and scholarship for the mothers involved. All the mothers in the Park museum side of the study had been to university, so arguably had a better idea of what doing research might involve. They also had more confident ideas about schooling and learning, which they had been happy to discuss at great length during the audio discussions I conducted with them. As I mentioned earlier, I was anxious to ensure that the families were not agreeing to be involved in the research merely to please me, and I had been careful to ask them all during the audio discussion why they had wanted to get involved. I was surprised that the Park museum parents all answered along the same lines; they were interested in how their children learned, and they wanted to be involved in the research to learn more about how they could best support their children’s learning. I realise now that these answers surprised me because I thought of myself being perceived by them as a friend and fellow mother; however, by involving them in my research, the Park museum families now also perceived me as a potential expert, or as a potential resource for guidance about the learning of young children. However, they were comfortable with this new aspect of my identity, and comfortable with the new aspect of their identity I was offering them; fellow learner and co-researcher about young children. 

Teresa had left school at 16, shortly before having Anna, and the text message exchange in critical incident 3 shows the extent to which she was unclear about what being involved in research might involve (see Lareau, 1996 for description of similar problems articulating the meaning of doing research to families). However, I would argue that the differing response was down to more than a lack of knowledge about what was involved. Identity is constructed in response to others (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006) and our identities are always multiple, so that what is most relevant and powerful at any one time depends on context (Schegloff, 1997). By presenting myself in the field primarily as a mother, in locations of motherhood (such as the Stay and Play sessions), I also enabled my participants to present themselves to me primarily as fellow mothers. This was a comfortable identity for Teresa, and enabled friendship to develop between us. By asking Teresa for an interview, I was (unwittingly) attempting to move the context of our engagement, and therefore our respective identities from mother / friend to researcher / co-researcher / friend. Susie and Tina, in critical incident number 2, felt much more able to perform an identity they felt comfortable with within this context than Teresa did in critical incident number 3. I was, in effect, changing the rules of engagement, threatening Teresa’s carefully constituted identity by altering the context. I wanted to empower parents to communicate about their children and contribute to my research, but I made implicit assumptions based on my own habitus (Bourdieu and Wacquant,1992) that an “informal interview” or a “chat over a cuppa that I would audio record” would be a meaningful way for all the mothers to engage with this idea. 

As well as moving my participants from the context / identity of mother to the context / identity of researcher, I also attempted to focus the medium of our interactions on extended conversation. This was a comfortable mode of communication for me and for some of the Park museum parents; we enjoyed sitting in each other’s houses, after the children had gone to bed, drinking tea and chatting away about our children and how we thought they were learning. In contrast, this choice of medium had a very different meaning for Teresa. She did not favour extended conversation as a medium for research enquiry, and eventually asked me to write the questions down. Ironically, in my attempts to empower all the families, and to focus on our similarities within the context of parenthood, I had unthinkingly privileged my own preferred method of enquiry. In doing so, I potentially placed Teresa at a disadvantage. Teresa returned the hand written research questions to me a week later, with her answer neatly added. She continued to be involved in the research and our friendship continued to flourish. She is a key contributor to my current research project (as of 2014, see table 3.4) and sits on the research advisory board. She has still, however, never agreed to me recording her voice. 






Chapter 5: Analytic approach and process of analysis





Dicks et al. (2006) write that “data are what we are able to perceive in the field” (p.78, emphasis in original), making a distinction between the multimedia of data and the restricted media of the records researchers make of the field. My analytic approach is grounded in the perspective that my lived, sensory experience of being in the museum with the families and participating in the visit in a physical, experiential and emotional way, although partial and subjective, remains the primary route through which the meaning and findings of the research can emerge (Pink, 2009). As a consequence of my lived experience in the field with the families, various data records (fieldnotes, video recordings and audio recordings) have been created, both by me and by the other participants in the research. Each of these records can be understood as a facet (Mason, 2011), which captures a small part of the experience of being in the museum, using a specific media. These records serve as a useful memory aid, capturing a specific moment, thought or interpretation of what was happening. During fieldwork, the act of sitting down to type fieldnotes or of choosing to turn on the video camera and point it in a certain direction was a creative act, driven by specific interest or viewpoint. These creative acts were also limited by the affordances of the media and the skill of the creator of the record. For these reasons, I acknowledge the subjectivity and partiality of my data records (see chapter 3), and argue that my lived experience of being in the field remains the primary research data. 

I have found Pink’s (2009) thinking on analysis very helpful in developing my own position in terms of analytic approach. Pink argues against a rigid separation between fieldwork and analysis, pointing out that analysis begins with the researchers’ intentionality in the field. In addition, analysis evokes the experience of the field, so that in doing analysis, the researcher is reliving the emotive and sensory experience of being there. 

Creating an analysis is not an activity that is itself isolated from ‘experience’ or from the researcher’s embodied knowing. To some extent this is a process of re-insertion, through memory and imagination work.
(Pink, 2009, p.120) 

I argue that this acknowledgement of the connection between fieldwork and analysis is even more pertinent in an ethnographic study such as mine, where fieldwork took place over an extended period of time. As I will outline in this chapter, desk-based analysis of the data records began long before fieldwork was completed, and the two activities influenced each other considerably. 

Beyond the end of the fieldwork period, Pink stresses the importance of maintaining a connection between the material records of the field and the sensory ways of knowing through which they were created.

A sensory ethnographic approach explicitly seeks to maintain (or construct) connections between the materials and the ways of knowing associated with their production.
(Pink, 2009, p.121)

In order to maintain as far as possible that link between the data records and the original experience of being in the field, a number of factors were important to me. Firstly, the visual records, and in particular the video taken in the museum, became a powerful way to evoke my prior experiences in the field. Secondly, the materiality of the research records felt like an integral part of their meaning, which may explain why I chose to work, as discussed below, with paper print outs, felt tip pens and flip chart paper for the core part of my desk-based analysis. The typos in the fieldnotes written quickly after each visit, and mistakes in the early fieldnotes where I had not yet learnt everyone’s name, the jerky nature of the video recordings, the way in which the video often missed the action or could not follow where the children were going quickly enough, and the times small children grabbed the camera and tried to eat it, were all important ways in which I could aspire to a “process of reinsertion” (Pink, 2009, p.120) and return to the lived experience of the field during my desk-based analysis. 

Experimenting with NVivo software

Shortly after completing my fieldwork (see timeline in table 5.1) I experimented with using NVivo software to carry out data analysis. I found NVivo to be unsatisfactory for my purposes, as it did not seem to fit with my epistemological position.  In uploading the data records and beginning to create nodes, there was a sense of ‘othering’ the data records, treating them as objective entities, so that by dissecting in microscopic detail, new forms of significance might emerge. I do not consider the microscopic detail of the way in which my fieldnotes are created to be significant, except in terms of examining how I, as a researcher, created such pieces of writing. The language used, things described or given greater attention gives a window onto my subjectivities in the recording process, but not onto the nature and meaning of the research itself. Creation of nodes seemed to encourage me to count either words or instances of coding, and I did not feel that the frequency of either of these related to the significance of that word, theme or thought in terms of the research question. Rather, the frequency of words or statements in the fieldnotes related only to my specific style of writing, recording or coding. For example, references to running and walking in the museum became more frequent as the fieldnotes progressed, not because it was happening more often, but because as my thinking developed, I became more focused on this aspect, and more likely to record these particular instances. In addition, as my parental interviews varied in length from 100 words to 6000 words (see chapter 3 for explanation of this) there was a real danger in collecting nodes that certain participants would become vastly under or over represented in the analysis. 

Foregrounding my lived experience of doing fieldwork better enabled me to identify and acknowledge the way in which the creation of data records was a shifting, dynamic and situated process. Each data record was created in a specific temporal and spatial place during my time in the field. This place was in flux, and influenced as much by me as by the participants. My experiences with NVivo do not invalidate its use in any research situation, but I believe they do point to the need for researchers to be reflexive about why they are using NViivo, and what the software is and is not enabling them to do. For me, experimentation with Nvivo and the notion of denying my own presence as researcher in the making of the data records, was valuable in providing me with a better insight into my own analytic approach. 





Table 5.1 summarises the different forms of data analysis in which I have engaged. The information is presented as a timeline, as the activities both in the field and at my desk were temporally specific, which affected their meaning, with each process building on the ones before. Following the table, I give more specific information about the processes outlined therein.





Table 5.1 Timeline of data analysis activities during the research
When	Fieldwork	Being in the field and collaboration with parents	Cataloguing of records and transcription	Desk-based data analysis
December 2010	Pilot museum visits at Park museum.	Observations and ‘head notes’ from being in the field.		
Jan – May 2011	Analysis of pilot visits and planning of main fieldwork.	Sharing of a write up of the pilot with parents involved. This led to them asking to be involved in the main field visits.	Development of approach to multimodal transcription, using pilot data.Development of ‘walking maps’ technique based on pilot visits.	Thematic coding of pilot data to identify general themes.
June 2011	Park museum visits start.Initial contact with Children’s Centre also made.	Observations and ‘head notes’ from being in the field.	Fieldnotes and video records kept and catalogued.	
July - August 2011	Main fieldwork period – museum visits to Park and House museums.	Observations and ‘head notes’ from being in the field.Development of thinking and interpretation through parental interviews.	Records kept and catalogued.Multimodal transcription of key video episodes.	Development of original analytic frame “the experienced museum / the imagined museum”.
Sept – Nov 2011	Fieldwork visits are ongoing. Also the majority of parental interviews took place during this period.	Observations and ‘head notes’ from being in the field.Development of thinking and interpretation through parental interviews.	Records kept and catalogued.Multimodal transcription of key video episodes.Transcription of parental interviews.Walking maps created for key episodes.	Data coded according to “the imagined museum / experienced museum” framework.
Dec 2011 – Feb 2012	Fieldwork ended. Early desk-based data analysis, including exploration of NVivo.		Multimodal transcription of key video episodes.Transcription of parental interviews.Walking maps created for key episodes.	Identification of walking / running / learning as a key focus for analysis. NVivo and paper-based coding for walking and running across all data records.
Feb 2012 	Phase 2 fieldwork visits.	Further group parental interview informs my emerging understandings.		




Being in the field and collaborating with parents

I have included ‘being in the field and collaborating with parents’ as a category in my data analysis because, following Pink (2009), I argue that analysis begins in the field, with researcher intentionality. By this I mean that, firstly, interpersonal relationships during the field visits and the moment by moment decisions I and the other participants made about how to be and where to go during the museum trips shaped the outcomes of the visits. Secondly, the creation of fieldnotes and making of video in the field were creative, interpretative acts, driven by my and the other participants’ emerging understandings about what the field visits were about i.e. our analysis of the field visits.  





As described in my methodology (chapter 3) fieldnotes were written immediately following each visit. FLIP video data was also downloaded onto my computer immediately after each museum visit. Interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed shortly after each interview, and all of these data records were stored in separate folders on my computer. Data records were originally sorted and catalogued according to date, location, and participants. For the video data, a synopsis of each video clip was made (see appendix 2).

I have classified transcription with cataloguing of data, as I see them as essentially descriptive activities (Wolcott, 1994). These processes were about adding to and developing the descriptive records of being in the field (fieldnotes, video etc.) that I had made during fieldwork by presenting the same information in new modes, for example, audio into writing, or video into multimodal transcription. 

I developed an approach to multimodal transcription by reviewing the literature on multimodal transcription (see chapter 2) and by transcribing sections of the video collected during my pilot. I then began multimodal transcription of key video episodes during summer 2011, while fieldwork was still ongoing. My selection of video episodes to transcribe was mainly based on my experience of being in the field rather than a formal data coding process. Following field visits, I had a sense of episodes of interaction I had observed that seemed particularly significant to the children, based on my observations of their intentionality, effort and communication of their understanding of the criterial elements of the museum (Kress, 1997). Video episodes that were transcribed were also partly serendipitous, dependent on which interactions in the museum had been captured clearly on video (see chapter 3 for more details of approach to videoing in the museum). Table 5.2 below summarises all of the video transcribed multimodally during data analysis. Some of these transcriptions are presented in chapters 6, 7 and 8.

Table 5.2 Multimodal transcription
Date and location of episode	Video episode
December, 2010, children’s homes	Video interviews carried out at home with Liam, Bryan and Izzy
16th June 2011, Park museum	Children draw in the art gallery
20th June 2011, Park museum	Children play in the local history gallery
Park museum	Millie and Bryan dance in the art gallery
14th July 2011, House museum	Anna and Izzy with Marco the bear

In addition to this multimodal transcription, I also transcribed some of the video through a walking maps technique, which I developed following the pilot. These walking maps consist of a pencil line, drawn by me onto a blank piece of paper in such a way as to represent the shapes and paths that the children took as they moved around the museum. I annotated these lines with significant landmarks or places in the museum that the children encountered or responded to during their walk (figure 5.1). Drawing the walking maps therefore involved transferring lines that the children had made with their walking feet into a different medium; a line made by me using a pencil. During the pilot visit on 16th December I videoed each child for a continuous ten minute period. Initially, I used these three ten minute stretches of video to make walking maps. I then used the walking maps approach to transcription periodically throughout my data analysis.

The walking maps approach to transcription was inspired particularly by my reading of ‘Lines. A brief History’ (Ingold, 2007) in which Ingold argues for an academic focus on lines as a field of inquiry, which can serve to illuminate human experience.  

As walking, talking and gesticulating creatures, human beings generate lines wherever we go. It is not just that line-making is ubiquitous as the use of the voice, hands and feet – respectively in speaking, gesturing and moving around – but rather that it subsumes all these aspects of everyday human activity and, in doing so, brings them together into a single field of inquiry.
(Ingold, 2007, p.1)

In addition, Ingold argues for the significance of the types of lines, and surface on which the lines are inscribed, and the power relations involved in the “imposition of one kind of line on another” (Ingold, 2007, p.2). While Ingold makes this last point in relation to Western and non-Western societies, I was interested in the implications for the privileging of lines in the power relationships between adults and children. Therefore, the transcription of lines of movement into walking maps was a heuristic both for thinking about lines of movement as communicative practices (see chapter 6) that created embodied experiences of the museum (see chapter 7), but also, by transcribing the lines onto a plain sheet of paper, rather than over the top of a ground plan of the museum, a way of privileging the lines of the children over and above adult lines of activity. 





Figure 5.1 Walking map of Millie dancing in the art gallery


Table 5.3 Walking maps
Date and location of episode	Video episode
16th December 2010, Park museum	Three ten minute stretches of video following the movement of each of the three children (Liam, Bryan and Millie) as they explored the museum
Park museum	Millie and Bryan dancing in the art gallery
Park museum	James’ exploration of the Sports gallery

The walking maps were a reaction to and a way of thinking about the dissatisfaction I felt due to my difficulties describing movement in my fieldnotes (see chapter 3) and also the limitations of multimodal transcription techniques as described above to account for movement through space (Hackett and Yamada-Rice, forthcoming). The purpose of the walking maps was as a heuristic for thinking about the meaning of paths of movement in the museum. Table 5.3 summarises all the episodes for which I transcribed walking maps. 
Making choices about transcription

While, as I have noted above, I see transcription as a mainly descriptive activity, I am also aware that this description is not neutral. Transcription is a selective activity (Bezemer and Mavers, 2011, Ochs, 1979) and the choices made about collection and transcription of data have consequences for the affordances of the data and for how participants’ actions are interpreted (Bezemer and Mavers, 2011, Cowan, 2013). As Ochs (1979) argues “selectivity should not be random or implicit” (p.44). This understanding of transcription builds on an epistemological position that social science research constructs reality (e.g. Law, 2004) and an awareness of the subjective nature of data collection in the field (Coffey, 2000, Dicks et al, 2006). As I described in chapter 3, I had already made a decision to collect video data rather than audio data, because during my pilot, I realised the extent to which audio data would miss out the meaning making of young children in the museum. 

Similarly to other aspects of my research design (chapter 3) and theoretical framing (chapter 2), the choices I made about transcription were influenced by my aim to recognise the competencies and perspectives of the children participating in the study. Ochs (1979) has noted the tendency of transcription to draw on adult communication behavioural models, to the deficit of children, in a number of ways. Therefore, the choice of multimodal transcription, and the carrying out of second by second multimodal analysis on extracts of my data enabled me to better foreground the non verbal modes of communication which were significant to the children themselves. As Bezemer and Mavers (2011) point out “it is though remaking video as multimodal transcription that researchers come to see differently” (p.196).

My decisions on how to structure and label the columns for multimodal transcription were based on the modes which seemed most significant to the children in that video. In addition, because of how the videos were recorded, some modes were more noticeable and accessible than others on the video footage; for example, gaze is not always easy to track on all the videos because the children moved around so much, so I chose to include it within the category of ‘facial expression’, instead of as a separate column. In addition to focussing on the non-verbal, I wanted to use multimodal description to understand the ‘dance’ of interaction between the children in the museum. This led to my decision to create separate columns for each individual in the video. Throughout these decisions, my purpose was to use multimodal transcription as an analytic tool, rather than as the clearest or easiest way for the reader to understand the interactions. In chapter 6, 7 and 8, where I present my data, I use vignettes as a way of painting the picture for the reader about the interactions in the museum. I include multimodal transcripts where necessary to explain to the reader the process of multimodal analysis which lies behind the points I want to make about the interactions. 

As with any process of selectivity, my approach to transcription is a best fit, rather than a perfect solution. One major problem was that the transcription columns did not encompass the children’s interaction with the space very well. The three way conversations between participant, researcher and environment described by Hall (2009) was therefore not well accounted for in the multimodal transcription. Adding more columns, to account for each individuals experience in place, would have begun to make the transcription table unwieldy and difficult to read. Related to this, movement seemed to be a barrier to this approach to multimodal transcription, rather than something which could be easily included as a core aspect of their children’s multimodal meaning making. For example, children frequently moved off shot during videoing, leaving long tracts of column empty in the transcription. The children’s movement along paths and around the room was difficult to describe succinctly in words, as required by the multimodal table analysis. Therefore, while in the field, I was aware of the significance of children’s walking and running to their multimodal meaning making, when it came to multimodal transcribing, the process would have been much neater if the children had not moved much at all!

The walking maps I developed were a response to this need to pay more attention to movement through space. The walking maps abstracted out the children’s movement through the museum, drawing attention to the significance of the paths of walking for the children’s experience of place. In addition, by making ephemeral lines of movement concrete by recreating them with a pencil, the walking maps offer the children’s lines of walking up for prolonged examination and analysis.





I carried out some initial analysis on my data records following the pilot. The desk-based data analysis of my main fieldwork began in August 2011, while fieldwork was still ongoing. My approach to desk-based analysis was exploratory, changing significantly between January 2011, and June 2012, and falls into three main stages, as outlined below. 

1)	Thematic coding of pilot data records (Jan – May 2011)

I coded the fieldnotes and video from my pilot visits deductively, aiming to identify emerging themes from the experience of being in the museum. The main purpose of this analysis was firstly to inform my main fieldwork methodology and help me think about the sort of findings I might gather during the main phase, and secondly, to produce a short written report to share with the families who took part. I looked for anything that seemed significant in terms of the children’s experience in the museum, the parents’ experience in the museum and then specifically at multimodal meaning making and modes. Table 5.4 below summarises the key themes that emerged. 

Table 5.4 Deductive coding from the pilot data records
Children’s experience 	Choice of modes for meaning making (child to child)Children copying and influencing each otherClashes and friction between the childrenPassing on information to other children
Adults’ experience	Choice of modes for meaning making (adult to child)Children use the adults to help themChildren keep the adults close byAdults encouraging the childrenAdults structuring the visitAdults acting like teachersAdults doing one thing, children doing something different
Multimodal meaning making	Gesture and touchVocalisationUsing whole bodyWalking to discoverObjects that have special significanceSilence and pausesSounds and music

Although the coding for the pilot took quite a different approach to the main fieldwork data analysis (which employed a developing analytic frame, as discussed below), inclusion of table 5.4 is necessary to show how understandings emerging from the pilot influenced the main fieldwork. Firstly, my realisation that the children were experiencing the museum quite differently from the adults, and that much of the meaning making was taking place between children, rather than between parent and child, were important insights from the pilot. Secondly, a focus on experiencing the museum place with the whole body, and movement as a way in which the children were finding out about the museum, was taken forward from the pilot to inform the main study.


2)	The imagined museum / the experienced museum (July – November 2011)

Following the pilot, and based on my reading of Lefebvre (1991) and Leander and Sheehy (2004) (see literature review), I became interested in Lefebvre’s (1991) theory that space is both perceived and conceived. Lefebvre (1991) relates perceived space to the senses and the body, arguing that space is partly produced by what people actually do in it on a daily basis. In addition, Lefebvre argues that how space is conceived has a powerful effect on its production. He relates conceived space to written and spoken language, and to how the purpose of space is imagined or thought about. 

This literature related to some of the experiences I was having in the field. As described above, following the pilot study, I became interested in how the children in particular were engaging in the museum in an embodied way, and this seemed to relate to Lefebvre’s perception of space. In addition, adults at both House and Park museum talked about and attached meaning to the museum through their talk. For example, my early contact with the Children’s Centre near to House museum (see chapter 3 methodology) involved numerous discussions with families about what the museum might be like, and whether it would be suitable for their children. In terms of constructing the museum as a social space (Lefebvre, 1991), this seemed important. In addition, as the visits progressed, children at both museums would remember parts of the museum before they reached them, declare their intention to go to these places again, and begin to learn the routes and paths around the museum, which would take them back to these remembered places (I discuss this in more detail in chapter 6). For example, here is an extract from my discussion with Clare about Bryan’s imagined museum, 

“I think I definitely notice the difference in Bryan as soon as we get - once they first arrive at the museum they're all excited aren't they, Bryan's really excited and wants to go and play with them and run around with the other children. But then as soon as we start to walk around past the cow and into the museum, I think that's when Bryan starts to get a little bit nervous and wants to. He doesn't then go off with the other kids, he makes sure then he's with me at that points, it’s like he knows what’s coming, and he makes sure that he's with me from that point.”
Interview with Clare, 24th August 2011

Therefore, my thematic analysis of the pilot data, and my early interactions with families at both sites, began to inform an interpretation of Lefebvre’s (1991) perceived and conceived space, which seemed to resonate for my context. I drew on these understandings to develop an analytic framework for desk-based analysis of the main fieldwork data records in July 2011, early on during the main period of field visits. Inspired by Lefebvre’s (1991) model of space as both perceived and conceived, I began to code my fieldnotes and FLIP video data using two broad categories of the experienced museum (the way in which the museum was perceived, or experienced in a sensory, embodied way moment by moment), and the imagined museum (how the museum was perceived, or how meanings and ideas were attached to the museum over time). The categories of the ‘experienced’ and ‘imagined’ museum were inspired by the literature, but were used merely as a tool to explore the data and begin to make categories. Therefore, they are not fully theorised beyond the ideas and themes I discuss above.

From this broad analytic framework, coding categories were developed both inductively and deductively. I began with a series of potential categories for the ‘experienced’ and ‘imagined’ museum, based on the pilot visits. Then at intervals during the fieldwork period and afterwards (specifically, in August, September and December 2011), I worked through my data records, cutting and pasting to assign episodes and experiences from the museum visits to the sub-categories within ‘experienced’ and ‘imagined’ museum, and creating new sub-categories as they were needed. Table 5.5 summarises the coding sub-categories arising from this process.

Although I later developed a different coding framework (see below), this period of coding was significant because it happened during my ongoing fieldwork, and also during the time when I was doing parental interviews. Therefore, it informed my ongoing ‘researcher intentionality’ in the field, and also the questions I chose to ask and aspects of the data records I chose to share with the parents during interviews (see methodology chapter). The coding in italics in table 5.5 identifies the codes I consider particularly influential, both in terms of the ongoing fieldwork, as outlined above, and in terms of feeding into my emerging ideas about coding around walking / running / learning, as outlined below. 
Table 5.5 Initial analytic framework: the imagined museum and the experienced museum
The imagined museum: how is the museum thought about, spoken about and conceived of, both before the first visit, and as it becomes familiar?	The experienced museum: how is the museum is explored, perceived through all senses, responded to?
Memories and anecdotes from the parents past experience of museumsKey things children talk about from their remembered previous visitsWay the museum visit is planned and negotiated – what shall we go and do and see?Parents’ expectations of the museum – what they think it will be likeThe links between objects in the museum and things the parents say their children are interested in in wider lifeParents’ expectations for their children in the museum – what they think a museum is for	Where they go moment by momentHow they go – walking running dancingUsing whole body – adopting postures, bouncing with knees bentGestureGazeTouchVocalisations including wordsPeer to peer passing on ideasExploring cause and effectMoving objects aroundFearParents’ interest in the museumParents as teachers 


3)	Walking, running and learning

The analytic frame of the ‘imagined’ museum and the ‘experienced’ museum was a useful one for beginning to sort and process my data records. However, informed by Leander’s (2004) work on spatialising literacy, and the multimodal ethnography approach I had adopted (see chapter 2), I was ultimately interested in the links between these two categories; the macro ethnographic context and the “micro-moments of multimodal meaning making” (Flewitt, 2011, p.297). Drawing on Lefebvre (1991), I propose that it is this space between the perceived and the conceived, the imagined and the experienced, in which meaning is made. From multimodal ethnography, writers such as Rowsell and Pahl (2006) have made the point that interest of the signmaker is drawn from past experience and identity as well as current concerns. In addition, drawing on Pink (2009), I realised the need to embrace my lived experience of being in the field within the analytic process; I was aware that the process of analysing using the ‘experienced museum’ / ‘imagined museum’ framework had been mainly a process of sorting and grouping the data records. For these reasons, my analytic framework changed from December 2011, when I began desk-based analysis away from the field (after the field visits had ended). 

From the ‘imagined museum’ / ‘experienced museum’ coding, as well as from my own experiences of participating in the museum visits, I noticed the attention and effort the children were putting into walking, running and other movement, and the variety of different ways in which they moved in the museum. Ideas drawn from the literature on both new sociology of childhood, and the need to pay attention to children’s perspectives in order to understand their lives (James and Prout, 1997; Christensen and James, 2008), as well as notions of the multimodal nature of communication (Kress, 1997), informed my decision to pay more attention to children’s running and walking as a valuable and communicative activity in the museum (Hackett, 2014). 

Focusing on movement (walking, running, dancing, jumping) within the data records, I worked through all fieldnotes and parental interview transcripts. I coded for movement (walking, running, dancing, jumping), and parental references to learning. I did this simultaneously both manually and using NVivo software, but decided to progress my analysis manually (see above for discussion of the reasons for this). I worked on flip chart paper, with cut out sections of fieldnotes and interviews, in order to group and sort my data records physically, and help me to think about the nature of movement, learning and meaning making in the museum (see figure 5.2 and 5.3). A weakness of this process was that I placed more emphasis on the written records from the field, rather than the video footage at this point. However, I will explain later how I then returned to the video records to advance my understanding. A strength of this stage of analysis was the way in which grouping, sorting and annotating spatially (on large piece of paper) enabled me to work with my subjectivities and intuition (Janesick, 2001) and continually returned my thinking to the experience of being in the field. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarise the categories that were created during this process, for the fieldnotes and parental interviews respectively. 

This stage of analysis was important because through it the ideas discussed in chapters 6, 7 and 8 began to emerge. The distinction between walking to discover in an unfamiliar place, and walking to demonstrate knowledge (column 1 of table 5.6) is discussed in chapter 6, and the social nature of walking is discussed in chapter 7 (column 1 of table 5.6). Some of the episodes chosen for in depth discussion in chapters 6, 7 and 8 can be identified within this framework on the flip chart paper pictured in figure 5.3. For example, banging the Arctic drum was situated on the flip chart paper within “placemaking, working as a team” and dancing in the art gallery at Park museum was positioning within “placemaking, ritual and repetition” (both table 5.6, column 2). Interactions with Marco the bear at House museum were so significant that I created a separate category for them within the analysis (table 5.6, column 3)

However, some episodes discussed in chapters 6, 7 and 8 are absent entirely from the flip charts. This was because, by using walking and running as a frame for this stage of analysis, these extracts from the fieldnotes were not included. I was able, however, to apply the thinking and categories I identified in table 5.6 to other examples from the field visits, which I considered significant to the children, based on their effort and repetition over a number of visits. For example, I connected the dressing up episodes in House museum (see chapter 8) to the idea of placemaking through appropriating objects (table 5.6, column 2) and drawing in Park museum (see chapter 7) to the themes of sociality and familiarity in the museum (table 5.6, column 1). 

Therefore, some of the significant episodes for in depth discussion in the data chapters were actually identified prior to the analysis described above. They were identified by me through the process of reflection, analysis and researcher intentionality which begins in the field (Pink, 2009). My interest and engagement in many of the episodes chosen for in depth discussion in the data chapters can be traced during the period of field visits, before I had done very much formal coding, by the in depth attention given to them in my fieldnotes, extensive video footage made, or decisions to transcribe them multimodally (table 5.2). Therefore, the selection of episodes for in depth discussion was made intuitively, based on lived experience of being in the field. This illustrates the subjectivity of my participant observation in the museum and the inseparability of analysis from being in the field (Pink, 2009). 

The purpose of the walking / running / learning analysis described above was to create a better understanding of how these episodes fitted together, contrasted and made sense with each other using the categories listed in table 5.6 and 5.7. As themes such as walking to discover, walking to demonstrate knowledge, walking as social competence and repetition over time emerged from the analysis, I was able to apply these new categories as a heuristic to make sense of my experience in the field. 






Table 5.6 Categories identified in analysis of running and walking in the fieldnotes
Broad coding for walking and running	Park museum - in depth coding for walking and running (on fresh pieces of paper)	House museum - in depth coding for walking and running (on fresh pieces of paper)
Unfamiliarity: to get somewhere, to try something new, fear, searching and being lost, change of scene / end of activity, to discover somewhere new	Discovery through walking Meaning making is embodiedSplitting up to discover freneticallyDiscovering together	Entering and navigatingThe trail – controlled movementFearWalking to discover
Social – walking as communicative: imitation, doing it together, influencing others, in greeting, negotiating where the group goes		





Table 5.7 Categories identified for parental accounts of running and learning in the interview transcripts
Running / movement / learning
Safety and familiarity, peer interaction and fun
Naturally energetic, their instinctive nature
Walking as a development milestone
Not focused, can’t concentrate, not learning





Figure 5.2 The coding process on flip chart paper: example of the different categories and purposes of walking and running in the museum. Emerging knowledge from this coding is discussed in chapter 6.


Figure 5.3 Example of the coding process on flip chart paper: parental interviews, thinking about how parents made sense of running in the museum


Tracing ‘fear’ as an example of an emerging theme in the data analysis

In this chapter, I have outlined the way in which different data analysis activities (being in the field and collaborating with parents, cataloguing and transcription activities, and desk-based data analysis) all contributed to my emerging findings from my research. In this section, I offer an example of how this process worked in practice, and the interplay between the three strands of activity. By drawing on fieldnotes, interview transcripts and notes from my annotated biography I show how these activities worked together, with researcher intentionality (Pink, 2009) and input from the families to produce ‘fear’ as a category of analytic interest. 

a.	Initial observations during the pilot – some aspects of the museum are exciting and scary

I first noticed that there were certain aspects of the museum the young children found scary during my pilot in December 2010. During the visit I carried out with N and her daughter T, who had never been to a museum before, fear was a significant part of the experience. Large animals such as the woolly rhino and polar bear created a lasting scary memory for T (N decided not to carry on with the research after this first visit). For Bryan, who also took part in the pilot, fear was not an obstacle in this way. However, he did show a strong interest in certain objects which he found quite startling, especially the polar bear in the Arctic gallery. Therefore, I learnt from the pilot that aspects of the museum are potentially exciting, startling, exhilarating and scary for small children. 

b.	Early museum field visits – Bryan likes to go off on his own with his mum

After the pilot, Clare and Bryan decided they wanted to be involved in the main research project. In an interview, Clare told me that she had wanted to be involved because 

“I guess I was just intrigued to learn more about it. I'm intrigued to learn more about how kids learn, and what they get out of trips like that, find all the outcomes you told us about really fascinating. And when you say things, it seems like common sense, almost seems to be quite obvious, but unless you actually take the time and think about it, you wouldn't really notice it. Like when they were all lying drawing, you wouldn’t really think about what the consequences of that or what the root causes of why they were doing that. But actually when you find out what it is, it’s really fascinating. So I was just really interested to learn more about how they do learn and how they interact with each other, it’s really interesting.”
Clare interview transcript 24th August 2011

During the first of our research visits in June 2011, Bryan stayed close by his mother in the natural history gallery, which was noticeably different behaviour to the other three children, who ran far ahead by themselves.  

Fieldnotes 16th June 2011, Park Museum 
We move from the natural history gallery, and pass quite quickly through this gallery. Millie and Liam, and eventually Izzy, play under the tree trunk and look at the rhino, but Bryan does not like the dark enclosed spaces, he is scared of them, so we move through towards the art gallery. While the other children dance around the art gallery, Bryan pulls his mum back to the natural history gallery. 
…….
Clare joins us and says she has been filming Bryan in the What on Earth exhibition, however she says he is scared of the dark areas – wants to see them but is too scared to go in. She says it is because they haven’t been here since the pilot.

Our second field visit took place a month later in July, and this time, Bryan appeared more at ease in the natural history gallery. This apparent change was something that was significant to Clare, because she pointed it out to me at the time. 

Fieldnotes 21st July, Park Museum

First I saw Bryan and Clare in a small enclosed part of the [natural history] gallery called ‘weird and wonderful’ – Bryan was walking along, touching each of the bright TV screens on stands. Clare turned to me with a smile and said “he just came straight in here by himself, I couldn’t believe it, do you remember last time he wouldn’t go in anywhere dark?” Bryan touched each of the tv screens, then he looked inside the cases, and asked Clare “what’s that?” She said “it’s a monkey’s skull”. He said “dinosaur, I don’t like the dinosaur”, and walked out of the enclosed area into the wider space. 





Over the summer, I began coding some of my data (as outlined above), and created a sub category of fear within ‘the experienced museum’. In addition, over the summer I shared some of my video footage from the museum with Kate Pahl, and she recommended I read ‘Notes on a Balinese cockfight’ by Clifford Geertz (1973). I thought a great deal about why Kate felt this piece of writing was so relevant to the video footage I showed her, and made a link between Geertz’s arguments and the emerging theme of fear in my data set. In my annotated bibliography, I wrote the following about ‘Notes on a Balinese cockfight’.

Geertz, C. Notes on a Balinese Cock Fight
Reading the cockfight as a text – “imaginative works built out of social materials” (449)
We go to a cock fight in order to see what it is like when a normally quiet and composed man is driven, insulted and humiliated etc – the cock fight is an analogy for this. 
How does this relate to children in museums?? Museums could be understood as a text which allows children to play out different version of reality through objects and images that are removed from real life consequences?? E.g. the theme of fear in the museum might be understood in this way?

d.	Tracing and articulating the theme

By the time our August museum field visit to Park Museum was planned, I had already begun thinking about the theme of fear. I was also aware, from going back through my fieldnotes and video footage, that I had more observations of Millie and Liam than of Bryan. These two things both led to my decision to follow Bryan when the children starting splitting up on the August visit. This is what I wrote about what I observed. 

Fieldnotes 11th August Park Museum
The children ran to the natural history gallery, when I caught up with them, Millie and Izzy were spinning round and round on the air vent, laughing. Bryan watched them, then pulled away from the main group, pulling his mum with him and heading across the gallery. I decided to follow them as I haven’t got as much footage and observations of Bryan in the museum yet – he tends to cling to Clare a little and keep more separate from the others at times. As we explored, Clare said to me ‘I wonder why he always wants to go off by himself’. He kept trying to get her to pick him up, and she said ‘I think he is still getting used to the space’. Bryan headed for areas of the gallery which were quite dark and scary. First he pulled Clare towards the tunnel in the tree, he looked in, stepped back out, then walked under the tunnel. He lifted each flap and looked in each hole to see what was there. Clare said ‘what’s that is that a wiggly worm?’ 
After walking through the tree trunk, Bryan headed towards a dark enclosed area, pulling Clare along with him. He stepped in, stepped out again, walked inside and looked around. Clare said ‘what can you see?’ he pointed at the dinosaur head and said ‘dinosaur’. He looked worried and walked back out of the area. He walked back in again and went to look into a glass case. Clare and Bryan looked together at a turtle and a bee. 

As this extract from the fieldnotes shows, a combination of where Bryan and Clare go and what they do in the museum, my thinking, grouping and analysing activities, and my decision about where to go and what to focus on in the museum that day (my decision to follow Bryan), has led to a clearer articulation of Bryan’s experience of the natural history gallery in relation to fear. The close observation and the detail I was able to record in August confirms the intentionality with which he heads to dark, ‘scary’ areas, the way in which hesitant movement plays a part in his negotiating of entry to these areas and what he does and says when he gets to these places of awe and fear. The fieldnotes convey a sense of the way in which these dark, ‘scary’ areas seem to both fascinate Bryan and make him feel anxious. Essentially, Bryan is putting a lot of work, over the course of several visits, into investigating these parts of the museum, despite his friends choosing to go elsewhere, and he needs his mum with him to give him the reassurance to do this. 
Two weeks later, I visited Clare at home in the evening to talk more about her perceptions of the museum visits, and Bryan’s experiences in the museum. We ended up focusing extensively on Bryan’s fear in the museum (prompted by my questioning), and this discussion added a great deal to my understanding of the emerging theme. Therefore, below I have reproduced a lengthy edited section of the interview with Clare, as it plays such an important role in the creation of meaning with regards to this theme. 

Clare interview transcript 24th August 2011

C: I think every time we’ve been [to the natural history gallery] he's been a little bit braver, but he still wants me to go with him. But now he'll go in and spend a little bit more time in there, not much, it's still quite quick he’s in and out fairly quickly but still wants to go back in and investigate it, as long as I'm with him. I think once we get into that area he's not so bothered about being with the other kids so much, he kind of just wants to be with me and walk around with me - I've really noticed that. I think with the other kids they're quite happy to run around together, I'm not sure if it's because they are more familiar cos we don’t go there very often, we've only really been when we've been on the trips, just because it’s a bit of a nightmare to park and all that. So I don't know if it’s something to do with the familiarity, and maybe he would get more confident if he went more often. But then as soon as we go into the other area where they can draw and they can listen to music, he seems to get much more confident and seems to want to run around and play with the other kids there. And then afterwards we have lunch and we are outside, he would rather run around. But definitely in that area of the museum, I think, for some reason he wants to lead me around and make sure that I'm there - to walk around holding hands or to be carried. 
Me: Why do you think he wants to go back to those bits that he's scared of?
C: I don't know, I guess he's still inquisitive about it. 
Me: Does it remind you of anything else that he does?
C: I don't think so, I've never really seen him like that before, it's only really at the museum, or when he's somewhere unfamiliar he'll want to hold hands and he wants to make sure that I'm close by. I guess that's why I think it’s just not being familiar with it, and then it’s quite dark, and I guess it must be quite intimidating for little people. But he still wants to go and see it, he's still inquisitive about it, but he's just a bit cautious about it. He is getting more confidence definitely, but I think because he doesn't go in for that long, it’s just taking him quite a few visits to try and overcome that fear a little but, I guess, I don't know. 
........
That's true they kind of stay in one area at a time don't they. I think I definitely notice the difference in Bryan as soon as we get - once they first arrive at the museum they're all excited aren't they, Bryan's really excited and wants to go and play with them and run around with the other children. But then as soon as we start to walk around past the cow and into the museum, I think that's when Bryan starts to get a little bit nervous and wants to. He doesn't then go off with the other kids, he makes sure then he's with me at that point, it’s like he knows what’s coming, and he makes sure that he's with me from that point, he'll want to be carried or he'll want to. Cos he does like to be carried quite a lot around the museum which does my head in cos I just can't any more, he's too heavy! But I guess that just might be part of the fear that he knows what's coming and he just wants to make sure I am with him I guess. But it’s definitely him deciding where to go and leading us, although I might suggest going somewhere else cos that's where the other kids are. But if he doesn't want to go there, then he won't go. He'll tell me where he wants to go!
.........
Me: he must have the next thing in his head?
C: Yeah definitely, and he starts to change his behaviour accordingly. I mean he does like it I don’t think it upsets him, you know, if it did that then I would say that I wouldn't take him I don't think it upsets him I just think he needs that reassurance. He's just more confident to go I guess because I'm there, which does all come back to being a bit afraid of it perhaps. 
........
C: Yeah. It's interesting actually because when we went to I think it was Graves park - were you there but then you left a bit early, I think? And there was us and L and J left, and there was that big bouncy castle thing with the big soft play, so the boys all wanted to go in it. And they had to wait until it was their turn and Bryan was trying to give the man his money and push in cos he really really wanted to go on it. But then when he got to the start of it, it was like a big shark's mouth, and he had to go through the shark's mouth to get in, and Bryan would not go through it, he just would not go in. Because it was this shark's mouth. And he really wanted to go on the soft play but just refused to go in. Because it was a shark's mouth and he was really scared of it. And I don’t know where he's gotten that fear from. I guess he must have seen something or heard something.

As the above transcript shows, Clare brings two very specific areas of expertise to the discussion and to my understanding of Bryan’s experience of fear in the museum. Firstly, her own close observations of him in the museum, so for example she points out that as they pass the cow (in one of the corridors of the museum), Bryan begins to act differently and she interprets this as anticipation. Secondly, Clare brings a wider context of her knowledge of Bryan day to day; firstly, that he rarely acts in this way outside the museum, but then making a link to another experience, where Bryan was afraid to go into a bouncy castle because it involved going through a shark’s mouth. 

Following this discussion, the theme of fear changed for me in two key ways. Firstly, I began to think more about the role of imagination for Bryan. Bryan perhaps anticipated certain ‘scary’ aspects of the museum before he got to them (when he passed the cow), presumably based on memories of previous visits. Clare and I speculated on where the fear of certain things, such as the dinosaur and the shark’s mouth, could have come from – what other experiences, narratives or aspects of popular culture was Bryan bringing into play when he decided that these were particular objects to be wary of? 





By September, the theme of ‘fear’ has become firmly embedded in my mind as something I wanted to trace and pay attention to in my fieldwork. There were examples of this theme at both museums, and across several of the young children participants, however, my observations of Bryan and discussions with Clare had been particularly influential in the development of my understanding of this emerging theme. For Clare too, the discussion she and I had is likely to have played a role in her understanding of Bryan and his perspective of the museum, and perhaps alter how she behaves or how she responds to his actions in the museum on future visits. The final element in this complex jigsaw is the fuzzy line between myself as researcher / mother and Clare as mother / co researcher. Here is an extract from the June fieldnotes, which I did not include earlier. 

Fieldnotes 16th June 2011, Park Museum 
As we head into the museum, Bryan and Izzy become a little clingy to their mums, while Millie runs ahead and disappears into the Arctic gallery.

Izzy’s mother is me. Therefore, as well as recording Bryan’s ‘clingy’ behaviour in the museum, I was also experiencing something very similar to Clare, in a number of ways. When Izzy ‘clung’ to me during visits, I worried whether she was enjoying herself, and in addition, carrying my heavy child through the galleries was not easy. Therefore, for both Clare and I, a ‘clingy’ child is problematic. In addition, I also related to some barely articulated elements of the discussion I had with Clare. I argue that an unspoken understanding is that we would both prefer to have a child who is confident, happy and reasonably independent on the museum visits. Clare and I therefore had similar constructions of ideal behaviours, which we imagined for our children during the museum visits. Clare used the word ‘confidence’ constantly during our discussion on 24th August to describe the opposite of Bryan’s clingy behaviour in the natural history gallery. She gave examples of Bryan’s favourite parts of the museum in terms of the areas where he feels confident to explore independently of her, such as the Arctic gallery. She relates this confidence to growing familiarity with the museum. At times, she seems worried that he is ‘less confident’ than Liam and Millie, wonders if he will become ‘more confident’ over the course of the research, and asks me if I have noticed differences in the children. All these feelings I relate to in terms of my own experience of parenting Izzy, and this is an illustration of the role my construction of self in the field has played in the data collection and analysis (see chapter 4 for more in depth discussion of this). 

In the previous sections of this chapter, I have described my approach to analysis and given details of my processes of analysis, including one in depth example of how the different processes of analysis worked together to produce shared understandings and interpretations of the field. In the final section of this chapter, I will provide some information about how the processes of analysis connect to how data is presented, shared and described within this thesis. 

Planning my thesis 

Following the desk-based analysis described above, I wrote an outline plan for my thesis, which was a continuation of the analytic process. The themes for chapters 6, 7 and 8 were drawn from categories identified through desk-based analysis as outlined in table 5.6. The selection of episodes for in depth discussion emerged through a process of identification, which began in the field and continued during desk based analysis, as outlined above. I returned to the episodes I had identified as significant while in the field, and the central incidents in the flip chart based analysis, and reread all the related fieldnotes and rewatched all the related video footage. This rereading and rewatching of my data records at this point was evocative of what Pink describes as “a process of re-insertion through memory and imagination work” (2009, p.120).

Presentation of data: fieldnotes, vignettes and multimodal transcription

In my thesis, I have used three main methods to present elements of experience of being in the field to the reader; extracts from fieldnotes and interviews, vignettes and multimodal transcriptions. In this section, I explain the nature of these three ways of presenting the field, created by myself to convey experience and present arguments. 

Extracts from fieldnotes and interviews

As outlined in chapter 3, I wrote the fieldnotes within 24 hours of each museum visit, mostly from memory but sometimes referring to basic scratch notes I was able to make during the visit. The parental interviews were transcribed by me in the weeks following each interview. In choosing to make a certain point or argument in my thesis, I drew on the analytic process I have described in this chapter. Part of this process involved cutting up fieldnotes and interview transcripts, and extracting small sections to fit into different emerging themes. These were listed in word documents and arranged spatially on flip chart paper to aid my analysis, as outlined above. 

In presenting extracts from the fieldnotes and interviews to support an argument, I chose from the selection of extracts I had identified as connected to this argument in my analytic process. I also made the decision aesthetically, in that I selected extracts which were particularly descriptive of the point I wanted to make, or which illuminated the point particularly well. 





During the analytic process, I identified focal episodes, as described above, which I wanted to explore in greater detail in order to develop my thinking about key themes. Some, but not all, of these focal episodes had been recorded using a handheld video camera. When video footage existed, I used multimodal transcription as part of the data analysis process, as outlined above. 





While the fieldnotes were created immediately following field visits, and the multimodal transcriptions were created during the process of analysis, the vignettes in my thesis were created specifically for the thesis, at the time of writing up. The aim of the vignettes is to present as full and descriptive a picture as possible of key focal episodes (for identification of key focal episodes, see description above), in order for the reader to share as full an understanding as possible of the experience of being there during the episode. This shared understanding supports the in depth discussion following each vignette. The written vignettes draw on fieldnotes, video where available, and my own remembered experience of being there, in order to create a narrative account. The written description is supplemented where possible with video of the episode, in order to further illuminate the action. 

The fieldnotes and video (where available) both paint a partial picture, and capture some of the action from the episode. In addition, following my analytic approach, which involved embracing the role of my lived experience in the field as part of the process of data analysis (Pink, 2009), I did not confine myself only to the data recorded in the fieldnotes and video, but also drew freely on my remembered experience of the episode, in order to create a vignette as vivid, clear and close to the original (subjective) experience of being there as possible. 






Chapter 6: Zigging and Zooming all over the place: walking and movement as a communicative practice

In the following three chapters, I will present my findings regarding how families with young children make meaning in museum places. My argument focuses on the embodied and emplaced (Pink, 2009) nature of the children’s experiences in the museum. In particular, I draw on the work of Ingold (2007, 2008, 2010) to argue that moving through the space, walking, running, dancing and jumping, was key to how children discovered and came to know about the museum. In chapter 6, I outline how and where the children walked, and argue that the children’s walking and running in the museum should be viewed as a multimodal communicative practice (Kress, 1997). In chapter 7, I trace the threads that run between literacy as a social practice, and space as socially produced. I argue that embodied, emplaced communicative practices developed by the children were a way of producing shared knowledge about the museum space. This knowledge, I point out, was tacit and situated. In chapter 8, I focus on the children’s development of emplaced embodied practices in the museum over time. I show that the repetition of specific embodied ‘traditions’ in specific museum locations over subsequent visits was a powerful way in which particular versions of the museum were co-created by the children and their families. 

During my participant observation in the museum with the families, the children’s constant motion and unpredictability was a challenge for my data collection, and required the development of new methodological approaches, as I identify in chapter 3. My experience of being in the field demonstrated to me that walking or running was the children’s preferred mode of engagement and meaning making during the field visits, and therefore required my attention, and to be examined as a cultural and communicative practice in its own right. It was a challenge to know how to record the experience of constant movement in written language in my fieldnotes. As outlined in chapter 3, my observations differed significantly from the previous literature on how families learn in museums (Ash, 2003; Crowley et al., 2001; Leinhardt et al., 2002; Leinhardt and Knutson, 2004), and led me to seek out new literature, particularly around multimodal communication (Flewitt, 2005, 2006; Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 1997, 2010), sensory experience (Ingold, 2007; Mason and Davies, 2009; Pink, 2009) and social production of space (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Leander and Sheehy, 2004), as discussed in chapter 2. I outlined in chapter 5 the analytic process which developed my focus on the museum as a perceived and conceived social space, and I began to view the walking and running of the children as a core part of their meaning making in the museum.

In this chapter, I argue that the walking and running of the children in the museum should not be dismissed as the “noise” that surrounds genuinely valuable learning experiences, but as a central part of their meaningful experience. I present some examples of the nuances and variations in the ways in which the children moved through the space, using their circulating bodies to explore, learn, understand and gain ownership of the space. During early visits, the children in both museums walked in order to discover, to know what sort of place the museum was. As the visits progressed and the children became familiar with and remembered the museum from previous visits, they walked routes that they remembered around the museum in order to reach chosen locations. In this way, walking routes through the museum created a sense of ownership for the children. Moving with other children was an important part of this experience, and the more the children felt confident in the space, and with the support of their peers, the more wide ranging and complex their walking and running practices became. I will describe and provide examples of these developing practices in this chapter. Drawing on multimodal understandings of communication (Kress 1997, 2010, see chapter 2), I argue that walking and running was the primary mode through which the children communicated their interests and made meaning during the museum visits.  
Walk to discover: ‘scoping the joint’

Walking around the museum was an important and effective way in which the children found out about the museum. By focusing on movement as a way of discovering the museum, much of my attention as a researcher has been taken by the space in between the exhibits, and the movement along paths around the museum, rather than being focused on the specific exhibits in which the museum itself would locate learning (e.g. Ash and Wells, 2006; Meisnera et al., 2007). Ingold (2007, 2008, 2010) stresses the role of movement in human experience of place, and argues for a focus on lines of movement rather than the space contained within frames or borders. For Ingold, places are locations where many lines of movement come together, rather than disconnected dots on a map (Ingold, 2007, p.84). In addition, Ingold emphasises walking as the primary means whereby knowledge of place is created. 
Thus the knowledge we have of our surroundings is forged in the very course of our moving through them, in the passage from place to place and the changing horizons along the way.
(Ingold, 2007, p.88)

While Ingold’s work on walking to know places has not been previously connected to studies of early childhood, others have considered the role of movement for children creating their own understandings and ways of being in places (Christensen, 2003; Christensen and O’Brien, 2003). Christensen argues for the importance of “the understanding that emerges from embodied movement through place” (2003, p.16), while Christensen and O’Brien (2003) stress the importance of children’s increasing independence and autonomy in being able to create their own routes through local neighbourhoods. Rasmussen and Smidt (2003) argue that “the neighbourhood is in the children” in that local places are perceived by the children’s bodies and become part of their being and knowing. I relate this approach to Ingold’s (2008, p.1807) concept of a zone of entanglement, in which people move through a constantly shifting mesh, as they make their way in a world in which the boundaries between people and place are conceptual rather than actual. It is drawing on these themes of walking to create knowledge (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Ingold, 2007), perceived by the body and also becoming part of the body’s being and knowing (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003; Ingold, 2008), that I consider the children’s early explorations of the museum.

In early field visits, the children would begin the visit to Park museum, which was an unfamiliar location at that point, by ‘scoping the joint’​[6]​, that is, they walked or ran very quickly through many rooms in quick succession, seeing and briefly taking in everything in their path. Later in the visit, once ‘the joint had been scoped’, the children tended to return to locations that had particularly interested them (sometimes asking for adults’ help to re-find these locations), and spend longer periods of time exploring these places. 
In table 6.1 below, I present some notes about ‘scoping the joint’ behaviour in early visits to Park museum. These notes were created after I reviewed my original fieldnotes through the lens of the idea of ‘scoping the joint’; identifying such examples in the early fieldnotes, I created the below summaries for the purposes of this thesis. I present these notes to illustrate my argument that ‘scoping the joint’ was a recurring behaviour for the children as they came to know the unfamiliar museum place. (The behaviour at early visits to House museum was a little different, as I will explain below).

Table 6.1 Examples of ‘scoping the joint’ behaviour on early visits to Park museum
20th November 2010 – pilot field visit with N and T to Park museum	T walked very fast around the temporary gallery about food and local history. She asked her mum where the animals were, and I directed them to the natural history gallery. T moved quickly through the whole of the natural history gallery, ran through the art gallery, then asked her mum where the food was again. In total, this section of the visit took 40 minutes. After briefly diverting into the arctic gallery, we returned to the temporary gallery about food, where T spends 30 minutes playing. 
16th Dec 2010, pilot field visit to Park museum	Liam, Bryan, Millie and Izzy ran very fast through the museum to the arctic gallery at the far end. They played in the arctic gallery for an extended period of time. The group moved to the natural history gallery, where the children moved around very fast around the space, splitting up and not stopping anywhere for very long. The group walked the length of the museum to the local history gallery, and then the children played with the toyshop here for an extended period of time. 
16th June 2011 – first main field visit to Park museum	The children ran the length of the museum to the arctic gallery, where they played for an extended period of time. After this, we went to the natural history gallery, which they ran through quite quickly, stopping only briefly, until they reached the art gallery. In the art gallery, they stopped and Bryan and Millie spent 30 minutes drawing, doing jigsaws and dancing (while Millie continued to explore in the natural history gallery). The visit ended with all three children in the art gallery. 

As the children became more familiar with the museum, certain areas of the museum were more fascinating and challenging to them than others. Again, walking was an important way in which they processed the information they perceived in the museum, discovered more and came to an understanding about the meaning of the museum place. Below I present two vignettes from visits to Park museum, which I have classified during analysis (see chapter 5) as “walking to discover”. In both these examples, children who are not yet very familiar with Park museum use walking in order to learn and understand about places and things which fascinate them there.

The selection process and the way in which I have constructed vignettes during this and the following two chapters, is outlined in chapter 5. In order to try to convey the experiences of these vignettes as fully as possible, drawing on as many modes as possible (Dicks et al., 2006), extracts of original FLIP video footage are also linked to these vignettes where they are available. These extracts of FLIP video footage are referred to in green at the bottom of the relevant vignettes, and are provided for the reader to view on memory stick. 

Vignette of Millie and her mum Tina at a plasma screen exhibit in the natural history gallery at Park museum, 16th Dec 2010

Walking together through the natural history gallery, Mille walks in front, her mother Tina following with baby Sienna in a front facing carrier. I am following the group with a video camera. Mille peers round the corner into a darker, enclosed part of the gallery, called ‘The power of nature’. She runs in through the small door which looks like a fissure in rock, followed by Tina. The plasma screen on her left immediately catches Millie’s eye, and she runs over to it, and reaches up high to place her hand on the screen. Tina approaches and says “do you want me to lift you up?”, at the same time bending down to pick her up. The lightening effect on the screen changes, centring around Millie’s right hand, which she holds flat against the screen. Millie looks around at me, Tina and the video camera and says “zigging and zooming”, while continuing to keep her hand on the screen. 

Tina places Millie on the floor now (I think she was getting heavy!), saying “zigging and zooming is it”. Millie runs over to the opposite side of this small enclosed space, where a floor to ceiling case displays models, skeletons and stuffed animals all mixed together. My daughter Izzy enters the space. Millie sees Izzy, and shouts, “zigging and zooming all over the place”, while running back towards the plasma screen exhibit. She demonstrates to Izzy, by reaching up again touch the screen. Meanwhile, Izzy has walked over to stand by the display case of animal objects, and Millie runs over to her, saying “I----, it’s an ant” and pointing into the case. The two girls stand side by side looking into the case. After a few minutes, Izzy wanders off. Millie returns for the third time to the plasma screen, and reaches up high to touch it again. 
Please watch FLIP video 6.1 on the memory stick now

In this vignette, Millie made several return journeys to a specific part of the exhibition that seems to have caught her imagination, a plasma screen. Her modal choices during this episode included movement (repeatedly walking to the plasma screen), gesture (reaching her hand up), gaze (which she uses to catch our attention) and spoken language (including her own label which she gives to what she is experiencing “zigging and zooming”). Walking was an effective way for Millie to draw our (Tina and my) attention to her interest in the plasma screen, and when Izzy arrived at the location, Millie used walking to indicate to Izzy what was interesting and deserving of attention in this place. This response could be compared to drawing a line underneath important aspects of a written text that one wants to remember and share with others. 

With her attention caught by the plasma screen, Millie could have chosen to stay by the exhibit until she had finished looking at it, then move on. Instead, by walking in a zigzag, she including the plasma screen in her visit several times, for short bursts of a few seconds each. When I shared the video of Millie’s exploration of the plasma screen (FLIP video 6.1) with her parents during an evening audio recorded interview (26th July 2011) (see methodology section for more detail of the parental interviews), Tina made her own suggestion for why Millie might have chosen to return so many times to the plasma screen, rather than for example, staying near it for a long period of time, and walking away when she had finished looking at it. 

“What it is I think they take a little bit in, then they go away from it, then they want to come back and look at it again.” 
Tina speaking, extract from audio interview with Tina and Joe, 26th July 2011

For Tina, walking away, returning to areas of interest, and the constant motion around different exhibits in the museum, was important to Millie’s learning because it put her in control of how much she had to concentrate, take in and process at one time, allowing her to perceive something new, make meaning from it, then perceive it again. This interpretation is Tina’s way of conceptualising and making sense of her daughter’s behaviour (Hackett, 2012). I argue that considering walking as a mode through which Millie came to know about the museum (Ingold, 2007; Christensen and O’Brien, 2003), creating ways of knowing through her embodied experiences in a place (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Ingold, 2007), which in turn become part of her body’s being and knowing (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003; Ingold, 2008), presents an alternative way of thinking about children’s learning and meaning making in the museum which embraces tacit, situated and non-verbal forms of knowledge. 


Vignette of Bryan and his mum Clare walking around the natural history gallery of Park Museum, 11th August 2011

The group of four families chose to visit the natural history gallery first on this visit. Bryan is still finding his confidence in the museum; he had not been before the research, this is his fourth visit to the museum in eight months. Millie and Izzy, who know the museum better, run ahead. They run to the place in the gallery where there are air vents on the floor, and spin around on them together, laughing. 

Bryan watches them for a few minutes, then pulls away from the main group, pulling his mum with him and heading across the gallery. As we walk, led by Bryan, Clare says to me “I wonder why he always wants to go off by himself?” Bryan keeps trying to get his mum to pick him up and carry him, and she says “I think he is still getting used to the space”. Bryan heads for areas of the gallery which are quite dark and enclosed. First he pulls Clare towards the tunnel in the tree, he looks in, steps back out, then walks under the tunnel. He lifts each flap and looks in each hole to see what is there. 

After walking through the tree trunk, Bryan heads towards the ‘Weird and Wonderful’ area, a darker enclosed space in which full height glass cases display a range of stuffed animals and skeletons. He pulls Clare along with him. He steps in, steps out again, walks inside and looks around. Clare says “what can you see?” and Bryan points at a dinosaur head and says “dinosaur”. He looks worried and walks back out of the area. He walks back in again and goes to look into a glass case. Clare and Bryan looked together at a turtle and a bee. 
Please watch FLIP video 6.2 on the memory stick now

In this vignette, during an early visit to the museum, Bryan seems afraid of the dark areas in the natural history gallery (as indicated through his body language, expression and stepping away), yet is also deeply interested in them (as indicated by his choice to leave his friends and go to these areas, and continual returning to them over a sustained period of time)​[7]​. This interpretation of Brian’s attitude of interest and fear is supported by his mother Clare’s comments about his actions. In my interview with Clare on 24th August, she comments,
“I've never really seen him like that before, it's only really at the museum, or when he's somewhere unfamiliar he'll want to hold hands and he wants to make sure that I'm close by. I guess that's why I think it’s just not being familiar with it, and then it’s quite dark, and I guess it must be quite intimidating for little people. But he still wants to go and see it, he's still inquisitive about it, but he's just a bit cautious about it. He is getting more confidence definitely, but I think because he doesn't go in for that long, it’s just taking him quite a few visits to try and overcome that fear a little but, I guess, I don't know.”
Interview with Clare, 24th August 2011

Bryan wants to look and explore on his own, with his mum for support, in contrast to Millie’s desire in the first vignette to share her discovery of the plasma screen with others. Bryan uses walking to find out more about the dark enclosed parts of the gallery that fascinate him, to examine some of the exhibits in these areas such as the dinosaur, turtle and bee. However, he also uses walking to mediate his experience; he can enter and leave the area a number of times, taking little bits of information on board each time, until he feels confident to go into the ‘Weird and Wonderful’ area and look around more fully. In future visits, Bryan’s interest in these parts of the natural history gallery continued, although he became much more confident and less fearful of the location on future visits. 

Family trails: envisaging and controlling families’ movement around the museum

In the section above, I presented an argument for the way in which the children at Park museum during the early visits used the opportunity of being allowed by their parents fairly independent walking and movement through the galleries to ‘scope the joint’, find out about the museum, indicate areas of interest and mediate their experience there. The early visits to House museum were framed differently for families, as explained below, and therefore the way in which they moved around and explored the museum was different. The way families at both museums behaved on later visits, as their confidence and familiarity with the museum grew, had more similarities between the two sites, as I will discuss later. 
As outlined in chapter 3, early visits to House museum were organised by the Children’s Centre, as part of the staff-led walk around the park. Promoted as a ‘buggy fit’ walk, the activity, from the point of view of the Children’s Centre staff, promoted a healthy lifestyle and community cohesion for families. During the buggy walk, the Children’s Centre staff tended to lead the way, decide the route, and inform families when it was time to head back as a group to the Children’s Centre (in time for the end of the school day). Therefore, the families were much more used to being directed in their movement, and this sense of control transferred to the early visits to House museum. In addition, none of the families had been to House museum before (as comparison, half of the Park museum families had been before the research), and families had very little idea what to expect inside the museum. As the ‘researcher from the university / museum who had proposed the trips’, the families and Children’s Centre staff at House museum tended to look to me for direction on where to go and what to see during the early visits to the museum. The extract from the fieldnotes below describes the first time the families entered House museum. 

Extract from fieldnotes 23rd June – House museum
When got to the museum, the staff from the Children’s Centre and the group waited outside for everyone to catch up and be ready to walk through the doors. It felt like a big deal, and everyone kept looking to me for where to go and what to do next.

During all of the early visits, the group (including the Children’s Centre staff), paused at the entrance to the museum, and waited for me to lead the way (see appendix 4 incidences of co-occurrence for details of this). The change in the behaviour of the group as they approach the museum changed at the fifth visit, on 29th September, when the families’ growing confidence and familiarity with the museum led to them entering ahead of me for the first time.

During early visits, the parents stayed together as they moved around the museum; for example, all the families stayed in the same room of the museum for the same period of time, until the staff from the Children’s Centre announced we would move to the next room. The rooms at House museum were also smaller than the galleries at Park museum, which also meant families were physically closer together during the visits. The staff announced we would move to the next room, then turned to me to ask which room we should go to next. During later visits, the parents entered the museum ahead of me, and the children in particular began to direct the routes around the museum, as I will detail below. 

However, another practice that mediated where children and parents went during the visits to House museum was the use of paper-based ‘family trails’ provided by the museum​[8]​. These A4 photocopied sheets (see appendix 7) were available for free in the entrance to the museum, along with pencils and clipboards. There were two types of trail; some asked specific factual questions about different objects in the museum, which families were asked to locate, and then complete the answers to the questions on the sheet. In other trails, families were asked to search for laminated teddy bear shapes hidden around the galleries, which had letters on their tummies. By writing down all the letters, families could ‘crack the code’ and spell out a word. There were three or four different trails available to choose from at the entrance of the museum at any one time. 

The trails were especially popular with the Children’s Centre staff, who felt they were educational and useful for parents as they gave a focus to the visit. The children at times were enthusiastic in their ‘hunt’ for the teddy bears, which the Children’s Centre staff set up as an exciting challenge. Parents accepted the trails when they were handed them by the staff, although they never took the trails from the racks themselves. However, in an interview with Janice on 24th October 2011, she mentioned how helpful she found the trails to support Natasha’s learning in the museum. 

“The trail gives the whole trip a focus, you know what I mean, like this is where you’re going and stuff like that, and it helps to engage them. So let’s say you get a child that’s not particularly interested in the beginning, the fact that they’re going on a trail helps to engender some sort of interest in the whole thing, so that’s what I think yeah.”
Interview with Janice 24th October 2011

My interpretation of the role of the trails is that they offered support to parents because they suggested a specific way in which families could interact with and explore the museum. By completing the trail during the visit, one felt that one had ensured the visit was a meaningful, educational and appropriate family experience, because it had been sanctioned by the museum itself. 

Remembering the routes and leading the visit

As the museum visits at both museums progressed, the children became more familiar with the space and more confident with the routes around the space. The children tended to establish specific exhibits that were meaningful to them, which they could use as ‘waymarkers’ to both request going to a specific location in the museum and as a way of remembering where things were. The two examples below indicate two key ‘waymarkers’ for the children, one from each of the museums.

Extract from fieldnotes 24th Nov – House museum
A few moments later, Izzy says to Anna “shall we go and find the bear?” and I say “do you know where it is?” The girls shout “yeah!” and run out of the lion’s den. The girls run into the hall, and then pause, looking around and trying to work out which way to go to find the bear. I spot the bear through a doorway, and the girls run towards him, laughing.

Extract from fieldnotes 11th August – Park museum
The mums began suggesting that we go for some lunch soon, but Millie said ’I want to see the polar bear’. I said ‘shall we go see the polar bear quickly then get some lunch? Do you know where it is?’ The children shouted ‘yes!’. And started running in a straight line very fast all the way through the natural history gallery to the arctic gallery, where the polar bear was. 

Much of the research on children’s perspectives of place has focused on places which are familiar to children, such as home or neighbourhood (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Fog Olwin and Gullov, 2003; Hallden, 2003; Leander, 2004; Moje, 2004; Rasmussen, 2004). My research was different because it traced children’s exploration of a safe but unfamiliar place, which became more familiar over time. The use of waymarkers, learning of routes, and other techniques the children employed in order to become more familiar with the space and increasingly to direct the routes taken around the museum and places visited, provided an insight into their capacity for emplaced knowing (Christensen, 2003) and the process for how this can happen over time. 

The extent to which the children remembered details of the routes and locations of things around the museum could be striking. For example, in Nov 2011, doing the teddy bear worksheet trail in House museum for the second time, the group entered the dining room. Anna said to me “oh I remember this room from last time, there isn’t a teddy bear here” (she was right). The vignette below describes another example concerning Emily, who remembered a specific detail from her previous visit to Park museum, and worked hard to recapture the route on her second visit. 

Vignette of Emily’s exploration of the art gallery, 3rd Sept 2011, Park Museum
Emily walks through the art gallery, looking around, and then wanders into the natural history gallery by herself. She seems distracted and is saying quietly to herself ‘where is it where is it?’ I follow her and say ‘Emily are you looking for the picture we saw last time?’ She looks at me and I say ‘follow me I think I know what you are looking for, tell me if this is the right thing or not’. I lead her to the Treasures gallery, and then do not point anything out, I just say ‘is there anything in here, is this what you were looking for?’  She looks around, and points at a white statue in a case, she says ‘oh yes we saw that’ Then she walks to the end of the gallery, turns and walks back towards the statue. Next to the statue is the painting of Nelson which we spent a long time looking at last time we visited. She says ‘yes we saw this we saw this!’ However, she only looks at the painting briefly before wandering off.

This example illustrates the importance the children placed on learning routes around the museum and locations of meaningful exhibits, and the work they put into gaining this knowledge. In addition, the children’s pride in knowing how to get somewhere was often evident; in many examples, when the children requested to go somewhere, I would ask them if they knew the way, and they would shout “yeah!” and race off immediately in the right direction. Knowing the way was important because it was related to the children’s autonomy to move freely around the museum and go to the places they wanted to see. The parents themselves on many occasions, both in the interviews and during the museum visits, articulated this. For example, during a second visit to Park museum on 3rd September 2011 with Emily and her parents, Samantha told me “I know she is enjoying it because she knows where everything is.”

Table 6.2 Summary of the most and least popular locations in the museums
Most popular places in House museum	Least popular places in House museum	Most popular places in Park museum	Least popular places in Park museum
The lion’s denThe room with Marco the bearThe room with displays of toys and a box of dressing up clothes (Aug 2011 – end)The archaeology galleryThe Victorian kitchen	Some of the many smaller rooms upstairs, which contained largely static cases of ceramics and social history items	The natural history galleryThe Arctic galleryThe art gallery (start – Sept 2011)The local history gallery (left side only) (Sept 2011 – end)The sports exhibition in the temporary gallery	The archaeology galleryThe Treasures galleryThe local history gallery (right hand side)

The more familiar the children became with the space and routes around the museum, the more autonomy they had to direct the course of the visit. In both museums, certain locations became the most significant to the children; they chose to visit them repeatedly, and developed certain sorts of actions and activities they liked to do repeatedly in these locations. In contrast, there were other areas of the museums that the children never or very rarely went to. Table 6.2 summarises these locations. Where rooms had a time period of popularity for the children, I have indicated this on the table. If not indicated, the location was popular from start to finish of the research period. The least popular places remained unvisited and unused throughout the research period. 

In this way, the children were able to create their own version of the museum through the routes that they took, giving prominence to some locations and experiences, and completely excluding others. During a visit to Park museum on 16th June 2011, I had a conversation with Tina in which she described how Millie used to like the previous exhibition in the temporary gallery (about food), but did not enjoy the current one (about sport). 

“I would have thought Millie would have loved it with all the bikes and things, but she doesn’t like it and pretty much bypasses it completely, whereas they always spent loads of time in the food gallery.” 
Tina, 16th June 2011 at Park museum

In this example provided by Tina, Millie’s judgement about the value and enjoyment of different places in the museum was reflected in her movement around the space, and her reducing of the prominence of the temporary gallery within her museum visiting experience. This relates to Ingold’s (2007) thinking about wayfaring as place making, as outlined in chapter 2; where we physically go and how we move our bodies can have a dramatic impact on our experience of place and the meaning we attach to it. Similarly, Vergunst’s (2011) study of Union Street in Aberdeen highlights the embodied experience of different individuals as they make different routes down the street. The work of both Ingold (2007) and Vergunst (2011) emphasises the role of walking in the creating of experience, in production of space as a social product (Lefebvre, 1991). As I outlined in chapter 5, I developed walking maps (figure 5.1) which, drawing on Ingold (2007), acted as a heuristic to help me think about this; through their movement, the children constructed a version of ‘House museum place’, for example, in which Marco the bear and lion’s den and dressing up box featured prominently, and the smaller rooms of glass cases of ceramics barely existed. 

Walking together: confidence to explore and power to make meaning

For the children in the museums, the presence of their peers and growing familiarity with the place were the two most important aspects in giving them confidence to explore and to move further away from their parents, particularly at Park museum, where the children had been friends since birth, and found some areas in the museum scary. One area of the natural history gallery in Park museum that the children found intimidating was a tunnel, featuring a stuffed bear, a giant centipede and a full height case of underwater creatures. The children often paused before entering this tunnel, reached out for their parents, or held each other’s hands as they walked through. The example below illustrates how the children explored this area with the help of friends. 

Extract from fieldnotes 22nd Sept – Park museum

Millie said ‘we going to look at the prehistoric animals now’, and Millie and Izzy ran over to the tunnel. Both paused for a second in trepidation before entering. Izzy reached out her hand to me for reassurance. Then the two girls ran through, Millie said ‘I have to make patterns’. Then ran straight to the art gallery, and when I arrived, they were both doing drawings.

I discuss the social dimensions of the museum visits, and the role the museum place played in the construction and development of social relationships between the children in more detail in chapter 7.

Walking to mark ownership

Walking together not only gave the children more confidence to explore the museum, but increased the communicative impact or power of their walking. By walking along routes together, they emphasised the route and drew more attention to their walking as a communicative practice. In the Arctic gallery at Park museum, the circular shape of the space seemed to encourage the children to march in circles around the gallery. This was a way of effectively seeing everything that was in the gallery, and also created a sense of ownership as the children filled the space. Two Inuit skin drums with drumsticks were also available in this gallery, and frequently the children picked up the drums and banged them loudly as they marched in circles around the space (see appendix 3 for incidences of co-occurrence table). This meant the space was filled not only with the walking routes of the children, but also with the noise they were making on the drums. In the example below, towards the end of the series of visits to Park museum, Bryan and Izzy developed an interesting new version of marching together and banging the drum. 

Vignette from 13th October – Park museum

In the Arctic gallery, Izzy walks to the Inuit drumming interactive and picks up a drum. She bangs it loudly. A few minutes later, Izzy and Bryan are each holding a drum, banging them loudly. The two children walk around the Arctic gallery in a circle three times, banging their drums. They closely follow in each other’s footsteps – first Bryan then Izzy following. 

After making three circles of footsteps around the gallery, Izzy and Bryan walk out of the Arctic gallery, still banging their drums as they head for the benches in the corridor. Bryan sits on the bench, banging the drum and banging the bench with the drumstick. He stands up and walks around the bench banging the drum. During this time, Izzy is careful to mirror what Bryan is doing. He sat on the bench, and she sat at the opposite end, getting me to help her climb up as it is too high. 

A few minutes later, Bryan seems to realise that Izzy was too far away from him to interact properly. He stands up and walks down the side of the bench, to sit right next to her. The two children sit closely together and bang their drums. 

After a few minutes, Izzy and Bryan walk away from the benches into the natural history gallery. They make a loop near to the huge woolly rhino, then walk into an area arranged like a domestic kitchen. Placing their drums on the floor, they drum with their drumsticks on the kitchen work surface, before beginning to play with the kitchen, emptying all the plastic pots and pans out of a cupboard onto the floor. 
Please watch FLIP video 6.3 on the memory stick now

This example of action during a museum visit is characterised by confident and creative use of the resources available by two friends. The activity is child led, in that it is initiated and carried out by the children, but also in that it is not a form of behaviour modelled by or suggested by the parents. Rather it is a situated response to the perceived environment, drawing on the resources to hand, and is inspired by the growing (conceived) understandings of the meaning of the museum the children have developed. This vignette is the culmination of a series of episodes of marching around banging the Inuit drum, which occurred on previous visits to Park museum. I discuss in chapter 8 the implications and significance of the developing ‘traditions’ of embodied practices, which I observed the children carry out and develop over subsequent museum visits. 

Walking and running as a communicative practice

In this chapter, I have traced how the walking and running of the children in the museum developed over time, as an unfamiliar place became a familiar one. I have argued that walking and running was a child led activity in the museum, and a key way in which the children made meaning out of the emplaced experience of being in the museum. In the examples I have presented in this chapter, the children were positioned as the primary sign makers (rather than the museum itself as sign maker as in Dicks et al., 2006; Kress, 2010), and the multimodal communicative practices of the children were a direct response to their sensory emplaced experience of being in the museum. The children used walking and running in the museum to mediate their discovery and learning about new and fascinating places. In later visits, they used walking and running as a key communicative mode to demonstrate their knowledge of the place, direct where they went and what they did, and, as in the last example (marching with the Inuit drum), to appropriate the space, by filling it with sound and movement of their own creating. 

Multimodal meaning making of young children is closely related to the development of identity (Pahl 2002, 2003; Kendrick, 2005; Kress, 1997; Rowsell and Pahl, 2007; Wohlwend, 2009b) and also acts as an important way for children to construct and negotiate social relationships (Flewitt, 2005; Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b). In his seminal work on multimodal communicative practices of young children, Kress (1997) stressed two key points; that multimodal signs are created as a response to the interest of the sign maker, and that sign making is a motivated and intentional act of interpretation. In the examples I have presented above, identity and social relationships are played out through a variety of modes including running and walking. By using walking to explore and demonstrate their interest, the children assigned specific interpretations to their personal experiences in the museum and, by using walking to demonstrate familiarity with and ownership of the museum place, they constructed an identity for themselves as powerful agents within the museum. Moving through the museum together, with friends, was a key part of the experience of the museum (as I will continue to elaborate on in chapter 7). Working together with peers was also an important aspect of ownership and familiarity practices; by each individual demonstrating that they shared the same interests, memories and cultural references within the museum, they demonstrated membership of the friendship group. 

The affordances of space as a medium for communication

Kress wrote that “we all of us act out of a certain interest in the environment in which we are” (1997, p.19) and it seems that in the examples I have observed, the children put a great deal of effort and energy into communicative practices in a place (the museum). The children’s communicative practices in my study achieved three things: discovering a place, reinforcing learnt knowledge about a place, and demonstrating that knowledge to others. In this sense, as Finnegan (2002) points out, communication is more complex than the transmission of information, and the affective and experiential aspects of communication involve both the communicator and the audience. 

I argue that the children’s multimodal communicative practices are not merely an obedient response to the prompt offered by the museum sign. Rather, they are a form of situated meaning making in which the museum environment is appropriated and put to use for meaning making, which reflects identity and social relationships. In chapter 7, I will argue for the primacy of the children’s developing social relationships between each other within the museum visit experience. In this context, the sensory experience of being emplaced within the museum environment acted as a vehicle for the development of social relationships (chapter 7) and ‘traditions’ over time (chapter 8). For this reason, the children put a great deal of intentionality and effort into discovering and ‘learning’ the museum space, because the greater their knowledge of and familiarity with this space, the greater the affordances of the museum to them for emplaced meaning making. As the examples I have presented above show, knowing their way around the space and remembering what was there from previous visits, meant that the children could make requests about where to go, experience moving independently around the museum as a social activity, and construct and develop joint episodes of demonstrating their knowledge and ownership of the space, such as the example I presented of Bryan and Izzy marching with the Inuit drums. 

Communication as an emotive and emplaced experience

Finnegan (2002) presents a vision of communication that goes beyond an exchange of information, by stressing the affective as well as the cognitive aspects of human communication.

Human beings interconnect with each other... through the resources of our bodies and our environment.
(Finnegan, 2002, p.3)

From this perspective, the children running in the museum engendered both explicit and tacit understandings both between themselves and with me (see chapter 1 for a discussion of the assumptions about knowledge within this thesis). Millie’s repeated walking to the plasma screen indicated her interest in the exhibit in a conscious, informative way, but in addition, the effect for me of running through the corridors and round the rooms of the museum, following the children on their journey, engendered an affective, embodied sense of the meaning of the museum, which is difficult to articulate in words. Rasmussen and Smidt (2005) suggest that these emplaced forms of knowing involve “something other and more than mere words” (p.88). The experience of running through the museum together certainly led to an interconnecting between the children and I in an environment, without necessarily involving an exchange of information (Finnegan, 2002). 

As outlined in chapter 2, I adopt a perspective of learning and communication, which rejects the exclusive links assumed between language, communication and cognition (Finnegan, 2002, p.28; Kress, 1997, p.42). In particular, a view of communication which encompasses the embodied and the affective is essential for me in order to work with the perspectives of young children as primary informants in their lifeworlds (James and Prout, 1997). An understanding of communicative practices as embodied processes of interconnecting between people (Finnegan, 2002), fits with a definition of learning which encompasses both explicit knowledge and knowledge that is experiential and tacit (and therefore non-propositional) (Niedderer, 2007) as a shared understanding of embodied experience (e.g. Pagis, 2010). Pink (2009) argues that emplaced knowing, grounded in sensoriality and materiality, is the primary way in which researchers can begin to understand and share the lifeworlds and perspectives of others. 

By attending to the sensorality and materiality of other people’s ways of being in the world, we cannot directly access or share their personal, individual, biographical, shared or ‘collective’ memories, experiences or imaginations. However, we can, by aligning our bodies, rhythms, tastes, ways of seeing and more with theirs, begin to become involved in making places that are similar to theirs and thus feel that we are similarly emplaced.
(Pink, 2009, p.40) 

This view of communication places an emphasis on development of social relationships and socially produced forms of understanding rather than information exchange as the primary purpose of communicating (Finnegan, 2002). 






Chapter 7: Communicative practices as socially situated, knowledge as embodied and emplaced

Fieldnotes 21st July – Natural history gallery at Park museum
At the far end of the gallery, Millie and Izzy were hanging out together. They were walking on the lights embedded in the floor – Millie began stepping on each one in turn like stepping stones. Izzy saw her doing this and began to follow and copy. They followed the lights which led to a tunnel called ‘under the sea’, which they entered. The girls looked at a giant centipede together, Millie said ‘it’s going to get you Izzy’. Then they walked together through the tunnel space, looking at everything. They did not touch each other, but stood close together with bodies facing. Izzy pointed at an exhibit of a bear and says ‘look at that Millie’. A few moments later, they stood together looking at a stuffed bear, and some cave sediments on a display stand. Then they both stood on an air vent in the ground and spun around together very fast, screeching. 

In this chapter, I wish to stress the social aspects of the museum experience for the children, and connect these aspects to thinking about multimodal communicative practices (Kress, 2010), literacy as a social practice (Heath, 1983) and embodied and emplaced knowledge (Pink, 2009). I draw on perspectives of the new literacy studies; studies of literacy (and multimodal communicative practices) must be understood as situated within social contexts, with the purpose of enacting social identities (Pahl and Rowsell, 2006; Street et al., 2009, see chapter 2). Within this context, I pay attention not only to children’s performance of literacy practices within an adult constructed social world (e.g. Rowe, 1998), but also to the enactment of peer cultures (Wohlwend, 2011) within the museum space. Secondly, I draw on understandings of human experience as sensory, embodied and emplaced (Ingold, 2007; Pink, 2009, see chapter 2). I argue that a framework examining the intersections between socially situated communicative practices and emplaced knowledge allows us to recognise children’s productions of peer-defined children’s places (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003) through embodied communicative practices, during the museum visits. 
As the extract from my fieldnotes at the beginning of this chapter illustrates, being in the museum was an intensely social experience for the children, and it was through their peers that the children primarily co-constructed meaning in the museum. In the example above, Millie and Izzy imitate each other, move through the space together, share interpretations of what they can see together, and spend time in close proximity together. Although there is some speech in the episode, the communicative practices between the two children are dominated by non-verbal modes including gaze, gesture, body movement, walking and spinning around. While the children in the museum tended to do things together and influence each other’s meaning making, they rarely spoke. Instead, communication was achieved and social relationships developed through embodied communicative practices and moving together.

This pattern began right at the start of visits, when the children met and tended to greet each other not verbally, but with body movements, which acknowledged and responded to each other’s presence, conveying excitement and pleasure at seeing each other. Here two extracts from my fieldnotes, one from Park museum and one from House museum, illustrate this point. 

Fieldnotes 21st July – Park museum
The children came running up the steps – Millie shouted to me ‘look I’ve got sparkly shoes!’ Izzy and Millie stood in front of each other, and greeted each other in this way – both laughing manically, both grinning big grins, both doing a running motion very fast on the spot while facing each other.

Fieldnotes 24th Sept – House museum
When Theresa and Anna arrived, Izzy and Natasha were both really excited to see Anna, they ran over to her laughing and stamping in front of her.

Similar to the findings of Flewitt (2005, 2006), the children in my study tended to use non-verbal modes as a central part of their communicative practices when making meaning together in the museum. Therefore, I found it helpful to think not only of literacy as a social practice, but of communicative practices more widely as socially situated. Following the work of New Literacy Studies, literacy acquisition (or developing communicative practices in the museum, in this case) can be seen as being about acquiring membership of the cultural group by participating in practices and performing identities (Pahl and Rowsell, 2006). 

In addition to the embodied nature of the children’s multimodal meaning making in the museum, the knowledge generated by the children during these visits was also partially non-verbal. As the examples from the fieldnotes I have given above illustrate, children created shared embodied experience of being emplaced (Pink, 2009) in the museum. 





Drawing together: do what I do, know what I know


Figure 7.1 The art gallery at Park Museum
The art gallery at Park Museum is a large bright airy space, with walls lined with various paintings of different topics and styles (figure 7.1). Comfortable padded benches run down the middle of the room. Beneath the paintings, on a fairly high desk, are a range of interactive activities, which explore colour, texture and shape, such as coloured wheels to spin and textured shapes to rub with crayons. There are also some flaps, which can be lifted to read information about some of the artworks. There are two buttons on opposite walls, which play music when pressed. The music they play is inspired by the painting they are positioned under, and fills the gallery for several minutes. At one end of the gallery, curved padded benches are arranged in a circle around a table filled with jigsaws, paper and pencils.  At an end section of the art gallery, children are explicitly encouraged to draw; pencils and paper are provided, frames are available to display work and also to provide previous examples of other children’s drawing and displaying pictures as an approved activity, and written signs also invite children to draw. Near these materials is a circular table surrounded by padded benches, and it was here that the children tended to bring the paper and pencils and draw together. 

Drawing in the art gallery was one of the activities the children most frequently chose to do in Park Museum. The most striking thing about the drawing activity the children engaged in was the repeated posture they assumed when they took part in drawing together. This posture, which I call ‘the drawing posture’, is shown in figure 7.2. It involves lying on a narrow padded bench on stomach, propped on elbows, with knees bent and legs in the air. Table 7.1 below indicates the visits during which the children visited the art gallery at Park Museum and drew. The table also summarises the use of the ‘drawing posture’ shown in figure 7.2.


Figure 7.2 Still from FLIP camera video 16th June 2011, Park museum





Table 7.1 Summary of when the children drew in the art gallery at Park museum
Date and names	Visited the art gallery	Drew in the art gallery	Use of ‘the drawing posture’
16th June – Izzy and Millie, later Bryan	Yes	Yes	Yes
20th June			
21st July – Millie and Izzy	Yes	Yes	Yes
11th August – Millie and Izzy	Yes	Yes	Yes
3rd Sept – Izzy and Emily, later James	Yes		
22nd Sept 2 – Millie and Izzy	Yes	Yes	Yes
8th Oct			





The repeated shared activity of adopting ‘the drawing posture’ over subsequent visits and specifically the shared experience of bodily positioning, strengthened the established practices of a friendship group, and worked to construct social identities of membership of the group.

Interrogating ‘the drawing posture’ through multimodal transcription

Multimodal transcription of video footage of the first episode of drawing in ‘the drawing posture’ on 16th June helped me to explore the social process of doing drawing in more detail. The multimodal transcription of this episode can be viewed in table 7.3, and the FLIP video footage is provided on the accompanying memory stick. 
Please watch FLIP video 7.1 on the memory stick now.

In this episode, Izzy and Millie work extremely hard to achieve the ‘drawing posture’ position in the face of several obstacles. The main obstacles to the drawing posture include securing paper and pencil, being able to see each other and talk while in the posture, and in particular, availability of space. The tight space on the bench for the two girls to fit means a good deal of wiggling and adjusting is needed to attain the drawing posture, for example we see Izzy doing this at 0.02, at 0.21, and both girls do this wiggling and adjusting at 0.48. The lack of space also means that assuming the drawing posture can be quite treacherous, particularly for Izzy, whose face gets very close to Millie’s feet at several points, for example at 0.14 and 0.48. When the girls successfully attain the drawing posture, these are the moments during the video when they remain still, moving little and staying in the posture for several seconds. For example, this happens for both girls at 0.09 and 0.53, for Izzy at 0.16 and for Millie at 0.26. 

Throughout the video, there is a great deal of non-verbal negotiation over the availability of space for the drawing posture. The girls take advantage of extra space when it becomes available, in order to get into the drawing posture, for example at 0.16 and 0.39 when Millie gets off the bench, Izzy takes full advantage and at 0.26 when Izzy kneels up, Millie spreads out.  When the space is not available, the girls compromise the posture slightly, as we see Izzy do at 0.11. However, the girls also move and adjust their position in order to make space for the other (Izzy at 0.08 and 0.21 are good examples of this). It seems that ‘the drawing posture’ is very much a joint activity; the aim for the two girls seems to be for them to both be able to make the drawing posture together. 

The girls are engaged in this episode in creating a multimodal sign for ‘drawing’, and ‘the drawing posture’ is, as Kress puts it, the criterial characteristic of this sign (Kress, 1997, p.11). Kress uses this term ‘criterial’ to refer to the defining features of the semiotic sign one is seeking to communicate. In the case of drawing in the museum, from the children’s point of view, adopting ‘the drawing posture’ is the criterial feature of drawing, rather than the production of drawn pictures on the paper. This semiotic sign is very much co-constructed – the girls want to both be able to make ‘the drawing posture’ together, and work together in limited space to support each other to be able to do this. This paradox, between competing for space and resources, yet wanting to work together in order to create a powerful, co-constructed multimodal sign, is expressed by the two girls verbally from 0.35. Millie repeatedly says she is doing it, and at 0.40, Izzy responds ‘But I’m doing it’. Millie immediately grins, and the two girls exchange a series of statements similar to ‘I’m doing it’, before Millie concludes ‘We doing it. We doing it together’ at 0.46. The drawing posture is about cementing of friendships, sharing a perspective on drawing and the purpose of this part of the museum together. As table 7.1 demonstrates, although Millie and Izzy were most likely to choose to go to the art gallery and adopt ‘the drawing posture’, Bryan and Liam also adopted the drawing posture every time they did drawing in the art gallery, using this shared interpretation of what it means to draw in the drawing area to indicate their membership of the friendship group. 

Embodied intersubjectivity in the museum

Pink (2009) argues that sensory perception is fundamental to how we make sense of and know the world. Ingold (2000) argued for a bringing together of body, mind and culture as aspects of human experience, into a conception of “a single locus of creative growth within a continually unfolding field of relationships” (p.5). In doing so, Ingold stresses the interconnection between the biological and the cultural, and the importance of considering bodily experience as part of social relationships and practices. Pagis (2010) argues that intersubjectivity, that is, the sense that others understand our lived experience, can be produced through bodily interactions as well as verbal communication. Gaze, gesture, or as in Pagis’ (2010) ethnography of a meditation centre, the experience of non-movement, produce joint experiences, leading to “a community of space and time” in which “a feeling of togetherness is produced” (Pagis, 2010, p.314). This is a useful way of making sense of the children’s frequent close copying of each other’s gestures, movements, and paths through the museum during their visits, and I argue is also an important element in terms of understanding ‘the drawing posture’.  Millie and Izzy put a great deal of effort, as described in the multimodal analysis above, into the production of a shared bodily experience, which I argue leads to a “feeling of togetherness” (Pagis, 2010, p.314). When Bryan approaches the space, he assumes the same ‘drawing posture’ briefly, using the bench on the other side of the display cabinet (at 1.15). In doing this, firstly Bryan indicates his membership of the friendship group and becomes involved in the mainly non-verbal interaction. However, secondly, Bryan experiences, through bodily action, the lived experience that Millie and Izzy are experiencing, by adopting the same posture in the same location. 

In their study of children’s perceptions of their local neighbourhoods, Rasmussen and Smidt (2003) point out that “It is, after all, through the child's body that the neighbourhood is perceived.” (p.87). Taking a phenomenological perspective, they argue for a vision of knowledge about place, which is not cognitive but embodied, related to physical ‘know-how’ about the bodily sensations created by moving around a place on different routes and in different ways.

The creation of meaning is basically a physical manifestation (Skantze, 1990). Knowledge about the neighbourhood is therefore not always expressed in verbal language, but is rather expressed through a physical 'know-how', for instance about how to scale a tall fence or the specific manner of climbing a certain tree, or a sense of which shortcut to choose between two locations when in a hurry.
(Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003, p.88)

From this perspective, the meaning that the children in the museum produce, through shared embodied experiences in museum locations, relates not only to the intersubjectivity produced between themselves in a non-verbal way, as part of a developing social relationship and marking membership of the friendship group, but is also relevant to a shared co-construction of the meaning of the place. The children are generating knowledge about the museum place, attaching meaning and memories to different locations in the museum, which are not verbalised or cognitive, but in the majority of cases, are embodied and sensory. In the example I have given above, the meaning of the drawing area of the art gallery at Park museum is not something which can be expressed verbally, but something which can be experienced as an embodied, emplaced sensation (Pink, 2009) by adopting ‘the drawing posture’, with paper and pencil, together with friends, on that particular padded bench, in the specific, situated space of the art gallery. In this sense, the meaning the children have created in the art gallery is embodied and emplaced (Pink, 2009) and also gives us an important insight into the way in which space is socially produced (Lefebvre, 1991) by the children during the museum visits, a process I will explore in more detail below, drawing on another example of shared embodied action.

Marco the bear: a socially produced space for a developing friendship

The main downstairs rooms in House museum are all similarly grand and traditional, painted pale green with ornate coving, large fireplace and big shuttered windows covered with blinds to shade the objects from the sun. Marco the bear (as named by the museum), a large stuffed bear, became a favourite exhibit for the children visiting House museum (figure 7.3). He was positioned in the corner of one of the large downstairs rooms, mouth opening showing his teeth, arms outstretched holding a tree trunk, and unprotected by glass, so that the children could walk straight up to him, touch him, hug him and even try to climb on him. The other objects in this room related to the social history of the building and its former inhabitants when it was a family home, and there were no other objects in this room to which the children were particularly drawn. 
Marco the bear became a particularly significant exhibit for Anna, Izzy and later Natasha, who did not know each other well before the museum visits began, but became firm friends by the end. The vignette below describes what Anna and Izzy did when they reached Marco the bear during an early visit to House Museum. 


Figure 7.3 Marco the bear at House museum

Vignette of Anna and Izzy interacting with Marco the bear 
14th July – House museum
Anna and Izzy were shouting ‘find the bear!’, so we went to look for the bear. Anna ran ahead through the museum much more confidently now (following the path she and her mum had just taken to the loo), and pointed her towards the room with the bear. Anna ran into the room, followed closely by Izzy, and both girls ran straight up to the bear. Anna ran to the bear’s right hand side, and reached up to stroke his fur. She cried ‘oh, he’s tickling me!’, and leapt away from him. Izzy ran to the far side of the bear, to his left hand side, and also reached up to touch his fur. Izzy’s actions closely mirrored Anna’s, including reaching to touch the bear, leaning around to touch his tree stump, and leaping away in pretend horror at his tickling! They ran backwards and forward between the bear and the space where the parents were standing, laughing and making lots of eye contact with each other. Anna and Izzy continued this episode for several minutes, Anna leading the action which was very much a performance for the adults as well as Izzy – she frequently looked at her mum and the other grown ups when she exclaimed that he was tickling her. 
Please watch FLIP video 7.2 on the memory stick now

The vignette above describes a seminal moment in the development of the friendship between Izzy and Anna, the first instance of extended interaction between the two girls. Before this episode, they had not acknowledged each other significantly during the visits, after this episode, they specifically greeted each other at the start of each visit, and sought each other out in the museum. On the subsequent museum visits, the girls tended to ask verbally to find Marco the bear, and then engage in almost identical behaviour each time, running backwards and forward to touch him and peep at each other from either side of the bear. During the museum visits when Natasha was also present, she was also incorporated into these episodes. This is summarised in the table 7.2. On the first visit to House museum, the children asked to see Marco the bear, because they remembered him from one previous visit organised by the Children’s Centre to the museum in March 2011 (which I was also present for), when the museum learning officer had given them a tour of the museum. 

Table 7.2 Summary of which visits the children visited Marco the bear at House museum
Date and names	The children ask verbally to find Marco the bear	The children touch Marco and peep at each other from behind him
23rd June 	Yes	
14th July – Anna and Izzy	Yes	Yes
25th Aug – Anna, Izzy, Natasha	Yes	Yes
24th Sept – Anna, Izzy, Natasha	Yes	Yes
29th Sept – Anna and Izzy	Yes	Yes
28th Oct – Anna and Izzy	Yes	Yes
29th Nov – Anna and Izzy	Yes	Yes

During these visits, the repetition by Anna, Izzy and Natasha of the same kinds of actions around the bear is striking. I argue that the children engaged with Marco the bear not just as an object in its own right, but that the space around Marco the bear was socially produced by the three girls as a medium for their own social interactions and developing friendship. 

Interrogating Marco the bear episodes through multimodal transcription

Multimodal transcription (table 7.4) of the first video recording I have of the girls interacting around Marco the bear, on 14th July 2011, allowed me to interrogate this in more detail (see also FLIP video footage 7.2). A striking feature emerging from the multimodal transcript is the wide range of whole body movements, including movements through space that the girls employ, often with a startling synchronicity. This gives the communicative practices in which they are engaged a dance like quality. For example, they sometimes do things completely in sync with each other, such as stepping back at 0.01, bending their knees and tickling the bear at 0.32, and turning to walk away from the bear at 1.00. At other times, the girls carry out the same actions in a smooth sequence one after the other; for example between 0.02 and 0.05, they each reach over the touch the tree trunk one after the other. At 0.39 they engage in a sequence of movements where they leave the bear and then return to him, and again this happens one after the other in a smooth flowing sequence. 

Anna’s exploration of the bear as a site for meaning making is seen in the range of very imaginative and specific actions that she initiates; firstly using her whole body to tickle / be tickled by the bear (starting 0.07 and reaching its peak with the bum wiggle at 0.43), and secondly the game of the bear tickling her armpits and her running away, which she begins at 0.14. These multimodal communicative practices indicate her interest as a sign maker (Kress, 1997), and give us a glimpse of the way in which the bear has meaning for her. The touch and feel of the bear’s fur is central, in her opinion, to the criterial elements (Kress, 1997) of the bear. She moves her body to allow as much of it as possible to feel the fur, including hands, arms and face. For Anna, the audience for her communicative practices is both Izzy and the wider group of adults (including me and her mum) stood nearby.

Within the sequences of movement, Izzy is more likely to copy Anna than the other way round. For example, this happens at 0.09 where she imitates the idea of tickling, at 0.27 where she imitates the gesture of grabbing her “tickled” armpits, and at 0.36 when she imitates jumping. These imitations are often calculated and deliberate, and seem to be a way of gaining Anna’s attention or building a social bond. Izzy also puts in a great deal of work at 0.25 to win back Anna’s attention, when Anna begins to orientate herself away from Izzy and focus more on the adult audience. This involves making eye contact with Anna and imitating her “armpits being tickled“ pose. Her effort is rewarded at 0.29 when Anna jumps towards Izzy and addresses her verbally, saying “he tickled”.  Anna then uses a very powerful and expressive arm gesture at this point, which begins as a point towards Izzy, and then swings round to direct her body and Izzy’s attention back towards the bear. 

Anna is the instigator of most of the meaning making in response to the bear, and Izzy is a collaborator in this. Just as in the example of “drawing posture” in the art gallery in Park museum, Anna and Izzy are creating a shared sense of intersubjectivity through shared bodily movements. As with the extract from my fieldnotes with which I began this chapter, there are elements of fear within this intersubjective experience. Marco the bear was a large and startling exhibit, and on early visits to House museum, many of the children cried or did not want to go near him. Similar to Bryan’s interest and fear in the natural history gallery I described in chapter 6, Anna and Izzy were drawn towards Marco the bear despite or because of his ‘scary’ characteristics.  While Bryan wanted his mother close by while he interacted with his fear and fascination in the natural history gallery, Anna and Izzy shared and explored these emotions and experiences together. The 14th July episode between Anna and Izzy and Marco the bear results in the beginning of a new social relationship through co-constructed multimodal meaning making. Wohlwend (2011) described how in a kindergarten setting, the children formed ‘affinity groups’ based on common interests. In the vignette above, which marked the start of a lasting friendship between Anna and Izzy, the girls construct an affinity group around the bear (to which Natasha, not present during the July visit, is also admitted during the August and September museum visits). Whether Izzy’s friendship with Anna begins because she shares her perspectives on the bear, or whether she adopts similar forms of meaning making in order to cement a friendship, is unclear, and probably not clear-cut. 

Social production of the space around Marco the bear






Table 7.3 Spatial categories the children create through their embodied movements around Marco the bear
Social production of space around Marco the bear
Close to Marco the bear	Away from Marco the bear
Near to the bear	Near to the tree
My side of the bear	Your side of the bear


The most significant of these binary categories was close to Marco the bear / away from Marco the bear. Away from Marco the bear could mean only a step away, and close to Marco the bear was the space within which it was possible to reach over and touch him. The girls created these spatial categories by moving between the two spaces (Ingold, 2008), through use of body movements specific to the two areas (for example, jumping could only happen away from Marco, and leaning over to touch and be tickled could only happen next to Marco) and also through the narrative they produced about being tickling and then running away. Hallden (2003) showed how, in children’s accounts of future lives, the meaning attached to places affected the activities that children imagined could take place there. In the example of Marco the bear, the way in which the space was socially produced affected both the embodied and narrated stories that could be told. For example, Marco the bear could not possibly scare or tickle the girls if they were a step away from him, because this space was categorised as ‘away from the bear’, even though in physical terms they would still have been within grabbing distance of a live bear!


Figure 7.4 Visual representation of the social production of space around Marco the bear

Another binary Anna and Izzy created through their embodied meaning making was the space near the bear and the space near the tree. At certain points, the girls performed synchronised or flowing movements which involved moving between these two places. The last important binary, which was vital to the production of social interactions between Anna and Izzy was Anna’s space / Izzy’s space. Each girl has a ‘side’ of the bear to occupy (Anna on the bear’s right, Izzy on the bear’s left), and they maintained these ‘sides’ during the subsequent visits to the museum. They also had a corresponding ‘side’ of the tree. The corner of the room meant that it was not possible to move in a full circle around the bear. This meant that for Anna, moving to the right took her close to Izzy, moving to the left took her further away.  For Izzy, the opposite was true. The girls then put this construction of ownership of space around the bear to work in a number of ways. The girls could see each other and make eye contact with each other at key moments. It meant they could perform the same activities at the same time, creating a mirror image of each other. They each had equal access to the bear, did not have to contest each other for access, and could carry out actions either simultaneously, in a flowing sequence one after the other, or independently from each other. As multimodal analysis of the video outlined above has demonstrated, this was vital for the flowing, embodied co-production of meaning making that happened during this episode and future ones with Marco the bear. Therefore, the communicative practices of Anna and Izzy both produced space and were a product of spatiality (Leander and Sheehy, 2004). 

This analysis has given some insights into the social production of space in one part of the museum, by three young girls. These categories and this very specific embodied experience of place were created by the children moving through the space, and by their embodied meaning making as a social practice. I argue that the binary categories (table 7.3) created by the children’s embodied communicative practices had sensory and affective meaning. For example, the category of ‘near to Marco the bear’ was associated with sensory sensations of soft tickly fur and affective sensations of fear and excitement that the bear evoked. I relate this to Pink’s (2009) work on the concept of emplaced knowledge, which she describes as,

An embodied and multisensorial way of knowing that is inextricable from our sensorial and material engagement with the environment and is as such an emplaced knowing.
(Pink, 2009, p.35)





Table 7.4 Transcription of a portion of FLIP video 101611f showing drawing at the art gallery at Park museum

Time	Vocalisation	Millie facial	Millie body	Izzy facial	Izzy body
0.00		Looking across the gallery	Lying on her tummy on the bench, right leg on the bench, left leg stretched out, arms supporting	Looking down at the bench	On all fours on the bench, holding a piece of paper in her left hand. In her right hand, there is NO PENCIL, although she makes her fingers into a point and moves them as if it is a pencil all the way through this episode
0.01			Millie swings her right leg high, off the bench and places it on the floor. She is holding a pencil in her right hand		Pulls her body back slightly and down slightly
0.02		Looking down at her feet	When both her feet are on the ground, Millie pushes away from the bench and takes a step across the room. Still holding the pencil 	Staring intently at the piece of paper	Placing her elbows on the bench, she eases her body down so she is lying on her tummy. She still holds the piece of paper in front of her face
0.03		Looking down	Taking another step away from the bench, Millie bends down to pick her piece of paper off the floor 		Bends her right leg at the knee, so her foot is in the air
0.04			Holding the paper in her left hand and pencil in her right, she stands up and turns back to the bench at the same time		Straightens her legs again and wiggles backwards a little, to make more space for Millie
0.05			Millie returns to the bench and climbs back up, with her right knee then her left	Looking at Millie	Wriggles backwards again, knees bend then straighten
0.06		Looking at her piece of paper	Fully on the bench, Millie lies with her legs straight out behind her. 	Looking at Millie, head only a few centimetres from Millie’s feet	Izzy bends both her knees, and shuffles backwards slightly
0.07		Gaze at the paper	Millie lies with legs straight behind her, drawing on the paper	Gaze at Millie	Izzy straightens her legs, and continues to look at Millie
0.08			Millie lifts her feet, narrowly missing Izzy’s face		Izzy lifts her bottom and shuffles back slightly again 
0.09			Millie draws, with both her knees bent up, and feet waving slightly back and forth	Izzy tilts her head slightly to the left, to see what Millie is doing	Izzy lies on her tummy with legs partially bent
0.11		Gaze at her piece of paper	Lies on her tummy, feet waving in the air, knees bent, drawing	Gaze at her piece of paper	Lies on her front, slightly scrunched so her tummy is not flat on the bench, knees partially bent, drawing
0.13	Tina laughing	Millie looks up, in the direction of the laugh	Her right foot drops down slightly as she looks up	Gaze at piece of paper, drawing	Position remains as above
0.14		Millie looks up higher	Millie’s right foot drops completely and lands on Izzy’s piece of paper	Gaze at the piece of paper	
0.15		Looking at Tina (off camera)	Straightens both legs and slides them off the bench, down towards the floor	Looks up at Millie	Pushes herself up on her elbows and pulls the piece of paper slightly towards her, away from Millie’s foot
0.16			Millie eases her feet towards the floor, backwards off the bench	Gaze at Millie	Izzy settles herself on both elbows
0.17	Millie: Just doing 	Looks directly at Izzy over her shoulder	Standing next to the bench	Gaze at Millie	On her tummy, leaning on her elbows
	Millie: um a picture	Looking directly at Izzy	Steps away from the bench and turns her whole body to face Izzy. Holds paper in left hand and pencil in right hand. She gestures to Izzy with her right hand. 	Looking up to see Millie directly. 	
0.19	Millie: of	Look at the piece of paper	Standing facing the bench, she uses her right hand and pencil to gesture to the piece of paper	Continues to look at Millie	Pulls herself up onto all fours, with bum in air, and moves back slightly
0.21	Millie: your teddy bear	Staring at the piece of paper, following it with her gaze as she moves her hands to climb back on to the bench	She places her hands, holding the piece of paper and pencil, on the bench, then climbs back on with her right knee. 	Looks at Millie’s legs	As Millie’s right knee meets the bench, Izzy’s left leg straightens and rolls off the bench
0.22				Looks at Millie’s legs	In quick succession, knees bend 
0.23			Millie’s left foot lifts off the floor momentarily		legs straighten
0.24	Me: What you drawing Izzy?				bum in air
0.25			Millie pulls herself onto the bench, on her knees, with both feet off the floor		On all fours, with bum high in the air
0.26		Looks closely at her piece of paper	Millie wriggles on the bench, lowering her tummy towards the bench and stretching out her legs		Izzy pushes up onto her hands, with her whole body raised high above the bench
0.28		Looks closely at her piece of paper	Millie straightens her legs		On all fours, one legs shoots out straight, then bends again			
0.29			Millie lies in nearly full ‘drawing posture’ on her tummy, left leg bent in the air, propped on her elbows looking at her piece of paper	Gaze at Millie	Izzy sits up on her knees, with her hands away from the bench. She is still holding her paper in her left hand
0.30			Millie bends her other leg, assuming the full ‘drawing posture’	Watches as Millie moves her legs around	Kneels straight up on the bench
0.33	Millie: I put		Wiggling her legs, Millie turns to the side and pushes up with her hands	Looking at Millie	Izzy places her hands on the bench and begins to lie back down
0.34			Millie swings her legs around and sits in a half reclined position, facing Izzy		On all fours
0.35	Millie: I’m doing it		Swings her legs back around and towards the floor		She kneels up again momentarily
0.37		Look to the side, to gaze at Izzy	Millie stands with both feet on the floor, next to the bench	Gaze is on the piece of paper	Izzy places her forearms on the bench, and successfully lies back down on her tummy
0.38	Millie: I’m doing a picture	Looks directly at the camera	Stands next to the bench		
0.39	Millie: But I’m doing it	Looks around the gallery	Steps backwards	Looks at Millie	Izzy has resumed the full ‘drawing posture’ lying on her tummy, with legs bent and resting on her forearms. 
0.40	Izzy: But I’m doing it	Looks at Izzy, begins to smile	Stands by the bench, facing Izzy	Looks at Millie	Pushes up on her elbows
0.42	Millie: No I’m doing it	Big smile, looking at me and the camera		Looks at Millie	Same posture
0.45	Izzy: I’m doing it	Smiling, looking at Izzy	Steps backwards		Pushes up with her bottom in the air
0.46	Millie: We doing it	Slight nod	Steps forwards and turns in to face the bench		
0.48	“We doing it together”		Millie climbs back on to the bench, swinging her legs around close to Izzy’s head		Izzy lies down easing her tummy closer to the bench
0.50		Millie looks at the paper and her outstretched hand	Millie moves slightly backwards on the bench, pressing her tummy onto the bench. The piece of paper is now further away from Millie’s face, and she stretches her hand out towards it	Izzy looks at Millie	Izzy moves slightly backwards on the bench, pressing her tummy onto the bench
0.53			Lies flat looking at her piece of paper, feet waving slightly		Lies flat looking at her piece of paper
0.57					Kneels up onto all fours, bum in air







Table 7.5 Multimodal transcription of a portion of FLIP video 140711 showing Anna and Izzy interacting with Marco the bear at House museum
		Anna	Izzy
Time	Vocalisation	Expression and gaze	Gesture and body movement	Moving through space	Expression and gaze	Gesture and body movement	Moving through space
0:00	laughing	Anna is looking up at the bear and at Izzy	Both hands are holding the tree stump. Anna is bending her knees slightly to aim looking upwards at the bear. She leans slightly onto the stump	Standing still near the tree stump	Izzy is smiling with lips closed	Right hand touches the tree stump. Body pose is open and orientated towards Anna and the bear. 	Standing still near the tree stump, but not as close as Anna
0.01			Arms are wide	Both girls step backwards at the same time		Arms are wide	Both girls step backwards at the same time
0.02	Laugh together	Looks directly at the camera, mouth open and smiling	Both hands return to touch Marco	Steps to the left, towards the wall	Very briefly makes eye contact with Anna, during the laugh, then looks at the tree trunk where she is reaching	Right hand touches the tree trunk, she leans forward slightly to reach	Steps to the left, getting closer to Anna
0.03		Looks into the distance	Both hands are buried deep in Marco’s fur	Stands still next to Marco	Peers over the tree trunk to where Anna is stood	Both hands touch the tree trunk, she leans at quite an angle onto the tree trunk. She bounces up and down once while leaning on the tree trunk.	Standing still, on tip toes because she is leaning
0.04		Looks at the camera and at the bear	Moves her arms to run her hands up and down through the thick fur of Marco	Stays still	Gazes up at the bear		Steps back, and walks around to her right, away from Anna
0.05		Looks at Marco and the bear	Reaches with her right hand to touch the tree stump	Steps to the right and then stands on her right leg while touching the tree stump, before putting her foot down again 	Looks at Anna	Both her hands reach to touch Marco’s fur	Stands very close to Marco
0.06	Anna says tickle tickle tickle	Looking either at the bear or at Izzy	Both hands are buried in the fur of the bear		Looking at Anna, smiling	Both hands are buried in the fur of the bear	
0.07			Sways slightly as she tickles, which then becomes a whole body movement, with feet as well as arms moving, twisting back and forth 			Hand out in front of her, arms wide	Walks around the bear, closer to Anna
0.08		Looking at Izzy	Both arms touch the tree stump	Steps towards the tree stump and leans	Looking at the tree stump	Stands on left leg, left arm reaches to touch tree stump	Leans towards tree stump
0.09		Looks up at the bear	Both hands are buried in the fur of the bear. Knees are bent	Steps back closer to the bear	Stares at Anna	Leans on the tree trunk	
0.10	Me – Is he ticklish?	Looks directly at the camera	Stands up straight, turns to look at camera, both hands still rest on the bear		Looks at the bear	Both hands stretch out towards the bear	Walks towards the bear – seemingly in response to my question
0.11	Izzy – tickle tickle	Looking at the camera	Leans in towards the bear, rubbing her whole forearms up against his fur		Looks up at the bear	Rubs both her hands over his fur	Reaches the bear
0.12		Looking at Izzy	Moves her arms and her whole body as she rubs against the bear		Looks up at the bear	Tickles with her hands	
0.13		Looks at the bear	Sways and twists her whole body against the bear’s fur		Looks up at the bear	Tickles with her hands	
0.14	Anna – “he tickled my armpits”	Look at the camera	Turns towards the camera, pulling her arms into her body	Steps away from the bear		Continues to stand in the same spot, carrying out the tickling motion	
0.16			Turns back towards the bear, rubs her upper arms on his fur				
0.18		Looks at the camera	Arms by her sides	Does a gallop step to dance away from the bear			
0.19	Anna – “he tickled me”			Has danced so far away from the bear that she is off camera		Continues to stand in the same spot, carrying out the tickling motion	
0.21		Faces the bear, looking at him from this slight distance	Arms are raised	Anna jumps back towards the bear, back into shot			
0.22			Rubs her upper arms against the fur of the bear	Steps up to the bear			
0.23	Anna – Argh!	Looks at the camera		Steps away from the bear			
0.24	Anna – Again!	She briefly looks around the rest of the room	Arms swing in front of her	Jumps away from the bear towards the camera			
0.25	Anna – He tickled me again	Looking around the room	Arms clutched to her body, she nurses her “tickled” armpitJumps from one foot to another	Several steps away from Marco	Looking at Anna	Arms out wide	Izzy takes several steps away from Marco
0.26		Still looking around the room		Anna stands still	Looks directly at Anna as she walks toward her	Hands holding each other in front of her body	Walking towards Anna, further around the bear than she has before
0.27		Looks at the bear		Turning away from Izzy, Anna walks back towards the bear	Looks at Anna	Izzy clasps her arms, in an imitation of Anna’s “tickled armpits” posture	Taking several more steps, Izzy is now on Anna’s side of the bear
0.28		Turns her head to look at Izzy	Leans into the bear, pushing her arms into his fur	Reaches the bear	Still looking at Anna		Izzy changes direction and walks back towards her side of the bear
0.29	Anna – “Argh!”	Looking directly at Izzy	Clutches her arms to her side. Then arms are wide, with fingers splayed	Steps away from the bear and walks towards Izzy	Turns to look when Anna makes a noise		Continues to walk toward her side of the bear
0.30	Anna – Tickle!	Looking at Izzy	Bends her knees and leans towards Izzy. As she says tickle, she reaches her arms out, pointing it at Izzy, then continuing the trajectory to make a circle back towards the bear	Jumps towards Izzy	Izzy turns and looks at Anna	Turns to face Anna, arms are wide	Stops
0.31		Looks up at the bear	Kneeling on the floor, both hands reach up to grip the fur of the bear	Returns to stand close to the bear		Arms reach out towards the bear	Runs back towards the bear
0.32		Looks at the bear	Knees are bent, both hands are buried in the fur of the bear	Stands at her side of the bear	Looks at the bear	Knees are bent, both hands are buried in the fur of the bear	Stands at her side of the bear
0.33		Big smile	Straightening her knees, Anna turns to look at the camera			Bending her knees, Izzy crouches down to touch the bear lower down	
0.34	Anna “Argh”		Anna turns back towards the bear, and rubs her armpits on his fur				
0.35	Anna – “tickled me”			Jumps away from the bear, out of shot			
0.36			Out of shot, Anna jumps (you can hear her shoes on the floor)			Izzy stands up and jumps on the spot, arms high up in the air	
0.38			Reaches out and touches with both her hands	Anna returns to the bear	Looks up at the bear		Izzy steps backwards away from the bear
0.39				Anna dances away from the bear	Izzy looks at Anna		Stands still, a little back from the bear
0.42				Anna returns to the bear	Looking deliberately at Anna		Izzy walks away from the bear, with a skipping motion
0.43	Izzy “He, huh”	Looking at Izzy	Bends her knees and wiggles her bum, while touching the bear with both hands				Turns and runs back to the bear
0.45		Looks at the camera	Reaches across and touches the tree trunk with her right hand			Bends her knees and touches the bear with both hands	Reaches the bear
0.48		Looks at camera	Bends forward, laughing. Leans into the bear so the fur touches her face, with one leg lifted off the floor	Steps back		Crouches down low to touch the bear at the bottom	
0.51			Holding the bear with two hands, she does a dance, lifting each foot in turn high off the ground			Squats deeply on the ground, with both arms touching the bear	
0.53				Walks around the bear towards the tree trunk	Gazes up at the bear	Stands up	
0.55			Grabs the tree trunk with both hands	Stops at the tree trunk	Looks out at the rest of the room	Still touching the bear with both hands	
0.57		She stares at Daljeet	Daljeet approaches and stands near the tree. Anna reaches up as high as she can and leans into the bear, touching him with the length of both of her arms	Anna runs back to her side of the bear	Looking at Daljeet and smiling	Izzy stands with arms wide	
1.0			Turns away from the bear	Walks away from the bear and away from Izzy, does a jump off camera		Turns away from the bear	Takes a step towards the centre of the room
1.03			Anna is not near the bear, and is off camera				Izzy walks in a wide circle around the side of the bear and towards Anna’s side of the room, doing a couple of little jumps
1.08			Neither girl is on camera anymore				









Chapter 8: Creating traditions: the temporal dimensions of the production of museum space

“But when she’s, when they are all together, she’s very actively involved, and very proprietary, you know, ‘I know this place’, she acting like she’s a bit like, you know. And I guess Izzy’s probably similar, they get used to going and then she’s like, oh yes I know what’s here, I can put these headphones on, and this bike that daddy gets on and cycles on and the dance mat.”
Interview with Samantha and Mike, 5th Oct 2011

“From this area, we moved to the art gallery. ‘What you do’ in the art gallery seems to have been very set and agreed by the group now. All four children immediately ran to the drawing area, grabbed a piece of paper and a pencil and began to lie on the benches in ‘drawing posture’, drawing on pieces of paper.”
Fieldnotes 13th October 2011

In the previous two chapters, I have demonstrated firstly, how children’s walking and running was essential to both their coming to know about the museum, and to their multimodal communicative practices (chapter 6). Secondly, I have argued that embodied communicative meaning making was a social practice, which engendered particular kinds of intersubjectivity and emplaced knowing (chapter 7). In this chapter I focus on the repetition of certain of the same multimodal communicative practices by the same children in the same locations across numerous museum visits. As I described in chapter 1, returning to the same locations and objects in the museum to perform the same (or variations of the same) sorts of embodied meaning making at these locations, over subsequent visits, was a characteristic of the families’ meaning making in the museum.

I came to think of these repeated practices as ‘traditions’, and the significance of these repeated and anticipated activities were articulated by both myself in my fieldnotes and by parents in the interviews they gave (an example of both of which are given in the quotations at the start of this chapter). These traditions, which are summarised in table 8.1, were practices orientated around movement and embodied meaning making, instigated by the children, which came to define the museum visits for both adults and children in this study. In this chapter, I draw on the literature on time (Compton-Lilly, forthcoming; Pahl, 2007; Pahl and Rowsell, 2007) in ethnography, and on traditionalisation (Hymes, 1975; Ren-Amos, 1984), to understand this process further. In chapter 6, I highlighted the changing ways in which children used running and walking to make meaning in the museum over subsequent visits, as an unfamiliar place became a familiar one to them. In early visits, the museum was unfamiliar and the children were just beginning to develop socially situated communicative practices in this location. Over time, shared knowledge about embodied ways of experiencing different locations in the museum was developed by the children, and used to build social relationships by indicating membership of the group (chapter 7). Through this process, certain embodied actions became linked with specific locations in the museums; abstract knowledge of place gave way to emplaced understandings (Christensen, 2003), in that shared meanings and memories were attached to these locations. 

In chapter 5, I explained the role of this repetition in my analysis of the experience of the museum for the children. As Law (2004) points out, social science research is not just reflective of reality, but produces it. Just as I argue that the establishment of traditions in the museum was important to the adults and children in this study, I am also aware of how important this was to my own experience of the museum. I still work with and do research in both museums, and my understanding of the meaning of certain locations in these museums has been permanently transformed as a result of the fieldwork I describe here. In chapter 1, I pointed out the relationship between my knowledge of the museum and the families’ knowledge of the museum emerging from this study. For example, the impact of these traditions on my own conception of the museum doubtless influenced my analysis, outlined in chapter 5. Engagement with my fieldnotes and video footage returned me emotionally and imaginatively to the embodied experience of being in the field (Pink, 2009), and therefore the significance of repeated traditions emerging from the analysis is hardly surprising. I trace in chapter 5 how knowledge about the museum was produced as a collaborative process between myself and the participants, and our shared knowledge of these embodied and situated traditions is a part of that shared experience.

In this chapter, I focus on the temporality and spatiality of these repetitions and the emergence of traditions in the museum over the course of the fieldwork. Drawing on theories of time (Adam, 2006; Lemke, 2000) and also theories of space (Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 2005), I consider what this repetition of embodied activities in the museum can reveal about the process of the social production of space by the children and their families.

Repeated embodied actions in specific locations

Drawing on the incidence of co-occurrence table in appendices 3 and 4, table 8.1 summarises some of the key repeated practices I observed in the museum over subsequent visits. During the analytic process, I used free coding around a framework of the imagined and experienced museum, cutting and pasting all relevant examples from my fieldnotes into sub categories of this framework (see chapter 5 for full details of this). This process privileged the identification of repetition across subsequent visits, and table 8.1 is drawn from this analysis.  

It is interesting to compare this table with table 6.2 (see chapter 6). While certain locations in the museum were clearly more popular than others, and were visited repeatedly by the children, it was only in certain of these locations, and around certain objects or spaces within these locations, that specific traditions developed. 





Table 8.1 The repetitions of embodied practices in the museum
Park museum
	16/6	20/6	21/7	11/8	3/9	22/9	8/10	13/10	17/11	19/11	Repetition of an embodied practice	Experimentation and development
Banging the drum and / or marching in the Arctic gallery 	X	X	X	X		X	X	X	X		During 8 museum visits, the children visited the Arctic gallery and banged the drums. On many of these occasions, they also marched around while banging the drums. 	This was one of the most popular activities in the gallery, and the children frequently argued over access to the drum and drum sticks. They also experimented a lot during these episodes, for example using different items as substitute drumsticks, or banging different parts of the exhibition with the drumsticks.On visits near the end of the research (13th Oct and 17th Nov), Bryan and Izzy took the drums outside the Arctic gallery.
Adopting the ‘drawing posture’ in the art gallery 	X		X	X		X		X			There were 5 visits when the children drew in the art gallery; on each of these visits, drawing only took place in the drawing posture. Four children in total (Bryan, Izzy, Millie and Liam) employed the drawing posture.  	The drawing posture was striking in its repetition rather than experimentation and change. However, as the popularity of the ‘drawing posture’ in the art gallery waned, the children began to take paper and pencils from the art gallery and drew with them in different locations in the museum (not using the ‘drawing posture’). Therefore, this could be seen as an evolution of the practice.
Dancing in the art gallerySee also table 8.5	X		X	X	X						Over 4 subsequent visits, the children went to the art gallery, pressed the button and danced. This was led by Millie and Izzy, but all six children visiting Park museum took part in this practice at least once.	As more children began to dance in the art gallery, there was a great deal of experimentation with the form of dancing. For example, on 3rd Sept, Emily and Izzy (instigated by Emily) danced in circles around their respective dads. Note – the movement that took place on 11th August was mainly running in laps in time to the music in the art gallery. Therefore, it is a borderline case for categorising as dancing in the art gallery.
House museum
	23/6	14/7	25 /8	24/9	29/9	28/10	24/11		
Running to and peeping around Marco the bear	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	Anna and Izzy visited Marco the bear every time. They actively looked for each other as they approached the bear, and immediately took part in the same embodied activities. On the visits Natasha was also at the museum, she sometimes joined in.	The repetition of almost identical behaviour around Marco the bear was the most striking thing about these episodes, rather than experimentation over time.




The semiotic properties of dressing up clothes

In one of the upstairs rooms of House museum, a small octagon-shaped gallery was redisplayed during the summer of 2011 to create an exhibition about toys through the ages. It was a very popular room with the families, as the parents liked looking at the old toys, some of which they remembered from childhood, and the children liked playing there; the room had a dolls house, drawing materials, and a large tub of dressing up clothes. The dressing up clothes became a particular favourite, and for every visit following the redisplay of the gallery in August 2011, the children asked to go to this room and tried on the dressing up clothes. The vignette below provides an example of the action that occurred during episodes of dressing up. 

Vignette of Anna, Izzy and Natasha dressing up, 24th September, House Museum
Wearing a pink transparent skirt covered in metal disks, and a yellow pillbox hat with a veil, Anna assumes a haughty and dignified pose as she walks around the room. She tells the others, ‘I am a queen!’ Then she jumps up and down and dances, making the metal disks on her skirt jangle. Izzy and Natasha watch her, and later both take it in turns to try on the pink skirt and yellow hat. 
Please watch FLIP video 8.1 on the memory stick now

In this vignette, Anna, Natasha and Izzy give particular attention to the pink skirt and yellow hat, selecting and focusing on these two items of clothing from a large tub containing many others. These items of clothing had material properties, which the girls were particularly interested in at the time; the colour pink and sparkles. The experience of wearing these items has embodied elements, in that they looked and felt a certain way to wear, and jangled when one moved. In addition, there was an imaginative aspect to the experience, as Anna began to create a narrative about the clothing representing ‘a queen’. 

Over five museum visits, Izzy, Anna and Natasha established dressing up with certain clothes from this box as a tradition. Specific items of the clothing became imbued with greater significance; the process of sharing these specific items of clothing and taking turns to wear them was the chief activity during the dressing up session. In addition, Anna and Izzy in particular developed narratives and shared understandings and meanings they wished to attach to these items of clothing. The chief among these items of clothing to receive this special attention was the pink skirt and yellow hat. However, there were others, all of which are summarised with images, in table 8.2 below. 

Table 8.2 The clothing that the children selected most frequently from the dressing up box in the octagon gallery at House museum
A pink halter neck top and skirt, made of transparent synthetic fabric, with many jangly metal disks attached, and a yellow pillbox hat with a veil, slightly medieval in style.	
A pointy black and purple witch’s hat and a pair of black harem pants with white lace trimming and a row of golden metal disks down the side.	
Large purple hood / hat, sometimes worn with matching long purple robes with silver stars down the front. 	

Over the course of five museum visits, chiefly Anna and Izzy, and during some visits Natasha, took it in turns to wear certain dressing up outfits, and discussed their meaning through words and embodied actions. Table 8.3 summarises the visits in which the children dressed up, and who wore which outfits on each visit. 

The second column of table 8.3 shows the strategies that Anna, in particular, employed to ensure the group visited this room during the museum visits. This included asking directly, and later appealing to the Children’s Centre staff’s interest in the paper-based trail (see chapter 6) by suggesting ‘I think there will be a teddy bear in the dressing up room’ (finding teddy bears was the challenge set by the paper-based trail). On the first two visits to the dressing up room, Izzy and Anna only tried on the pink skirt and yellow hat, taking it in turns to do this.  On later visits, either Izzy or Anna tried on the pink skirt and yellow hat first, and the other girl tried on a different outfit, then they would swap over. Table 8.3 shows the range of outfits the children took it in turns to try on during the dressing up episodes. During this trying on and swapping, the children took part in both verbal and embodied forms of attaching meaning to the items of clothing, often negotiating between themselves. For example, the children looked at each other wearing the outfits, looked in the mirror provided, experimented with moving around in different ways while wearing the outfits, and named characters the outfits represented, such as witch or princess. Table 8.4 below provides more detail of this process. 

Walking around in the costumes and experimenting with movement was an important part of the dressing up episodes. Anna walked in a ‘haughty way’ when dressed as a queen in September. She wafted her arms as wings when dressed as a butterfly in October. Izzy and Anna stood opposite each other, posing or running on the spot (reminiscent of the greetings I described in chapter 6) once they had put on their outfits. The girls would also walk round and round the room in a circle, one behind the other, while wearing their outfits. 

Through both verbalisation and embodied movements, the children created shared experiences about what wearing the outfits was like and meant (as argued in chapter 7). This was important for both meaning making in the museum and development of social relationships. 

Repeated visits to the toys exhibition meant that the ways in which the children used verbal and non-verbal communication to attach meanings to the dressing up clothes become more sophisticated with each visit. From 29th September onwards, the children experimented with wearing more outfits (table 8.4 second column), which meant that they could interact while wearing the outfits. The interaction increased over the visits, from standing opposite each other, to walking around the room, to singing and swaying (table 8.4, third column). Anna’s experiments with different kinds of movement while dressed up also became richer over the course of the visits, and Izzy began to copy these movements, creating embodied intersubjectivity (chapter 7) (table 8.4, fourth column). From the 28th October, Anna and Izzy also carried out verbalised discussions in which they negotiated the meanings they attached to the outfits (such as princess, witch, butterfly / ladybird) (table 8.4, fifth column). These meanings were constructed by the children; most of the dressing up clothing they selected to represent these characters could have been used to create a number of different imagined characters / meanings. 






Table 8.3 Summary of dressing up episodes at House museum

Date and participants	Arriving at the octagon gallery	Anna wore	Izzy wore	Other children involved
25th August, Anna and Izzy	Came across the new exhibition in the octagon gallery – a new and unfamiliar space	Pink skirt and yellow hat	Pink skirt and yellow hat	No
24th SeptNatasha, Anna, Izzy	We went directly to this room first when we got upstairs	Pink skirt and yellow hat	Pink skirt and yellow hat	Natasha: Pink skirt and yellow hat
29th September Anna and Izzy	When downstairs, the children told K they wanted to find the dressing up clothes, and I guide people to the room	Pink skirt and yellow hatTHENWizard’s purple hat	Wizard’s purple hatTHENPink skirt and yellow hat	
28th OctAnna and Izzy	Anna said ‘I think there will be a teddy bear in the dressing up room?’ So we all headed upstairs to the dressing up room	Pink skirt and top and yellow hatTHENA large pair of butterfly wings	Knight’s hoodTHENPink skirt and yellow hat	




Table 8.4 Summary of the embodied and verbalised meaning making the children took part in while dressing up

Date and participants	Number of outfits worn	Interaction while wearing the outfits	Embodied meaning given to the outfits	Verbalised meaning given to the outfits
25th August, Anna and Izzy	One each	None	None recorded	None recorded
24th SeptNatasha, Anna, Izzy	One each	The girls took it in turns to try on the outfit	Anna walks in ‘haughty way’ around the room	Anna says “I am a queen”
29th September Anna and Izzy	Two each	The girls each select an outfit, then swap overWearing outfits at the same time gives more opportunity for interactions; the girls stood facing each other and dancing around in circles 	.	
28th OctAnna and Izzy	Two each (three different outfits in total)	The two girls walked around the room wearing their clothing, looking in the mirror and at each other	Wearing the pink skirt and yellow hat, Anna dances and jumps so that the metal disks on her skirt jangleWearing the butterfly wings, Anna floats her arms into the air, like wings.	When Izzy copies Anna’s floaty arms, Anna tells her “ladybirds and butterflies fly, not princesses.”




Dancing in the art gallery as a group identity practice

In chapter 7, I described the material characteristics of the art gallery at Park museum (see also figure 7.1) and the way in which the children repeatedly chose to adopt “the drawing posture” and draw in one corner of the gallery. The other tradition which came to be associated with this room was dancing, which the children did in response to a piece of music which played when visitors pressed a button positioned under one of the paintings in the gallery (see chapter 7 for a description of the gallery). Dancing in the art gallery was something all six children did at Park museum, over four subsequent visits, as summarised in table 8.5. They all also learnt, by observing each other, how to press the button and start the music themselves. The vignette below describes what happened on 16th June visit, which was the first time during the study that the children danced in the art gallery. 

Vignette of Millie and Bryan dancing in the art gallery at Park Museum, 16th June
Tina (Millie’s mum) presses a button underneath a picture called ‘The Butler’ and French cafe style music begins playing, filling the art gallery. Millie immediately runs into the middle of the room and begins to dance, spinning around, waving her arms in the air, big smile, running in circles.  After a few minutes, Bryan and his mum Clare enter the art gallery; they have been exploring the natural history gallery together, and Clare is holding a video camera. Bryan sees Millie and immediately copies her by dancing himself; jumping up and down and doing moves that look like break dancing on the floor.

When the music stops, Millie runs over to the button and presses it to start the music again. Bryan follows her and stares intently as she does this. Then both children dance again. As the music comes to an end for the second time, Millie stands near the button, waiting for it to stop so she can press it and start the music. Bryan jumps and runs up and down around the art gallery, and his mum films everything on the video camera. When the music stops again, Bryan shyly approaches the button and presses it himself. Once again, music fills the room. 
Please watch FLIP video 8.2 on the memory stick now.

The music that Bryan and Millie heard when they pressed the button was French accordion music, which has its roots in classical dance music. Therefore, although the intention of the museum was for people to listen to the music and look at the painting, Bryan and Millie bypassed this intention; they instead identified the original purpose of the music; to dance. Millie, in particular, fits her style of dancing to the music she can hear; the music is elegant, repetitive, and therefore has a circular quality, which is reflected in the style of dancing Millie chooses to enact.  In addition, the art gallery space itself is large, bright and particularly open, which seemed to invite the children to move around it; running laps of the gallery was something 
the children also often did in this gallery. 

The dancing performed by Bryan and Millie during the above vignette can be seen as a response to the sensory, emplaced experience of the large, bright, open art gallery space.  In addition, the dancing was very much a social act, of collaboratively performed embodied meaning making. Although the children had different styles of dancing, and did not dance near to each other or imitate each other, multimodal transcription of the video footage of the dancing on 16th June revealed how the children communicated with each other as they danced, working together to fill the art gallery space with music and with their footsteps. 

As table 8.5 shows, the practice of pressing the button and dancing to the music was significant during the summer visits. By September, the children stopped pressing the button or dancing to the music, and around the same time, their interest in going to the art gallery at all waned. 






Table 8.5 Summary of the episodes of dancing in the art gallery at Park Museum

Date and participants	Went to art gallery	Played music	Danced to the music
16th June – Mille and Bryan	Yes	Tina pressed the button, then Millie twice, then Bryan	Millie danced by herself initially. When Bryan found her in the art gallery, she joined in the dancing, and they danced together for an extended period of time
20th June	Yes	No	No
21st July – Millie, Sienna, Izzy	Yes	Millie and Izzy both pressed the button to start the music	Millie and Izzy mainly drew while the music was playing, while Sienna danced
11th August – Millie, Izzy, Liam, Bryan	Yes	All four children spent a long time in the art gallery; at different points, both Liam and Izzy pressed the button to start the music	All four children danced when the music played









Emerging social and spatial processes over time

Time has historically occupied a special significance to ethnography, because of the emphasis the discipline places on researchers spending extended periods of time with the communities they seek to understand (Macdonald, 2001). This extended period of time is so essential to what ethnography is, that questions may be raised about whether or how studies involving shorter periods of fieldwork can even count as ethnography (Jeffrey and Troman, 2004) However, as I discuss in chapter 3, a sense of uncertainty or crisis around the role of anthropology in a globalised world involved a critique of ethnographers for their tendency to fix cultural practices in static time and place (Agar, 1996; Comaroff and Comaroff, 1992; Spradley, 1979) and for focusing only on the micro, excluding social forces which impact on daily practices (Hammersley, 2006). More recently, therefore, ethnographers have considered in more depth the significance of time. For example, considering micro and macro timescales can act as a heuristic for understanding daily cultural practices (Compton-Lilly, 2014; Pahl, 2007). In their concept of “sedimented identities in texts”, Rowsell and Pahl (2007) illustrate how the location, authorship and processes of production of texts can reference identities of the text maker, drawing on different timescales and places. 

Adam (2006) stresses the distinction between machine time and lived time of everyday life. She argues for the role of culture in understanding time as "culture is inescapably tied to the human relationship to time" (p.120), and suggests that the purpose of myth and ritual may be to ‘arrest time’. By this term, Adam means the use of cultural practices by humans to try to disrupt or transcend the natural flow of time (which leads eventually to death in terms of human existence) by creating a sense that time is standing still, or being delineated in new, human controlled ways. When the children in my study created transient, ephemeral traditions in the museum, which they repeated over a number of visits, there are implications, therefore, for how time is arrested or invoked. Within folklore studies, traditions are understood as processes, rooted in the social and enacted over time (Ben-Amos, 1984; Hymes, 1975). Hymes (1975) argues that all groups attempt to ‘traditionalize’ aspects of their culture, and this is achieved by performing the traditions, in order to keep them alive and pass them on to others. Since many traditions are passed on by doing, the process of transmitting them also becomes a process of composition or recreation (Ben-Amos, 1984; Hymes, 1975).

In his discussion of how processes and patterns of human behaviour can emerge over time in a classroom, Lemke, (2000) highlights the range of timescales over which human activity takes place. While Lemke argues that the majority of processes impact on the timescale immediately above and below within his typology, it is also possible for long-time-scale processes to impact on very short-term immediate events. In particular, signs, texts, material objects or environments can play a role in transferring the knowledge and meaning of long-time-scale processes across time, so that they become relevant and powerful in the immediate short term. Lemke (2000) gives examples of a Samurai warrior sword, imbued with the traditions and teachings of generations, being used to behead one who insults the honour of the clan. In this case, the material qualities of the sword are not only relevant, but also the long-time-scale meaning it carries and transfers with it across generations. 

Lemke’s description of this process of heterochrony is useful for thinking about the situated and temporal nature of dancing in the art gallery at Park museum and dressing up at House museum. From Lemke’s (2000) perspective, the locations (such as the art gallery at Park museum) and material objects (such as the yellow hat and pink skirt at House museum) acted as objects of semiotic mediation, bringing to the fore for the children a timescale of previous visits to the museum, over and above, for example, previous experiences in other parts of the museum, or the many activities and experiences they had had outside of the museum in the intervening month. In this way, the material qualities of the museum place evoked for the children the embodied sensations and ways of knowing they had collaboratively developed together on previous visits, allowing them to build on the meaning making which occurred in the same location many weeks before. In the example I gave of dressing up at House museum, I argue that this enabled the children to develop and deepen their shared embodied knowledge of what it meant to dress up in these clothes over a series of visits. In the example of dancing at Park museum, the semiotic mediation of the art gallery space referenced for the children a sense of group belonging and previous shared experiences in the art gallery from previous visits. By pressing the button again and dancing again in the art gallery, the children referenced their shared history and embodied knowledge of this location, through embodied meaning making.  

The social production of the museum space

I have argued in chapter 7 that the children’s embodied multimodal meaning making in the museum produced certain kinds of shared emplaced knowing (Pink, 2009). Ingold (2007) argues that moving through is essentially a place making activity, and therefore, drawing on Ingold, Pink (2008, p.179) has pointed out that “the making of routes is implicated in the making of place.” In this sense, the children’s embodied meaning making in the museum is not only a way in which they produced shared ways of knowing (chapter 7), but a process through which they made place (chapter 6). Lefebvre’s (1991) theory of social production stresses the bringing together of the spatial, temporal and social in “a balanced three-sided relation of the social, the historical and the spatial.” (Soja, 2004, p.xiv). Massey’s (2005) theory of ‘throwntogetherness’ provides a model for how this process might work. 

Place is therefore defined by “throwntogetherness”, the unavoidable challenge of negotiating the here-and-now (itself drawing on a history and geography of thens and theres).
(Massey, 2005, p.140)

Massey’s theory of ‘throwntogetherness’ stresses, therefore, the temporal nature of moving through space. As we progress geographically through the world, we also progress temporally; time moves on as space continually changes because, by making a journey, one is a participant in the continual construction of space. 

Lefebvre’s (1991) concept of perceived, conceived and lived space is a useful frame to apply in order to understand the changing nature of the production of space over time by the families in the museum. As I outlined in chapter 2, perceived space relates to daily routine and embodied practices which take place in space; for example, when dressing up in the octagon gallery at House museum, unpacking the clothes from the dressing up box, putting them on, sharing this experience together and experiencing it bodily was the way in which space was primarily perceived at that point. Lefebvre’s (1991) conceived space is about the way in which space is represented mentally, which Lefebvre claims is mainly verbal or written in nature. I argue that space can be conceived both verbally (or in writing) and “something other and more than mere words” (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003, p.88) through remembered phenomenological experiences of embodied sensations. As the children tried on dressing up clothes, they attached meanings to the clothes, based on both the physical experience of wearing the clothes (how they perceived them), the collaborative input of the other children who were there, and also referring to previous knowledge and experience of culturally meaningful characters, such as princesses and witches (how they conceived them). However, these meanings and understandings developed over time. By this I mean that on the first visit, the pink skirt and yellow hat were perceived by the children for their material qualities, and, by Anna, for the way in which they looked like something a queen would wear. By the last visit, the pink skirt and yellow hat were still perceived, but they were also more strongly conceived, as female royal items (queen or princess), which necessitated walking in a certain way when wearing them, for example. Additionally, the pink skirt and yellow hat carried social meaning; the act of taking it in turns to try the items on during every visit was also part of how these material items were conceived, and the repeated trying on of the items over subsequent visits referenced the shared previous experiences in the museum, or the history of the friendships. Therefore, on later museum visits, the conception of space in the museum was dominated by the memories and meanings created on previous visits. 

Therefore, embodied meaning making of the children cannot be considered in isolation, but must be understood within a temporal context; each episode references previous action in this location in the museum. In addition, each episode is a social interaction, which builds on previous social interactions between these friends. Finally, the episodes reference wider life, an element of the meaning, which was more difficult for me to trace during my research, because of the way in which I focused my ethnographic methodology on the museum visits themselves. 

In other words, sociality and spatiality are mutually constitutive and this socio-spatial dialectic, as I have called it, develops in space and time as intertwined histories and geographies, as geohistory. Putting space first is thus not a rejection of historical or social analysis but incorporation of them in a balanced three-sided relation of the social, the historical and the spatial.
(Soja, 2004, p.xiv)

During the summer of 2011, pressing the button and dancing around to that particular piece of music was powerfully attached to the meaning of the art gallery location, spatially (it created a specific, sensory, embodied experience of the location), socially (it was the activity which this group of friends did in this location, as a shared experience) and temporally (it referenced the previous times the children had danced in the art gallery, their shared memories of previous visits, and growing knowledge of and confidence in the museum) (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 2004). In this way, a particular version of the art gallery place was produced by the children, through a process in which space, time and sociality were inseparable (Lefebvre, 1991).
Dimensions of spatial history

Drawing on Lefebvre (1991), Leander and Sheehy (2004) examine the production of social space through literacy practices. Leander (2004) stresses the need to “move outward from focal data to practices stretched over broader expanses of space and time” (p.117). 

In Leander’s (2004) examination of the spatial history of a classroom interaction, he considers how the participants in the action are both organised by social space and transform it through their interactions, through multiple relations with different “spatial-historical processes” (p.116). Drawing on Leander’s analysis, table 8.6 considers two previous examples from the study, drawing in the art gallery at Park museum and interacting with Marco the bear at House museum, through the lens of differing “spatial-historical process” (Leander, 2004, p.116). 






Table 8.6 Dimensions of spatial history at the museum
Drawing in the art gallery at Park Museum	Interacting with Marco the bear at House museum	Dimensions of spatial history
The art gallery as a bright, open space in a museum which generally feels bright, lively and child dominated	The gallery feels like a grand and ‘adult’ space	Sensory, emplaced spatiality
Existing group of friends, membership of the friendship group	New friendships forming during the visits organised by the Children’s Centre	Sociality
Drawing references – something the children do at home, mark making as a ‘schooled’ activity	Marco the bear – possible associations with being scary, or exotic, sensory experience as soft and furry	Focus for the action is both perceived and conceived
Museum as a new location / museum as a location we have been to before	Museum as a new location / museum as a location we have been to before	History

Even during early visits, the meaning making of the children in the museum did not exist purely within the contexts of perception and sociality. The children brought previous experiences and understanding to their meaning making in the museum, and in particular I have tried to trace what I regard as some of the possible ways in which ‘the drawing posture’ and Marco the bear may have been conceived as well as perceived. Drawing was an activity the children were familiar with at home; they had a growing awareness of certain adult social conventions around drawing (see above) and the status of mark making as a ‘schooled’ activity. The bear was a dramatic object, which immediately attracted the children’s attention when we entered the room. As well as perceived / sensory dimensions to the bear, such as his great size and soft fur, it is likely that the children brought other conceptions to the idea of the bear, such as bears being scary or exotic. Anna alludes to this in her game of repeatedly jumping ‘out of reach’ of the bear. Certainly the bear would have been conceived as an object of which nothing similar existed in any other domain of the children’s everyday lives. 

Finally, the museum visits existed within their own history, moving from the first visit when the museum was an unfamiliar place, through to visits towards the end of the research, when the museum was a familiar place. Both the drawing postures at Park Museum and the encounters with Marco the bear at House museum, existed within an historical context in which the first episode was a spontaneous and creative embodied response to what the children encountered in the museum, drawing on both the sensory and material elements of the museum place, and multimodal communicative interactions with others, to co-create a response to the stimulus. Future episodes held a specific significance because they referenced the previous similar episodes.

Leander and Sheehy (2004) have argued that words are productive of social space. In the examples I have provided in this chapter, embodied communicative practices, drawing mainly on non verbal modes, are also productive of social space, in that space came to be understood through the medium of embodied and emplaced knowing. 








Chapter 9: Families’ meaning making in the museum, and the trialectic of human experience

My study has focused on two groups of parents and children, creating established ways of being and knowing in two specific locations, House museum and Park museum. In the previous three chapters, I have presented various aspects of this experience, by discussing what the children and families did in the museums, and what this reveals about their embodied, emplaced meaning making during this field work. The purpose of this chapter is to summarise and draw together the ideas emerging from the previous three chapters. 

In order to offer a meta analysis of some of the overarching themes from the study, I will draw on the seminal work of Lefebvre (1991) who stated that space operates in a trialectic relationship with time and sociality. Therefore, following Lefebvre (1991), the lived experiences of the children and families in this study, during their visits to the museums, were produced in the trialectic relationship between time, space and sociality. The discussion in this chapter is structured around these three concepts; sociality, time and space. In each section, I will consider how space, time and sociality were conceptualised within my research, and the implications of this for the knowledge that the research generated. 





The data I collected during this study has been dominated by the social interactions that took place between children, between adults, and between children and adults together. The analytic frame for this study has emphasised the non-verbal and ephemeral aspects of these interactions, drawing on multimodality (Kress, 1997), anthropology (Finnegan, 2002) and sensory perspectives (Pink, 2007). This has been important for understanding the children’s role in these social interactions, because so much of the children’s communication, in particular, was through non-verbal modes. By emphasising the non-verbal and ephemeral aspects of communicative practices, this study has foregrounded the children’s role in the social production of space (Lefebvre, 1991). 

Studies which focus on understanding the meaning making of young children from their own perspectives have illustrated the role of gaze (Lancaster, 2003), gesture (Flewitt, 2005), assemblages of household objects (Kress, 1997) and play (Wohlwend, 2009) in meaning making. Kress (1997) describes a car made on the floor out of drawers and a pillow, which served an immediate play purpose. Pahl (2002) describes a young boy casting a string of beads onto the floor to form the outline of different countries related to the boy’s identity. Even within verbal communication, studies have shown silence (Markstrom, 2009) and cacophony of noise (Danby, 2002) have a role to play in children’s meaning making, alongside words. Studies of children’s experiences from a spatial perspective have shown that young children’s embodied interaction with places can encrypt knowledge of their neighbourhoods (Christensen, 2003, Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003), drive peer interactions (Danby, 2002, Procter, 2013) and are connected to symbolic meaning and memories attached to these spaces (Burke, 2007, Hallden, 2003). Interpretations of children’s purposes and understanding of their competences may be obscured by a preoccupation with the demands of school (Hackett, 2012) and curriculum (Wood, 2013) and a privileging of verbal communication (Danby, 2002, Flewitt, 2005). The findings of my study add to this body of work, and emphasise the need to consider the multimodality of communication, particularly non-verbal modes, in understandings of how social interactions occur.

Scholars in recent years have emphasised the nature of children as social actors in their own right (James and Prout, 1997). However, more recently, James (2013) has drawn attention to the need to understand socialisation as a two-way process. She draws on Smart’s concept of ‘personal lives’ to describe children as individuals living their lives in relation to others, in a model which evokes both structure and agency. Episodes I discuss from my dataset in chapters 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate this two-way process of socialisation taking place in the museum, through both verbal and non-verbal interactions. This process created knowledge about the museum, which was embodied and emplaced, leading to a sense of group identity and participation through embodied meaning making in museum places. 

Frequently, the children in the study led social interactions in the museum through the physical movement of their bodies. An example of this is the tendency, described in chapter 6, for children in the study to lead the way down the corridors of the museum, running along learnt routes to favoured locations. At different points during the visits, the adults either allowed and encouraged this sense of autonomy, or stepped in to modify or intervene. However, all parents talked positively in their interviews about the sense of autonomy their children seemed to have during the visits. Parents equated children’s knowledge of the routes around the museum with their confidence and enjoyment in that place (Hackett, 2012). 

Dancing in the art gallery at Park Museum, and interacting with Marco the bear at House museum (chapter 7) are further examples of embodied meaning making, which was child led. By this I mean that the social interactions that dominated these episodes were innovated by the children, not modelled by the parents. In this process of traditionalisation (Hymes, 1975), the children rather than the adults were the tradition bearers (Bauman cited in Ben-Amos, 1984). In other models of the role of the museum in families’ learning in a museum, children are frequently positioned in a deficit, as the ignorant participants of the party, in need of scaffolding and education from the parents and the museum itself (see chapter 2). In contrast, the lens I adopt in this study has recognised the role of the children in this two-way process of socialisation (James, 2013), which produced the museum as a social space. An emphasis on non-verbal and embodied aspects of communication has been key to how sociality and, therefore children’s agency, was conceptualised in my research.

An emphasis on the non-verbal aspects of socialisation may also have an effect on how the role of ‘the good parent’ (Nichols et al., 2009) may be conceptualised within processes of socialisation (James, 2013). Within early childhood learning, the paradigm of children as future adults (James and Prout, 1997) is expressed in the concept of the ‟not-yet ready” child (Nichols et al., 2009). As Nichols et al. (2009) point out, the role of parents is strongly implicated by policy as the solution to the “not-yet-ready” child (Nichols et al. 2009). As a consequence, parenting practices become publically performed acts, as parents are aware that others are evaluating them and their effectiveness as a parent (Blackford, 2004; Hackett, 2012; Nichols, 2002). Parents may become pathologised for failing to socialise their children in the specific ways that society demands (Clarke, 2006; Heydon and Iannacci, 1998; James, 2013). Parenting within the discourse of ‘the good parent’ can be a task of negotiation and compromise by parents, as their lived experience does not seem to fit with visions of good parenting created by policy makers (Lomax, 2012; Nichols, 2002; Nichols et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2012). 

Schooled discourses tend to place the emphasis on children’s verbal competencies, and on verbal communication between parents and children as the gold standard in family interactions. Kukla (2008) has argued that measures of success in motherhood reference culturally specific Western values. Anthropological studies of communicative practices also provide rich evidence that communicative practices are culturally specific (Finnegan, 2002; Heath, 1983; Ochs, 1982,; Rogoff, 2003). Therefore, a foregrounding of non-verbal communicative modes in understandings of the socialisation of children (James, 2013) may result in a more culturally appropriate and nuanced understanding of how children and adults produce social interactions in places. This may offer an alternative to the deficit models critiqued by Clarke (2006), Heydon and Iannacci (1998), James (2013) and Nichols et al. (2009), among others. 







The repetition of certain actions in the museum at different points in time, on subsequent museum visits, has emerged from my research, as discussed in chapter 8. As the children moved through time, from a time around their second birthday, to a time around their third birthday when the fieldwork ended, they experienced many changes in their lives and in their relationships with the museum, and with each other. 

As James and Prout (1997) point out, developmentalism is a dominating concept in terms of research around childhood and children. Billington and Williams (forthcoming) among others (e.g. Burman, 2007; Parker 2005) take a critical view of the “disabling forms of practice” which educational and developmental psychology have historically engendered. Within developmental psychology, Piaget’s theory of children’s competences as divided into a series of age-related stages stresses a logical and linear progression for children through time. As a way of conceptualising the passing of time in children’s lives, child development, I argue, stresses the linear, manmade, measurable and predictable. In chapter 8 I discussed the work of Adam (2006), who makes a distinction between machine time and the lived time of everyday life. Systems of measuring and tracking time transform a process of nature into something designed and controlled by humans. Within this framework, child development can be considered, I argue, a form of human designed time. 

Adam (2006) points out that, historically, the ability to measure time has been associated with power and control of individuals and communities. Ancient calendar systems were often accessible only to rulers, who used them to determine when religious rituals, or planting and harvesting of crops, should take place, for example. 

Thus, time reckoning, the getting to know temporal processes and rhythmic patterns, is also knowledge for practical use. It is know-how knowledge for the structuring, ordering, synchronizing and regulating of social life. Moreover, it is knowledge that engenders a sense of ownership and control.
(Adam, 2006, p.122)

This relationship between measuring time and power, control and practical know how is applicable to thinking about the impact of developmentalism on childhood (Billington and Williams, forthcoming). James and Prout (1997) describe developmentalism as a dominating concept, grounded in theories of child development, within which children are seen as passive and incomplete. Developmentalism can be seen as a specific way of measuring and conceptualising the passing of time in children’s lives which has emphasised “structuring, ordering, synchronizing and regulating of social life” (Adam, 2006, p.122) and measuring children’s competencies in relation to their age and the passing of time.

Flewitt (2005, 2006) has illustrated how, within a dominant paradigm of child development, children’s participation in the nursery classroom is differently judged depending on their preferred communicative styles. In many cases, adult led interactions during nursery literacy activities defined the parameters for children’s communication, and the emphasis placed on verbal communication in the early years curriculum means that the voices of children whose communicative practices favoured verbal communication were heard more strongly within their nursery settings. MacLure et al. (2013), in their ethnographic study of early years classrooms, argue that while talk makes knowledge observable and public in the early years classroom, body movements may be a problem, because children need controlled and compliant bodies in order to be a ‘good student’ in the early years classroom. 

As Nichols points out (2002), in her critical discourse analysis of parent’s talk about their children, adults are constantly in the process of interpreting children’s behaviour and drawing conclusions about their imagined futures based on their current behaviour. Adults construct and reconstruct the boundaries of normal or ideal child behaviour and measure and assess even very young children against these parameters (Billington, 2000; Billington and Williams, forthcoming). Adults privilege verbal communication and controlled bodies in children as a sign of maturity and competency (Danby, 2002; Flewitt, 2005; MacLure et al., 2013). Parents in my study were aware of the need for their children to be ‘school ready’ with appropriate verbal communication skills and literacy skills when they began school, even though it was several years in the future. I discuss elsewhere (Hackett, 2012) the potential impact of this awareness, which includes stress and worry for parents, changes in how parents interact with their children, and parents placing an emphasis on encouraging their children to engage in school literate (Street and Street, 1991) behaviours in the early years. 

This study has been grounded in the new sociology of childhood, and has explicitly sought to trouble the discourse of child development (see chapter 2). Children’s moving through and entanglement (Ingold, 2008) with the museum evokes both time and space. As the children move through the space of the museum, time also passes (Massey, 2005). Over subsequent visits, the repetition of certain actions at certain locations in the museum leads to a process of traditionalisation (Hymes, 1975) that serves to arrest time (Adam, 2006, see chapter 8). The materiality of the museum and the social experience of being in this same place with this same group of people also play a role in the arresting of time, as I describe in chapter 8, in a process of heterochrony (Lemke, 2000).

James and Prout (1997) have pointed out that children are frequently seen in terms of becoming, and as future adults rather than as social actors in their own right. The new sociology of childhood seeks to address this balance. However, Uprichard (2008) has argued that children are both being and becoming, and that to focus purely on children’s moment by moment experience denies their own awareness of their ageing status and growing bodies. In the examples in my study of children’s traditionalisation of embodied meaning making practices (see chapter 8), the children experience the museum on both a moment by moment basis, and, through a process of heterochrony (Lemke, 2000), with a sense of referencing and remembering their previous visits to the museum. 





The focus on social production of space (Lefebvre, 1991), which has guided my analysis (chapter 5) and discussion of the data (chapter 6, 7, 8), may at first seem counter to the endeavour I outlined in chapter 1, of starting from the perspectives of the children and families themselves in understanding the museum. In chapter 2, I critiqued other literature of families in museums, which tended to act as an evaluation of the efficacy of the museum gallery in achieving particular kinds of cognitive learning outcomes. The coherence between my interest in children’s and families’ perspectives and a critical spatial approach comes from Lefebvre’s (1991) understanding of space as socially dynamic. Rather than a study of what families do and say in a museum as a static environment, this study has embraced the concept of the museum as a hybrid and shifting space, reproduced and recreated anew by visitors on each visit. Therefore, space is understood as multiple and in a constant process of creation (Massey, 2005). 

Focus on the process of creation of space has also emphasised the role of physical movement through a space in its continual creation (Ingold, 2007, Massey, 2005). This conceptualisation of space as being produced through movement fits well with the emphasis on embodied and non-verbal social interactions outlined in the above section on ‘sociality’ and understanding of time as a rhythm of everyday life, as outlined in the above section on ‘time’. Embodied social interactions in the museum frequently included moving through the space, by running, walking and dancing for example (see chapter 6). This ‘wayfaring’ is the kind of activity that Ingold describes as ‘placemaking’ (Ingold, 2007, p.101). In addition, both Ingold (2007) and Massey (2005) stress the relationship between moving through space and the passing of time. Table 9.1 summarises my above discussion by outlining some of the dimensions of time, space and sociality embedded within my research lens. 

Table 9.1 Key elements of time, space and sociality in my research lens

Sociality	Time	Space
Emphasis on non-verbal communicative modes (Kress, 1997; Finnegan, 2002)Embodied, emplaced intersubjectivity (Pink, 2007; Pagis, 2010)Two way process of socialisation (James, 2013)	Lived time of everyday life (Adam, 2006)Troubling the discourse of developmentalismTraditionalisation (Hymes, 1975)Being and becoming (Uprichard, 2008)	Critical thirding (Soja, 1996)A spatial perspective that aims to widen the potential for knowledge formation

Taking a critical spatial perspective to this study has indeed created opportunities for a critical thirding (Soja, 1996). In his discussion of Lefebvre’s work, Soja (1996) uses the term critical thirding to describe the impact of a focus on spatiality, in addition to time and sociality, as aspects of human experience. A critical thirding, Soja proposes, offers the possibility of moving away from dualisms within research, such as social and historical or real and imagined and, in doing so, a widening of the potential for knowledge formation (Soja, 1996; see also Law, 2004; Vasudevan, 2011). The purpose of this chapter is to consider how conceptualisations of time, space and sociality had implications for the insights that were able to emerge from the study. I have argued in this chapter, that a critical spatial perspective within my study has offered new ways of conceptualising time, space and sociality, and in doing so, troubled some of the dominant ways of understanding childhood, as outlined in table 9.1.

I am interested in the sorts of knowledge this particular research lens, the specific trialectic of time, space and sociality described above, has allowed to emerge in this study. In the following section, I return to some examples from my empirical data to consider the emergence of knowledge through my research lens, within a trialectic of time, space and sociality. 

Conceptualisations of time, space and sociality in research, and the production of knowledge

Vignette at House Museum, 24th Sept 2011

Each of the formal rooms in this part of the museum are similarly decorated, their wooden floors, pale pastel coloured walls, white covings and large windows with wooden shutters evoking the grandeur and privilege of the family who called this building home in the 18th century. The dining room is dominated by a huge, high dining table. The dining table is laid with a full dinner service, covered with a glass dome so visitors cannot actually touch it. Young children can only just see the top of this table unless they are picked up.

In the dining room, Izzy and Anna run round and round the dining room table – faster and faster they run in circles, giggling and maintaining eye contact with each other. They are getting a little manic and I try to calm them down. Natasha enters in quite different mood; she is doing the museum trail worksheet. She walks slowly into the room, holding the large clipboard, paper sheet and pencil awkwardly, as the former is nearly the same size as her own torso. She is looking for the painting with a dog, as instructed by the worksheet. She peers at the plates on the dining table, and asks why they are under glass. She runs her fingers slowly along the glass case, peering inside.

In the above vignette, Anna (45 months), Izzy (33 months) and Natasha (49 months) are making sense of a specific sort of space, the formal dining room in House museum. Because Natasha is doing the paper-based trail, provided by the museum for families to use (see chapter 6), her movements are limited by the fact she is holding a large clipboard, and her focus is directed by the trail task. She is looking closely at paintings in order to answer the question on the worksheet. In contrast, Izzy and Anna are focused on the emplaced experience of being in the room. The room is large and dominated by the dining table, but with little else at their height to attract the children’s attention. Therefore, they respond to the room by running in fast circles around and around the table. 
In her description of parents’ construction of their children as literate subjects, Nichols (2002) argues that parents and others constantly interpret and assess their children’s behaviour as participants in a literate culture. 

Parents are constantly in the process of interpreting their children’s behaviour and they do this while in the process of daily life with its multiple demands and tasks. They also do this with an eye to the child’s future and the ways in which others will make evaluations of the child and indirectly of their own effectiveness as parents. A child looking at a book is not a neutral piece of information to a parent because book reading is symbolic of literate competence and literate competence is associated with school achievement and social success.
(Nichols, 2002, p.124)

In line with Nichols’ (2002) argument, the behaviours I described in the above vignette, completing a worksheet and running around a table, are not neutral, but rather are interpreted and given meaning by adults. Mark making and completing worksheets are among the most traditional and foundational aspects of museum education​[10]​ (Carter, 1980; Goodhew, 1980). It is easier for the museum sector, and, as I have argued elsewhere (Hackett, 2012), for parents themselves to make sense of the learning in the behaviour exemplified by Natasha in this vignette. Running around a table, giggling, as Anna and Izzy do, would be viewed by many as unproductive and disruptive (e.g. Jenkins, 2013). The parents of Anna and Izzy may well be judged, based on the observation of this episode, to not be fulfilling their task in creating satisfactory future adults (Nichols et al., 2009). While Anna and Izzy do not cause any damage, they break unwritten rules of behaviour in the museum (e.g. Milligan and Brayfield, 2004). Indeed, as mentioned in the vignette, I make a judgement that fast running around the table will only be tolerated by adults using and running the museum to a certain extent, and therefore step in to mediate the exuberant behaviour of Izzy and Anna during this episode, by trying to ‘calm them down’​[11]​. 

From a child-centred point of view, I wish to move away from the judgements that could be made about the behaviour of the children with a view to their future success and learning (Nichols, 2002; Hackett, 2012), and instead focus on the emplaced experience (Christensen and O’Brien, 2003; Pink, 2009) of all three children in the museum. From this perspective, all three experiences are equally valuable and worthy of our attention. My interest is in the extent to which the children directed their own movement around the space (and therefore their own experience in the museum), and the way in which the paper-based trail modified the way in which they moved their bodies. 

In addition to modifying the individual children’s embodied experience of the museum, as described above, the family trails also modified how the group of adults and children navigated the museum. Without the paper-based trail, the children generally requested favourite places, or else I would suggest a room I thought was popular with the families, and the group would move between these different favourite locations. The trail demanded that families move efficiently through every room in the museum in turn, primarily looking rather than doing, in order to collect all the information sequentially. I described in chapter 8 how Anna tried to ensure the group visited her favourite location at House museum, the dressing up box, by appealing to the demands of the trail, by suggesting “I think there will be a teddy bear in that room.”  These two types of moving around the museum could sometimes come into conflict with each other, as the below extract from my fieldnotes illustrates.

Extract from fieldnotes 25th August – House museum
As we left the lion’s den, I said ‘where shall we go now?’ Izzy and Anna were both asking to see the bear, however, K (staff from Children’s Centre) had picked up the family trail and wanted to try to do the trail. She said ‘we need to go into the library next and look for a big bird’, so we all went into the library.

While I am not suggesting that following a paper-based trail and running freely around a space represent a ‘right’ and a ‘wrong’ way to visit a museum, I am arguing for a greater awareness of the impact on the affordances of the space, the available modes and media, on the kinds of social space families were able to produce in the museum. MacLure (2011) highlights the tendency of research to look for tidy equilibrium in its explanations. Struggling to understand Anna and Izzy’s behaviour in the above vignette in ways other than disruptive misbehaviour is challenging and may be an example of an instance which causes our interpretation, as MacLure terms it, to ‘stutter’. 

Viewing this vignette within a particular trialectic of space, time and sociality, as outlined above, may offer a wider scope from which knowledge could emerge (Soja, 1996; Somerville, 2007) when it comes to interpreting such lived experiences in the field. It helps me to engage with this ‘stutter’ (MacLure, 2011) in my sense making about families’ learning in the museum. In line with Law’s (2004) argument that social science research is productive of reality, I argue that the alternative interpretations of the above vignette, of Anna and Izzy running around the dining table, are made available by the conceptualisations of time, space and sociality, outlined in table 9.1, within which this research is grounded. 

Considering drawing from a child-centred perspective

In chapter 7, I drew attention to the children’s interest in drawing in the art gallery, and particularly to ‘the drawing posture’, a bodily posture which all the children assumed every time they drew together in the art gallery (see image 7.2). This part of the art gallery was designated, by the adults who designed the museum, as a place for drawing, and the children in my study also identified this designation. I argued in chapter 7 that the purpose of the ‘drawing posture’ was to create a shared, embodied sense of intersubjectivity by and among the children, who adopted the drawing posture every time they visited the drawing area of the art gallery together, as a sign of their membership of the peer group. Drawing in the art gallery could also be viewed as illustrative of children’s participation in adult-dominated literate societies. Therefore, there are two alternative interpretations of the children drawing in the art gallery. 

In this section, I explore how drawing in the art gallery could have been differently interpreted in my study, from a developmental perspective. I do this by temporarily adopting a developmental lens on children’s drawings. Piaget, drawing on the work of Luquet in the 19th century, constructed children’s drawings as falling within a number of distinct stages, representing a linear progression of competence. In this section, I will consider what my data says when viewed through this lens. I will then consider the impact of this alternate interpretation of children’s drawings on the construction of ‘the child’, and the role the trialectic of time, space and sociality played in my emphasis on ‘the drawing posture’ in my own interpretation. 

Table 9.2 revisits the episodes of drawing in the art gallery, and describes them with a focus on key developmental aspects of young children’s mark making. The aspects I highlight in table 9.2 draw on Luquet’s taxonomy of children’s drawings, later taken up by Piaget. Luquet mapped four stages of children’s drawings, with progression rooted in a developing realism. Luquet described children’s transition from random scribbles to intentional patterning towards the goal of visual resemblance (MacRae, 2008). Within current UK early years curricula, similar ideas are present, with a progression from mark making as a sensory experience, to differentiating between and assigning meaning to marks, towards a goal of being able to write clearly identifiable letters (Early Education, 2012). 

In addition, I have recorded in table 9.2 the extent to which the children used the drawing area in the way in which the museum staff intended. My interpretation of the museums’ intention in this area is that the children should draw images inspired by the gallery, and place them in the frames on the wall provided. As table 9.2 illustrates, the children’s drawings in the museum represent some understanding of drawing and writing as a practice which is related to representation. However, they show little aptitude in terms of visual resemblance. 

This exercise has been a demonstration of how the emphasis on children’s perspectives and embodied knowledge, rather than an alternate cognitive conceptualisation of knowledge drawn from the work of Luquet and Piaget, is not an innate feature of the research site. Rather, the lens I applied to the research, foregrounding embodied and emplaced understandings of meaning making in the museum, and, building on the work of James (2013), explicitly seeking to trouble the discourse of child development, facilitated the interpretations presented in this thesis. Returning again to table 9.1, I argue that it is possible to trace the impact of the trialectic of space, time and sociality within the research, in the knowledge which has emerged from the study. 
 




Table 9.2 Revisiting drawing in the art gallery from a developmental perspective
Date of visit, and which children drew	Verbally labelling drawing	‘Writing ‘ as well as drawing 	Clear visual resemblance	Using the space ‘as intended’ by the museum
16th JuneMillie, Izzy, Bryan	Millie says she has drawn ‘a princess’			Millie is the only one who puts her image into a frame
21st JulyMillie and Izzy	Millie says she has drawn ‘fox footprints’		Mille makes a series of dots across the page, which evokes footprints	Millie and Izzy both put pictures in the frames
11th AugustMillie, Liam, Izzy				Millie says ‘I am just going to draw my favourite bits’Millie and Liam give me their drawings to keep 
22nd SeptMillie and Izzy		Izzy tells me she is ‘drawing and writing’. Millie says she is ‘writing the names of the Octonauts’		Izzy and Millie place a large number of swiftly drawn pictures into frames 






This study has sought to address the research question ‘How do families with young children (2-4 years) make meaning in a museum?’. In this final chapter, I will summarise how my study answers this question. I will also discuss how my study raises additional questions for further research. 

As I discussed in chapter 1, the initial sub questions I identified in my research proposal (table 1.1) constructed the families, and the potential interpretations of their museum visiting, in limiting ways, which I now critique. The rationale for this critique drew on postmodern and feminist perspectives of research which, while rejecting the dominant view of research as grounded in logic and objectivity, emphasise the importance of the role of researcher reflexivity and multiple points of view in coming to know (e.g. Law, 2004; Sommerville, 2007; Vasudevan, 2011).  In particular, Somerville’s (2007) understanding of the role of moments of insight in the research process was helpful in understanding why my original sub questions no longer worked for this research. Within a postmodern epistemology, it is not surprising that constructed understandings of ‘family’ and ‘meaning making’ (see table 1.2) needed to arise from the study itself, rather than being narrowly framed from the outset. 

In order to structure this chapter, I have identified a series of three lines of questioning, which I feel this study simultaneously raises and seeks to answer. My understanding of my research as simultaneously answering and asking questions reflects the ongoing and unfinished nature of research in general (Somerville, 2007). The questions I will address in this section are:

1.	What does this study contribute to our understandings of how young children communicate? And what and how they learn?
2.	What are the implications of this study for adults? For museum and early childhood education practitioners, and for parents?
3.	What are the methodological implications of this study, in terms of doing research with young children and their families?

Throughout my discussion of the data (chapter 6, 7 and 8), I have drawn on the voices of the parents as well as my own in my attempts to articulate the meaning making which took place in the museums. The purpose of this final chapter is to draw together the findings that are emerging from this research, and discuss the implications of them. The chapter is structured around the three key lines of questioning which I have identified as emerging from the study (above). Throughout my discussion, I will again draw on the voices of parents, as well as my own to articulate what contribution this study makes to knowledge. 

The extracts from the parents in this chapter are mainly taken from a group discussion Susie, Tina, Janice and I had in February 2012, after revisiting the museum with younger siblings. During this visit, I was exploring the potentials of collaborating more fully with the parents in the research, and each of us wrote a set of fieldnotes following our visit (see table 3.4). During this discussion in February 2012, all four of us (Janice, Susie, Tina and myself) were positioned as people who had experience of being involved in research, and we had all produced a set of fieldnotes, which we brought to the group for discussion. Therefore, on this occasion, these three mothers crossed the line even further than before into the territory of being researchers as well as participants in the research (see chapter 4). The resulting discussions seem particularly pertinent to this chapter, because through this group discussion, the four of us began to draw some collective conclusions about what the research meant to us, as both researchers and parents. 

What does this study contribute to our understandings of how young children communicate? And what and how they learn?

“They just seemed to go into their own zone, just running round.”
Tina, group discussion February 2012

“She just started running away, running off everywhere with no real preference for where she went, she just wanted to.”
Janice, group discussion February 2012

This study takes a position on, and also raises questions about, young children’s learning and communication. These two aspects, learning and communication, are related but separate, and in this section I will discuss how my study adds firstly to the literature of young children’s communication, and secondly how this contribution to knowledge also has implications for how we might interpret and make sense of young children’s learning. 
Communication

My understanding of communicative practices in this study has drawn on two separate but related bodies of literature, firstly multimodality and secondly new literacy studies (see chapter 2). This study is grounded in an understanding of literacy as a social practice (Brice-Heath, 1983; Street, 1984), and ethnography as an appropriate way to understand the communicative practices of young children better (Christensen and James, 2008). My study was designed to understand the perspectives of children themselves (James and Prout, 1997, see chapter 3), and to hear both children’s non-verbal and verbal voices (Flewitt, 2005). This has resulted in an understanding of communicative practices, which took the perspectives and actions of the children as a starting point, and engaged with the literature on literacy and communication through that lens. 

In line with the literature on multimodality, communication is understood as comprising of multiple modes, many of which are non-verbal (Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress, 1997, 2010). For young children in particular, non-verbal modes may be more dominant or meaningful (Flewitt, 2005). My own observations during fieldwork in the museum support this perspective. The children, in particular, during my study, spoke rarely in the museum, but used gesture, gaze and movement to make meaning during the visits. Young children’s choice of modes is also considered to be context specific, for example, studies have shown children choosing to speak less at nursery (Flewitt, 2005; Tizzard and Hughes, 1984), and indeed children’s choice of silence could be understood as a form of resistance to the structuring forces of institutional settings (Markstrom, 2009). Similarly, in my study, context seemed to play a part in the modal choices the children made. For example, in chapter 5, Clare describes Bryan’s reactions to the natural history gallery as being different to anything she had observed in him before in other contexts. In another example, when the children danced around the art gallery at Park Museum, I have suggested that the choice to dance was influenced by the layout and feel of the room (chapter 7). In particular, walking, running and moving through the space were significant aspects of the children’s communicative practice in this particular context (the museum), as I have described in chapter 6. This walking and running was itself context specific. There were differences in how the children moved through House and Park Museums. In addition, the walking and running of the children changed over time in both museums, as they became more familiar with the place (as described in chapter 6).  
By creating new, shared ways of knowing and making sense of the museum, these embodied communicative practices, of which walking and running were a significant part, led to a sense of shared group identity and knowing. The families came to know and imagine the museum as a particular kind of place, and to expect and anticipate that they as a group would visit certain locations in the museum and do certain embodied practices when they got to those locations each time. Examples of this sense of group identity and shared ways of knowing include adopting ‘the drawing posture’ in the art gallery of Park Museum, and interacting around Marco the bear at House museum, both of which I discuss in detail in chapter 7. As I argued in chapter 7, moving together through the museum created embodied forms of intersubjectivity (e.g. Pagis, 2010) which contributed to this sense of group identity and, in doing so, shaped how non-verbal communicative practices had meaning and were interpreted in this social context. Therefore, these embodied actions in the museum can be understood as identity practices, grounded in a social context. 

“Cos if someone came and just started doing something completely, I don’t know how it would be, if someone did something completely different... I wonder how… I think it would be the kids saying ‘you can’t!’”
Tina, group discussion February 2012






My starting point for the relationship between communication and learning was Vygotsky’s (1978) seminal ideas on the interconnectedness of thought and speech. In chapter 2, I described my observations on the way in which Vygotsky’s theories had been differently interpreted and taken up by different fields since their rise in popularity from the 1960s. Of particular relevance to my study was the work which has taken place within multimodality and ethnographic studies of communication around widening Vygotsky’s ideas about the social role of speech to encompass the social nature of all communicative practices (see chapter 2). In particular, some of this work has led to a rejection of the taken-for-granted relationship between speech, communication and cognition (Finnegan, 2002; Kress, 1997), calling instead for new models of learning in which the non-verbal, affective, tacit and intangible are better recognised (Mason and Davies, 2009; Niedderer, 2007).

In chapter 6, I described how the children learnt about the museum by moving through it (Ingold, 2007) creating embodied knowledge about the materiality of the place, and in particular the routes they could take to get to favoured locations in the museum. In chapter 7, I described the forms of knowing which emerged for the children and their parents during the repeated visits to the museum. I argue that embodied meaning making in the museum resulted in emplaced forms of knowing, which were difficult to articulate in words. Examples of this include the feeling of dancing around the art gallery with friends in Park museum (chapter 7), or the meaning and social significance of the pink skirt and yellow pill box hat from the dressing up box at House museum (chapter 8).  In chapter 1, I drew on the work of Niedderer (2007) to make the distinction between propositional and non-propositional, or tacit knowledge, which included experiential knowledge (see figure 1.1). I argue that much of the learning generated in the museum falls into the category of experiential knowledge, and as such, is only partially capable of being articulated in words. 

In making the link between movement through the museum and embodied, emplaced knowledge, my study contributes to research on children’s experiences of place grounded within the new sociology of childhood (Christensen, 2003; Nichols et al., 2011; Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003). While much of this work focuses on children’s emplaced knowledge of familiar places, such as homes and local streets, my study is distinct because it traces the development of familiarity with a place over time. At the beginning of the study, the museums were largely unfamiliar places to the children. By the end of the study, they had a high level of familiarity, confidence and sense of ownership over the museum (see chapter 6). This change over time, and the resultant development of traditions (Hymes, 1975), is the subject of my discussion in chapter 8. Therefore, this study adds to previous work on understanding the nature of children’s emplaced knowledge of place (e.g. Christensen, 2003) by providing an example of the process whereby this emplaced knowledge developed collaboratively over time. 

In particular, this study highlights the role of embodied interactions in specific locations, over time, in the children’s development of emplaced knowledge of the museum. This understanding of the role of movement through a place in coming to know is discussed within anthropological literature (Ingold, 2007; Vergunst, 2010) and in the context of research methodology (Pink, 2007). However, the work of Ingold (2007), Pink (2009) and Vergunst (2010) has not previously been used to think about how children learn. Previous research within early childhood education has considered how children learn to control and use their bodies over time (Adolph et al., 2012), the role of physical movement in being able to write (Oussoren, 2010) and the role of movement in the context of children’s schemas (Athey, 1990; Nutbrown, 1999). However, these studies tend to consider movement as a vehicle for cognitive learning, rather than movement as a quintessential aspect of human experience (Ingold, 2007), and therefore related to non-propositional, tacit knowledge. Consequently, although processes of how children learn were not the focus of the study, my study does raise questions about whether there is a need for different models for thinking about young children’s movement, not as a stand alone competency or as a vehicle for cognitive learning, but as an essential aspect of the lived experience of young children. In this way, a new model may be able to take account of the tacit and non-propositional nature of the embodied and emplaced knowledge that young children’s walking and running generates. 

This section has considered how my research adds to what is known about young children’s communicative practices, and the implications this may have for what is known about how young children learn. These findings have implications for museum educators, early years practitioners and parents. “What are the implications of your study for what we do?” was the question I was most frequently asked during my research (by parents, museum practitioners and colleagues at the university), and therefore, it is a question emerging from my research. In the next section, I consider the extent to which my study has been able to provide an answer to this question so far, and possible avenues for future work. 

What are the implications of this study for adults? Both for museum and early years practitioners, and for parents?

This study was primarily concerned with what children did in a museum, not what museum practitioners should do. This disconnect is something I have grappled with throughout the study. By focusing on children’s and families’ perspectives in this study, rather than evaluating the museums’ intended learning outcomes for the galleries, I found that I was unable to answer questions about the implication of my study for museum practice, which came from museum colleagues, for a long time. However, some implications for museum and early years practitioners, as well as for parents, are beginning to emerge from my analysis and thinking, and I will outline them in this section. 

How should young children’s learning be designed or anticipated for in a museum?

“I picked up from your notes, just like the non-verbal communication, you know like the leaning towards something, you know even if she’s in arms, she sort of you know, leaning towards something to get it. And it’s funny cos when we’re at home and when it comes to feeding, changing, anything it’s all non-verbal you know as a mum you pick up on what your kid’s saying. So I don’t know why I didn’t think like that when we go out, for learning, that’s why I never thought she would benefit from the museum initially.”
Janice, group discussion February 2012

As discussed above, this study has emphasised the tacit, embodied nature of how young children made meaning in the museum. As described in chapters 6, 7 and 8, the children’s multimodal meaning making in the museum generated emplaced ways of knowing about the museum and established traditions which the group participated in on subsequent visits. Conversely, direct questioning of the young children in the study seemed to be a less successful approach to understanding how they made sense of the museum (see chapter 3). Therefore, the observations of how children learnt during this study have implications both for models the museum sector uses to think about learning and for approaches to measuring or evaluating learning in museums. 

This study points to the need for models of children’s learning in museums, which encompass tacit and embodied knowledge. In addition, there is a need for the measuring or evidencing of families’ and children’s learning in museums to better encompass non-verbal modes of communication, of the sort Janice describes in the quote above, and emplaced knowing. Dominant systems employed by museum education officers to think about learning (MLA, 2008) and the most well established approaches for measuring learning in museums (Leindhart et al., 2002; MLA, 2008) tend to focus on propositional knowledge. For example, Dudley (2010) critiques the tendency for museum objects to be understood in terms of factual knowledge, as “part of an object-information package” (p.3). In my study, I drew attention to the mismatch between the worksheet-based family learning trails traditionally provided by museums for families, and the ways in which the children explored the museum within the worksheets (chapter 6). 






How should young children make visits to museums?

“It’s a comfortable place, we’ve been there so many times, it just feels like the sort of place you can run around in really.”
Tina, group discussion February 2012

Previous research has highlighted the benefits for young children of visiting new and different places such as museums (Athey, 1990), and there is an increasing interest from the museum sector in attracting and catering for these audiences (Graham, 2011; Kelly et al., 2006). As I pointed out in chapter 2, research directly around how young children (under five years) experience museums is very limited (exceptions include Kelly et al., 2006; Kirk, 2013).  My study adds, therefore, to a small body of academic research supporting a growing focus within the museums sector on young children as a museum audience. In particular, my study highlights the value of young children making repeated visits to the same museum over an extended period of time. In chapter 6, I described how children had more control over the visit once they had become more familiar with the layout of the museum and the routes they needed to take in order to get to favourite locations. In chapter 8, I focused on the effect of increased familiarity and the development of traditions (Hymes, 1975) in the museum over time. For example, in the case of the dressing up clothes at House museum, the children’s meaning making became more complex and sophisticated over time, taking up and building on ideas they had on previous visits. 

Therefore, this study has shown that by making repeated visits to the same museum, children’s familiarity with and confidence at the museum increased. As a result, the affordances offered the young children for meaning making also increased with the repetition of visits. The traditional model for schools and nurseries visiting museums tends to be one off visits, often designed to complement topics being studied in the classroom. My study raises questions about the assumed common sense of this model, and suggests an alternative model in which repeated visits and a growing sense of familiarity with one museum (or similar place) could support young children’s learning and communication. 

How should adults communicate with young children?

In line with the wider fields of studies of young children’s multimodal communication (Flewitt, 2005, 2006; Kress, 1997; Lancaster, 2003; Pahl, 2002; Wohlwend, 2009a, 2009b) and ethnographic studies of young children’s literacy practices (Brooker, 2002; Christ and Wang, 2008; Compton-Lilly, 2006; Kendrick, 2005; Pahl, 2002; Ring, 2008), this study adds to a growing troubling of the dominant assumption that adults’ communication with and socialisation of young children involves only or mainly their direct spoken communication to the child (e.g. Hart and Risley, 2004). As I have argued throughout this thesis, the most significant aspects of the families’ meaning making in the museum lay in embodied communicative practices. 

Much of the previous research on families’ communicative practices has illustrated the political and ideological nature of language and communicative practices. In previous studies, class (Heath, 1983), and ethnicity (Compton-Lilly, 2006; Heydon and Iannacci, 2009) have been shown to influence the ways in which families communicate. Studies have shown that mainstream educational discourses favour middle class communicative practices (Heath, 1983; Heydon and Iannacci, 2009; Street and Street, 1991), and in doing so can pathologise non middle class families’ parenting practices (Clarke, 2006). 

My own study has had a deep but oblique relationship with the issue of language as ideological and political. On one hand, parents in this study ranged in affluence and levels of educational attainment (see chapter 1), and, as a parent myself, I was deeply aware of the discourses around ideal parenting practices (Nichols et al., 2009) during the course of carrying out the research (see chapter 4). On the other hand, my study focused primarily on what participants did, and on families’ own views of the world, rather than critically engaging with the wider structuring forces. Hammersley (2014) makes a distinction between constructionist research, which aims to understand people ‘in their own terms’, and critical research, which takes the position that “people’s behaviour will need to be explained by factors that are beyond their awareness” (p.183). Elsewhere, Hammersley (2006) has described this distinction as the “most significant fracture line in ethnography today” (p.9).

Hammersley’s (2014) distinction has been helpful for me in understanding the scope of my own research. My study was primarily concerned with the communicative practices of young children and their families. While recognising literacy (and therefore, all communicative practices) as ideological in nature, the primary focus on this study was not on these wider structuring forces. Therefore, comparative statements about parenting practices, or an examination of the causal relationship between communicative practices and other desirable factors, is outside the scope of this study. However, as an in depth account of the meaning making of young children and their families, my study does raise a number of (not yet answered) questions concerning how adults should or could communicate with young children. These include:
	Is one-to-one spoken language interaction between adults and children still primary in terms of children’s communicative practices? Do the benefits of spoken communication warrant the attention it receives (above other forms of communicative practices) in policy and pedagogy?
	What is the role of peer-to-peer communicative practices for children, and should these receive more attention within early childhood pedagogy?
	What is the role of the tacit and embodied in communication with young children, particularly within close family relationships? How could this be better recognised and valued?
	What alternative culturally and socially nuanced models for family communication could researchers offer to parents and educators?
	Can ‘ideal’ models for communication be offered while still embracing a sense of multiplicity in ways in which families could communicate?

What are the methodological implications for this study, in terms of doing research with young children and their families?

In line with the new sociology of childhood (Christensen and James, 2008; James and Prout, 1997), this study sought to develop a methodology that would resonate with the participants of the study, particularly the children. As I discussed in chapter 3, a primary concern was the identification of research methods, which would be appropriate for the young children participating in the study. The methodological approach which I felt best fitted these aims was an ethnographic one and, as I outlined in chapter 3 and 4, I adopted a participatory approach to ethnographic fieldwork, grounded in the reflexive (Coffey, 2000), the collaborative (Lassiter, 2005) and the sensory (Pink, 2009). 

In taking a position that children as young as two years (and younger than this in the follow up study, see table 3.4) had their own perspectives and could participate in a research study in their own right, this study has adapted the seminal thinking of James and Prout (1997) to a very young age group. Children under three years are significantly under-represented as participants in their own right, both within anthropological research (Gottlieb, 2000), and within the new sociology of childhood (McNamee and Seymour, 2012). 





“It’s hard writing it down and just taking in what they are doing”
Susie, group discussion February 2012

“I think you’re just used to running around after them and going through the museum, and getting to lunchtime’s kind of an achievement isn’t it? Cos it’s tiring at times!”
Susie, group discussion February 2012

In developing an approach to ethnography of very young children and their families, my ethnographic fieldwork was dominated by movement and embodied meaning making. I described in chapter 3 the difficulties I had in recording this movement in fieldnotes or on video. Although the increased accessibility of video for researchers in recent years has resulted in more research on children’s multimodal meaning making, including through non verbal modes (Flewitt, 2006), my study has demonstrated the difficulties with capturing movement through and around a place (rather than bodily movement on the spot) even using a small and portable FLIP video camera. As I argued in chapter 6, children’s movement through a place has not previously been well considered as part of their meaning making, and previous studies have tended to favour fixed cameras focusing on a museum single exhibit (e.g. Crowley et al., 2001). I argue that this is an example of social science research constructing social reality (Law, 2004), in that it is likely that children’s movement through place has received less attention previously in the literature partly because of the practical difficulties inherent in recording it. 

In addition, in chapter 5 I discussed the problems I found with existing multimodal transcription techniques (Bezemer and Mavers, 2011). While multimodal transcription was useful for recognising non-verbal modes in meaning making, it still required a fixing and separating of that meaning making, both into a series of moments in time, and into separated modes, which did not work well for thinking about children’s movement through the museum. Working in the emerging field of multimodal ethnography (Dicks et al., 2011), my study developed some approaches to accommodating the challenge of movement. These included recording movement in both fieldnotes and video, while also recognising the subjective and partial nature of both these forms of data record (Dicks et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2010). Drawing on Ingold, the walking maps I developed (see chapter 5, figure 5.1) acted as an heuristic for thinking further about the challenges of transcribing movement. 

Therefore, my study builds on an existing methodological interest in walking with participants, as a way of understanding their perspectives (Ingold, 2007; Pink, 2007; 2009, Pink et al., 2010). Firstly, this study applies these ideas to ethnography with young children, whereas previous work has focused on walking with adults (e.g. Hall, 2009; Pink et al., 2010; Vergunst, 2010). Secondly, by exploring walking methodologies within a framework of multimodal ethnography (Dicks et al., 2011), this study contributes to understandings about the role of spoken and embodied knowledge within these methodologies. As I discussed in chapter 3, my study has raised questions around how well equipped current research methods are for dealing with the frenetic movement and embodied meaning making of young children in places. 

My study highlights, therefore, the traditional privileging of propositional knowledge within research (Niedderer, 2007) and the difficulties in recognising tacit embodied knowledge, in its own right, rather than as a supplement to spoken or written data. The wider academic literature has identified the need for a focus on the sensory and intangible within lived experience in general (Ingold, 2007; Mason and Davies, 2011; Pink, 2009), and communication in particular (Finnegan, 2002). This need is particularly pressing in terms of research with young children, who may be, arguably, more embodied (Flewitt, 2005) and more spatial (Christensen, 2003) than adults. In carrying out extended research with very young children, this study adds to a vision of what a new model for doing research with young children’s tacit and embodied knowledge might look like. In particular, this study is amongst the first to bring the work of Ingold (2007) and Pink (2009) to a study of very young children. This research provides a case study and contributes to the question of how to research very young children’s emplaced meaning making by developing a methodology, which operates at the intersection of walking methodologies (Pink et al., 2010), sensory ethnography (Pink, 2007) and ethnography with children (Christensen and James, 2008). 

Collaborating with parents within research

“That’s interesting Abi what you said about, we’re all talking the same language somehow, you said about the way you’re researching, we have so much in common.”
Tina, group discussion February 2012

As discussed throughout this thesis, the understandings emerging from this study are the result of research methods, which involved collaboration with parents and families and explicitly sought to ground findings in their expertise and perspectives of the world and their children. Therefore, as I have argued in chapter 1, the knowledge that emerges from this study is grounded in the shared experiences of myself and the other families in the field. In this way, my research adds to a body of literature about collaboration in ethnographic research, as I will discuss in this section​[12]​. 

Lassiter et al.’s (2004) seminal restudy of Middletown, in which the team developed and used specifically collaborative approaches within an ethnographic methodology, provides an early model of collaborative ethnography. Lassiter’s students were teamed with community members, and these teams then collected fieldnotes and other ethnographic data around specified themes. These accounts were checked with the wider community for accuracy as they were produced. My own study differs from Lassiter et al.’s (2004) in three key ways. Firstly, collaboration did not run as fully through the methods of my study as it did through the Middletown restudy. The families were not involved in developing the research question, writing fieldnotes or analysis. I recognise this and have explored ways to develop the level of collaboration in my research methods in subsequent studies, as I discuss in chapter 3 (see table 3.4). 

Secondly, in my reading of the Middletown study, there is still a sense of a seeking for the ‘truth’ about Middletown, one that was misrepresented the first time and could be more accurately represented through the restudy. Academics and community members worked together and checked each other’s work with the aim of reaching a consensus about how the community of Middletown should be accurately recorded and represented. My work differs from this approach because, as I described in chapter 1, my epistemology is grounded in postmodern and feminist understandings of truth and reality as shifting and multiple (e.g. Vasudevan, 2011). Drawing on Pink (2009), my aim as an ethnographer is to “share or imaginatively empathize with the actions of people” (Pink, 2011, p.270, emphasis in original). This approach to ethnography understands meaning as being produced through inter-relationships, rather than assuming that meaning resides within things (Pink, 2011). As such, Pink’s (2009) sensory ethnography forms part of a wider critique of traditional ethnography’s focus on “ the collation/production of data based on what can be observed and recorded as ‘naturalistic’ behaviour” (Pink, 2011, p.269) (see also chapter 2). My approach to ethnographic fieldwork draws on Tillmann-Healy’s (2003) perspective of ‘friendship as method’, as discussed in chapter 4. As Tillmann-Healy (2003) points out “fieldwork and friendship... both involve being in the world” (p.732). By bringing Tillmann-Healy’s perspective on the methodological implications of friendship together with Pink’s (2009, 2011) concern with understanding people’s lives through being with them, my study reinterprets Lassiter et al.’s (2004) collaborative ethnography from a post modern perspective. 

Thirdly, in the Middletown study, students and community members were paired together around a structured brief of data collection (Lassiter et al., 2004). In this sense, participants in the study seemed to hold clear identities or roles, as either academic, student or community member. As I discussed in chapter 4, my own identity within my study was a multiple one; researcher, friend and fellow parent. As a result, the lines between researcher and participants are much more blurred in my study than in the Middletown study. This blurring of identities and focus on shared experiences relates to my comments above about developing shared ways of knowing (Pink, 2009) through friendship (Tillmann-Healy, 2003) within ethnographic research. Tillmann-Healy describes this blurring in her own work, as “a move from studying “them” to studying us” (p.736). In this way, my study adds to an emerging field of collaborative ethnography, by working at the intersection of established methods of collaborative ethnography (Lassiter, 2005; Lassiter et al., 2004) and perspectives of ethnography, which are more concerned with shared experiences and the relational (Coffey, 2000; Finlay, 2002; Pink, 2009; Tillmann-Healy, 2003). 

In addition, my study provides a model for how collaborative ethnography could be adapted for research with very young children. As I pointed out above, the perspectives of children aged under five years are under-represented in both anthropology and new sociology of childhood. I have argued that the reason for this may be a lack of researchers’ confidence of what is possible or appropriate in terms of methodology. My study has taken the perspective that the experiences and perspectives of very young children and their parents or carers are frequently intertwined, and rather than attempting to separate these out, a way forward may be to work collaboratively and ethnographically with parents. In doing so, the aim would be critically and reflexively to understand parents’ interpretations of their children’s lifeworlds. Therefore, within my study, the purpose of a collaborative ethnographic approach was as much to better understand the perspectives of the children as it was to understand the perspectives of the parents. Therefore, my study contributes to the field of ethnography with children by providing an alternative example of how to do ethnography with very young children, by collaborating with the adults who know them best.  

Changing ways of seeing

A question raised by the methodological approach to ethnography in this study is around the purpose of collaboration in research. Moses (2004) has suggested that the Middletown study contributes to the field of public interest anthropology, which seeks to do research “on behalf of the interest of their publics” (p.x). Subsequent studies in the tradition of collaborative research have often been requested by the participants themselves (as the Middletown restudy was), in order to help solve a specific social issue, and therefore have been characterised by a sense of activism (e.g. Charles and Crown, 2012; Phillimore and Goodson, 2010). My study was not requested by the families involved, and did not serve to directly address a problem defined by the participants. However, as I discussed in chapter 1, the study was driven by a personal interest in social justice and young children, and in particular, an interest in whose voices are represented in research. In this way, I see my study as meeting a more general interpretation of public interest anthropology, namely,

“The practical aim of public interest anthropology research and action is to mould public opinion and change culturally bound ways of seeing as a way of shaping a political climate and public policies that are sensitive to local needs and global issues.”
(Moses, 2004, p.xi)

My study seeks to foreground the perspectives and expertise of young children and their families, previously under-represented in research. In doing so, the study seems to have had a positive impact for the parents involved. The parents frequently expressed to me changes in perspective, increased confidence in their parenting practices, and increased appreciation and recognition of how their children were making sense of the world, even at such a young age.  

“I’m exactly the same as well, when I had to sit down and write it I thought ‘what did she do, she did nothing, she just looked around’. But then when you pick up on, that looking around actually, they are actually getting a lot out of their surroundings and stuff like that, and it’s not, I say it in a dismissive, ‘oh she just looked around’, but she didn’t ‘just look around’, yeah.”
Janice, group discussion February 2012

“It makes me want to keep it, it’s important.”
Tina, talking about the fieldnotes she wrote, group discussion February 2012

These comments made by participants in my study, about how the research had become meaningful for their own ways of knowing, parallel Tillmann-Healy’s (2003) descriptions of the new insights and ways of constructing experiences, which both her participants gained from her research. 

When we approach research as an endeavor of friendship, the emergent texts can have additional benefits for participants, including self-understanding and acceptance. Asked what he learned from the dissertation, Rob told me, “I wish I had read this before I came out. This has helped me become more comfortable with myself”
(Tillman-Healy, 2003, p.739)





By carrying out an ethnographic study of seven families visiting a museum over a period of a year, this study has gone some way towards highlighting the embodied, emplaced, tacit and situated way in which children, in particular, made meaning in this context. In particular, the study has drawn attention to the importance of walking, running and otherwise moving through the space to how the children came to make sense of the museum. These observations have implications for how we as adults make sense of the communicative practices of young children, and for how we interpret these communicative practices as evidence of children’s learning. 

Knowledge and insights have emerged from this study through a shared experience between the researcher and the families involved in the research. Grounded in an understanding of knowledge as comprising of multiple viewpoints, shifting and emerging (Somerville, 2007), the findings of this research are not easy to separate from the shared experiences of this group of researchers, parents and children over the course of the fieldwork. There are two implications for this. Firstly, that much of what was experienced in the museum was tacit and experiential (Niedderer, 2007). This thesis represents, therefore, an attempt to articulate verbally a partial account of what it was like to be in the field (Dicks et al., 2006). Secondly, the knowledge emerging from this study is owned and generated as much by the children and families involved as by the researcher. I have attempted in my writing to represent honestly the dialogue, perspectives and shared ways of knowing. I remain indebted to these participants for the contributions they have made to the study, and the insights I have gained from being with them. 

Tina “she went round the gallery and back again, there’s so much walking around! So bonkers isn’t it! It’s very interesting. And it’s interesting that it’s funny.”
Susie “It’s lovely!”
Tina “Isn’t it, I think that it’s lovely.”
Susie “Can we keep a copy?”
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Appendix 1: Summary of FLIP video footage provided to accompany the thesis

6.1 – Zigging and zooming all over the place, pilot visit
6.2 – Bryan’s fear in the natural history gallery, 16th June
6.3 – Bryan and Izzy bang drums and leave the arctic gallery, 13th Oct

7.1 – Drawing posture, 16th June
7.2 – Marco the bear, 14th July

8.1 – Dressing up clothes 29th Sept





Appendix 2: List of all FLIP video data
The length of each piece of video footage is provided in minutes. 
FLIP 160611e – 13 minutes B journey for transcription.




23rd June House Museum	FLIP 230611a – bear – everyone posesFLIP 230611b - statue	0.340.03
14th July House Museum	140711a – A and I tickle the bear140711b – A and I run and return	1.130.36
20th June Park Museum	200611a – general record of the sports gallery200611b - general record of the sports gallery200611c – L films generally in the sports gallery200611d – artic gallery – interactions with the drum200611e – L and I at the microscope200611f – everyone looks at the ants200611g – exploring what on earth, together, lots of non verbal negotiation between the children200611h – short footage in the communities gallery	5.094.504.393.120.330.463.280.16
21st JulyPark Museum	210711a – entrance area210711b – drumming in arctic area210711c – drumming in arctic area210711d – building an igloo210711e – B and C in natural history area210711f – S recording in natural history210711g – L presses the buttons on the microscope210711h – S films L in natural history210711i – L is finally allowed to go to the buttons!210711j –L sits wearing headphones210711k – very short – L headphones210711l – buttons, L and B210711m – B and L dance and jump by the dance area210711n – very short – L and the zoetrope210711o – general in the sports gallery210711p - B and L dance and jump by the dance area	0.401.080.061.032.151.100.130.240.101.590.031.412.340.050.162.14
25th AugustHouse museum	250811a – A and N in the tree trunk250811b – A and N in the tree trunk250811c – I and A play peekabo with the tree trunk250811d – three girls run around the bear250811e – three girls look at the rabbit warren	0.230.090.262.240.55
11th AugustPark museum	A – around the cowB – I and L in the natural history galleryC – Short bit of C and BD – all the kids dance and draw in the art galleryE – L filmed by S in the art galleryF – by the ants – filmed by SG – filmed by S in the natural history gallery – the children look at the badgerH – short, nothingI – me making a record of the children’s drawingsJ – natural history galleryK – short, nothingL – arctic gallery – polar bearsM – Arctic gallery - drumN – end of visit interview with all the children	0.540.480.092.142.040.473.530.070.121.310.011.070.215.16
3rd SeptPark museum	A – ants and beesB – short, nothingC – dancing in the art galleryD – playing in the shop in the communities gallery	2.240.012.092.28
22nd SeptPark museum	A – art gallery with drawing posturesB – by the ants, drawingC – S looking at the rocks and mineralsD – looking in the drawersE – Arctic gallery drumsF – Arctic gallery, reading the interactive flaps	2.250.171.432.082.330.23
24th SeptHouse museum	A – I and A run around the bearB – I and A run around the dining room tableC – I and A look at the dolls and chat	1.090.140.52
29th SeptemberHouse museum	A – shot of the buggy group in the parkB – J dressed upC – in the dressing up roomD – in the dressing up room	0.120.020.040.11
8th OctoberPark Museum	A and B – J plays in the communities galleryC – E spins a sand interactiveD – E bangs the arctic drumE – I bangs the arctic drum	0.39, 0.040.150.460.07
13th October Park museum	A – S films in the sports gallery – headphones, dancing, buttonsB – filmed by S – the zoetropeC – nothingD – kids fight over the drumsticks in ArcticE – L bangs the drumF – I and B with the drums in the corridorG – B and I with the drums in the kitchen areaH – S looks in a caseI – drawing postures	5.461.255.460.010.161.121.541.170.421.00
28th OctoberHouse museum	A – I and A with the bearB – in the dressing up room, I try to get A to use the FLIP cameraC – in the dressing up room, A jumps and janglesD – A interview	0.250.440.401.38
17th Nov Park museum	A – interview with I at home!B – headphonesC – more headphonesD – more headphonesE – S walksF – filmed by S, dance mat and buttonsG –nothingH – S filming in the Arctic gallery – inc S roaring at the polar bear, L’s polar bear family storyI and J and l – arrows on air ventsM – playing in the communities galleryN – communities gallery	2.360.470.060.190.063.290.1010.450.011.202.13
19th Nov Park museum	A – J and I play in the communities galleryB – J and I open flaps in the archaeology galleryC – J uses the touch screenD – J twirls a fishing rodE – J and I twirl fishing rods	2.390.540.540.050.58




Appendix 3:  Incidences of Co-occurrence – Park Museum 
Appendix 4: Incidences of Co-occurrence – House Museum
 

Appendix 5: Ethical approval letter


Appendix 6: Combined consent form and information sheet
What happens when families with children under 3 years visit a museum?
What do they do? What do they enjoy?
Does the museum benefit them?

‘How do families with young children make meaning in museums?’ is a research project being carried out by Abi Hackett as part of her PhD studies at the University of Sheffield. 

It involves visiting a museum as a family, with Abi, in order for her to find out what your experience is like when you visit a museum, what you do, and what you think. Activities at the museum will be agreed beforehand, but could involve Abi observing while you visit, play and do whatever you would normally, making short videos of your visit, and having discussions and conversations with Abi during and after the visit. 

In the final report, you and your family will be anonymous (You can choose your own pseudonym).





□I understand the purpose of the research project, and what my participation will involve.
□I understand I am free to stop participating in the research at any time.


















Appendix 8: Summary of the participants in the study





Susie and Russell	Liam 37 months and Olivia, 11 months
Clare and Ivan	Bryan, 36 months
Tina and Joe	Millie, 38 months and Sienna, 16 months
Juliette and Bernard	James, 36 months




















^1	  Airey (1980) points out that museum education officers have tended to use links to policy, funding and social justice arguments to try to raise the status of education within museums (in comparison to curatorial activities). Airey describes education officers in the 1960s, quoting the Rose report for this purpose, and as a museum education officer in the 2000s, this resonates for me. 
^2	  Some of the images in figures 1 and 2 show children’s faces. I discuss in detail the ethics of using images of children in research, the decisions I made regarding this and the ethical approval the project received in chapter 3. 
^3	  I have grouped the ‘other upstairs rooms’ meaning all the rooms upstairs except for the temporary gallery together for the following reason; the rooms are quite small and all run one into another forming a set route. In addition, the rooms did not hold a lot of appeal for the families, who tended to move quickly through them, either looking to see if anything would attract their attention, or while doing the paper-based trail. I have listed the temporary gallery (which is also upstairs) separately, because the families spent extended periods of time in this room, and actively asked to find it and go to it.  
^4	  This, I would suggest, is due in part to how zone of proximal development has been uncritically taken up and misunderstood by some educators. My reading of Mind in Society indicated that zone of proximal development should be understood as part of a wider theoretical understanding in which learning drives development, rather than as an isolated model. These problems with the use and understanding of zone of proximal development have been previously identified in the literature (e.g. Chaiklin, 2003). For example, Palinscar (1998) described zone of proximal development as “probably one of the most used and least understood constructs to appear in contemporary educational literature” (p.370).
^5	  My understanding of ‘sensory’ as being a series of categories that are culturally constructed and liable to change draws on Finnegan’s (2002) exploration of the use of senses in communication across different human cultures and the animal world. In addition, as Pink (2009) reminds us, sensory categories are perceived as a whole, intermingled with each other and not readily separable into distinct channels of information.
^6	  Haas Dyson and Genishi (2005) use a similar term ‘casing the joint’ in their description of researchers’ early amassing of information about a local community or school in order to identify suitable case studies. Although the parallel terms are a coincidence, the comparison is interesting, as both refer to the early work individuals do to gain an overview knowledge of a place. The terms differ however, in that Haas Dyson and Genishi describe the data gathering and verbal questioning researchers might employ in order to gather cognitive data relevant to their research, whereas in my fieldwork, the children used physical movement, and the sensory perceptions which this movement afforded them, to amass embodied knowledge about the place.
^7	  This vignette is a detailed example of the wider theme of Bryan’s fear and fascination with the natural history gallery, which I traced and described in chapter 5.
^8	  Similar family trails were also available free of charge at Park museum, but my participants did not use them. 
^9	  Taylor (2010) employs the term postural intertextuality (p.208) to describe how the children in her study took meaning from written and visual modes and re-presented them using their bodies. My analysis of ‘the drawing posture’ differs from Taylor’s work because I do not think the children were taking meaning from the drawings on paper and representing them with their bodies. Rather the original criterial meaning of drawing was ‘the drawing posture’ itself.
^10	  According to Carter (1980), museum worksheets for use by school groups were first produced by the Horniman museum in 1908.
^11	  This decision could also be understood through the lens of the points I made in chapter 4, about my performativity of a particular kind of parenting identity, in a context of heavy public judgement and criticism.
^12	  It could also be said that this study is an example of coproduction, or adds to a body of work around coproduced methodologies. I have deliberately, however, avoided using the term ‘coproduction’ in this thesis. Coproduction is a newly fashionable term and consequently there are multiple definitions and applications for this word. In addition, the term was not so widely used, and not one I was familiar with, when I planned this study and carried out my fieldwork. The term I tended to use at this point was collaboration, and the work I drew on was Lassiter’s (2005), therefore, I have retained the term collaboration, rather than coproduction, for clarity, throughout the thesis. 
